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Summary  

 
Vegetation is one of the important components of the climate system and interacts with 
the atmosphere on a time scale ranging from hours to centuries at both regional and 
global scales. Plants respond to climate change when the amplitudes of climatic change 
exceed the tolerance of the species. In the meantime, vegetation impacts on the 
atmosphere through changes in surface conditions, such as in albedo and soil moisture 
(biogeophysical feedbacks) and changes in carbon and other nutrient cycles. Studying 
these interactions between climate and vegetation under past climate change provides 
insights into how vegetation responds to different climate conditions, and into 
magnitudes of the corresponding vegetation feedbacks to the climate system. The Earth's 
climate has oscillated between warmer interglacial and colder glacial climates over the 
past 2.6 million years. These past climate change provide opportunities for studies on 
climate-vegetation interactions.   
 
We investigated climate-vegetation interactions with the climate model iLOVECLIM and 
two Dynamical Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs: LPJ-GUESS and VECODE) under 
four different CO2 scenarios, from very low to very high, and four past climate change, 
including the 8.2 ka BP (kilo annum before present: 1950 AD) cooling event, the 
mid-Holocene time-slice, and long-term climate evolutions during the Holocene (~11.7 
ka BP - present) and the Last Interglacial (LIG, 130-116 ka BP). The two DGVMs 
simulate vegetation dynamics in contrasting complexity, with LPJ-GUESS being much 
more complex than VECODE. Using these two DGVMs thus gives us information about 
the impacts of model-dependence on interactions between climate and vegetation. We 
first conducted sets of vegetation simulations with both DGVMs under identical climate 
conditions (the mid-Holocene (6 ka BP), the pre-industrial state with halved CO2 levels 
(140 parts per million, or ppm), doubled CO2 (560 ppm), and quadrupled CO2 (1120 
ppm)) to investigate sensitivities of these two DGVMs to changing climate and CO2 
levels and assess the impact of their respective complexity on these sensitivities. 
Compared to pre-industrial era, the climate at 6 ka BP is treated as a benchmark of warm 
conditions during the Holocene in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) because of the higher 
summer insolation, while the level of atmospheric CO2 affects climate and vegetation as 
one type of greenhouse gases and resources, respectively. After having a basic 
understanding of these two DGVMs, we simulated the vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka 
BP cooling event and compared the simulated vegetation changes to pollen records over 
Europe and Northern Africa. The 8.2 ka BP event has been confirmed to be the highest 
magnitude abrupt climate event at the northern mid- to high- latitudes during the 
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Holocene, featured by declines of mean annual temperature between -0.6℃ to -1.2℃ 
around the circum-North Atlantic for 100 to 150 years and drier conditions over the 
Mediterranean and the NH tropics. Moreover, we assessed the evolution of vegetation 
during the LIG and the magnitude of both regional and global dynamical vegetation 
feedbacks using again the iLOVECLIM climate model with either VECODE or 
LPJ-GUESS coupled as vegetation component. Compared to the pre-industrial conditions, 
about 2℃ global warming and higher sea level during the early LIG are suggested by 
proxy-based reconstructions. Additionally, we apply the same climate model in 
combination with these two DGVMs to simulate climate-vegetation interactions during 
the Holocene. Compared to the Holocene, an analogue for green and moist North Africa 
exists during the early LIG, followed by desertification at different rates in response to 
declines of summer insolation in the NH. Therefore, a comparison of the patterns of 
North African vegetation evolutions and their feedbacks between the Holocene and the 
LIG was performed to understand the abruptness of climate and vegetation changes in 
North Africa and the mechanisms of these changes.  
 
With effects of climate forcings from iLOVECLIM forced by orbital-scale insolation and 
changes in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, both DGVMs suggest consistent 
features of vegetation changes from the mid-Holocene to the pre-industrial. The patterns 
of vegetation responses to the more extreme varying CO2 scenarios were more variable, 
as LPJ-GUESS, with more complexity, suggests stronger magnitudes of vegetation 
responses to varying CO2 levels than VECODE, in particular in tropical regions. The 
sensitivity of the global Leaf Area Index (LAI) in both DGVMs decreases with the 
increasing atmospheric CO2 from the pre-industrial level to the 4*CO2 scenario. 
Moreover, the tropical vegetation sensitivities, defined as the changes in tree-cover per 
degree of temperature anomaly, vary from 0.5 (℃-1), 0.25 (℃-1) to 0.15 (℃-1) under 
½*CO2, 2*CO2, and 4*CO2 scenarios in LPJ-GUESS, while these values are around 0.05 
(℃-1) for all scenarios in VECODE. The higher sensitivity of LPJ-GUESS to CO2 
concentrations is related to the inclusion of more detailed ecophysiological processes 
compared to VECODE. In addition, the complexity of eco-physiological processes in 
DGVMs also impacts on vegetation requirements for rainfall due to the physiological 
effects that more efficient water use of vegetation is facilitated under elevated 
atmospheric CO2 concentration. The required rainfall for dominant development of 
tropical trees ranges from around 800 mm under the 4*CO2 scenario (1120 ppm) to about 
1500 mm under pre-industrial CO2 forcing (280 ppm) in LPJ-GUESS. In contrast, this 
requirement does not change significantly in VECODE due to its independence of 
vegetation fraction to atmospheric CO2 levels. 
 
In addition to the vegetation responses to climate change with different levels of CO2 
concentrations, vegetation (represented by PFTs: Plant Functional Types) over Europe 
and North Africa responds to abrupt cooling during the 8.2 ka BP event in different 
magnitudes and timing with different impact factors. During this cooling event, the 
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decreased temperature drives reductions of the temperate broad-leaved summer-green 
trees (TempBS) fraction by 17% and 14% within 50 years in Northwestern and 
Northeastern Europe, respectively, and significant expansions of boreal needle-leaved 
evergreen trees (BoNE) in both regions. In Western Europe, due to changes in both 
temperature and precipitation, TempBS decreases by 7% in about 20 years, while 
temperate broad-leaved evergreen trees (TempBE) declines by only 2% in around 60 
years. In Eastern Europe, only TempBS decreases by 5% at the beginning of the event. 
In Southern Europe, grasses expand at the expense of TempBE, and the tropical trees 
(only 2%) disappear immediately when the cooling starts. In North Africa, grass cover 
decreases by 15% in 50 years mainly in response to the >50% decreases in summer 
precipitation, followed by a minor expansion (by 2%) of TempBE. After the 8.2 ka BP 
event, most PFTs return to their pre-perturbed state, except for TempBS, which does 
not recover in Northeastern, Western and Eastern Europe. The unrecovered vegetation 
in these regions implies the possibility of different vegetation compositions under 
similar climate conditions, as a long-lasting vegetation response to an abrupt climate 
perturbation through eco-physiological and ecosystem demographic processes, e.g., 
plant competition. Our modelled vegetation responses indicate a general agreement 
with pollen records from Europe, but a latitudinal gradient with more pronounced 
vegetation responses to the severe cooling in the north and weaker responses to less 
cooling in the south is not seen in pollen records. 
 
On the long-term scale, positive impacts of dynamic vegetation in the LIG simulations 
suggest much better agreements with reconstructed temperature based on proxies than 
the LIG simulation with fixed pre-industrial vegetation, in particular in the high 
latitudes and the tropics. In boreal regions, trees extend further north and tree covers 
are up to 50% higher in 125 ka BP relative to pre-industrial conditions, resulting in a 
positive surface temperature anomaly (>2.5℃) compared to pre-industrial. Likewise, 
in North Africa, positive surface temperature anomalies (~1.5℃) are found. A strong 
annual mean temperature trend at all latitudes during the LIG in simulations with 
dynamical vegetation indicates a warming effect of vegetation at a global scale, but 
these simulations still underestimate the change in temperature compared to 
proxy-based reconstructions. 
 
Comparisons of vegetation transitions in North Africa during the LIG and the Holocene 
reveal nearly linear declines of vegetation cover corresponding to the decline in summer 
insolation at 20°N during both interglacials. During the early LIG and early Holocene, 
vegetation cover in the Sahara keeps a relatively high level, with >70% and about 60%, 
respectively. In response to the declines of the summer insolation at 20°N, vegetation 
cover is reduced during both interglacials and the rates of this reduction peaks at 25%/ka 
and 10%/ka at around 122 ka BP and 6 ka, respectively. The process of desertification is 
accelerated when the magnitude of positive vegetation-albedo feedbacks on precipitation 
cannot offset the moisture deficit due to decreased summer insolation. The abrupt 
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vegetation transition during the LIG is a result of strong vegetation feedback and rapidly 
decreased precipitation, while the gradual vegetation transition during the Holocene is 
related to the strong vegetation feedback and gradual declines in precipitation.  
 
Compared to desert, the vegetated surface is featured by a lower albedo, which enhances 
the absorption of solar radiation and therefore leads to a warmer surface. In North Africa, 
the warmer vegetated surface than desert induces larger land-sea temperature contrasts, 
leading to a stronger African summer monsoon, which promotes vegetation development 
because of the enhanced precipitation. During the early LIG and Holocene, vegetation 
strengthens precipitation by a factor of 2 to 3 through this vegetation-albedo feedback 
when the vegetation cover is greater than 60%. The effects of vegetation feedbacks to 
climate decrease in phase as vegetation cover declines during both interglacials. The 
effects of vegetation feedbacks on precipitation during the LIG and Holocene suggest 
more gradual declines in experiments with dynamic vegetation from LPJ-GUESS than 
VECODE. The key factor adjusting the magnitude of the vegetation-albedo feedback is 
the vegetation cover and the differences of surface albedo between vegetated and bare 
desert soil surface. The summer insolation at 20°N plays a central role in driving the 
incoming moisture transport by the atmosphere, thereby the amount of precipitation and 
the development of vegetation in North Africa. In the meantime, the positive 
vegetation-albedo feedback enhanced the amount of precipitation during the early 
periods of both interglacials and the weakening of this feedback afterwards accelerates 
vegetation transitions. Also, the abruptness of vegetation transitions is related to the 
complexity of the vegetation components in our climate model since the higher 
complexity of the LPJ-GUESS vegetation model involves a larger diversity and provides 
vegetation features in more detail. 
 
Similar to the vegetation impacts on global atmosphere circulations during the Holocene, 
the vegetated Sahara during the LIG has a positive impact on surface temperature 
globally. Compared with desert, the vegetated Sahara leads to an increase in surface 
temperature and a decline in surface air pressure due to local feedbacks, thereby 
enhancing mid-latitude westerlies as a result of increased latitudinal temperature and 
pressure gradients, leading to an increase in the amount of heat transported by the 
atmosphere from tropical regions to the Arctic. The green Sahara feedback at 125 ka BP 
provides up to 30% of the total contribution of global vegetation feedbacks to high 
latitudinal warming. 
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Samenvatting 

 
Vegetatie is één van de belangrijke onderdelen van het klimaatsysteem. Uitwisselingen 
tussen vegetatie en de atmosfeer vinden plaats op verschillende tijdschalen, varierend 
van uren to eeuwen, en op verschillende ruimtelijke schalen, varierend van de 
regionale tot mondiale schaal. Planten reageren op klimaatverandering zodra de 
klimaattolerantie van de debetreffende soort overschreden wordt. Tegelijkertijd 
beinvloedt de vegetatie ook het klimaat door veranderingen in de eigenschappen van 
het aardoppervlak, zoals in albedo en bodemvochtgehalte (door middel van zogeheten 
biogeofysische terugkoppelingen), en door veranderingen in biogeochemische cycli, 
zoals van koolstof. Het bestuderen van deze uitwisselingen tussen klimaat en vegetatie 
gedurende klimaatveranderingen in het geologisch verleden biedt de mogelijkheid om 
ons inzicht in de gevoeligheid van vegetatie voor verschillende 
klimaatomstandigheden te vergroten, en om beter zicht te krijgen op het belang van 
terugkoppelingen tussen klimaat en vegetatie. In de afgelopen 2,6 miljoen jaar is het 
klimaat op aarde onderhevig geweest aan wisselingen tussen relatief warme 
interglacialen en koude glacialen. Deze wisselingen geven ons de mogelijkheid om 
klimaat-vegetatie-interacties in detail te bestuderen. 
 
We onderzochten klimaat-vegetatie-interacties met behulp van het iLOVECLIM 
klimaatmodel en twee dynamische mondiale vegetatiemodellen, de zogeheten 
“Dynamical Global Vegetation Models” (DGVM’s: LPJ-GUESS en VECODE). We 
beschouwden hierbij vier verschillende CO2 scenario’s, van zeer laag tot zeer hoog, en 
vier perioden uit het verleden met klimaatveranderingen. Deze vier perioden zijn een 
koude fase rond 8.2 ka BP (“kilo annum before present” oftewel duizend jaar voor 
1950 AD), het midden-Holoceen (6 ka BP), de lange-termijn verandering in het 
Holoceen (11.7 ka BP tot heden) en het laatste interglaciaal (LIG, 130-116 ka BP). De 
twee DVGM’s verschillen enorm in complexiteit, aangezien LPJ-GUESS veel 
complexer is dan VECODE. Door deze twee DGVM’s te gebruiken, kan dus 
informatie worden verkregen over het effect van modelverschillen op de 
gemodelleerde interacties tussen klimaat en vegetatie. Als eerste stap, hebben we een 
aantal vegetatie-simulaties uitgevoerd met beide DGVM’s, gebruik makend van 4 
typen klimaatomstandigheden die identiek waren in beide modellen, te weten 6 ka BP 
en pre-industriële randvoorwaarden met verschillende atmosferische CO2 concentraties: 
gehalveerd (140 ppm, of “parts per million”), verdubbeld (560 ppm) en verviervoudigd 
(1120 ppm). Dit stelde ons in staat om de gevoeligheid van deze twee DGVM’s voor 
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veranderingen in klimaat en CO2 te onderzoeken, alsmede de invloed van de 
verschillen in modelcomplexiteit op deze gevoeligheid. Vergeleken met de 
pre-industriële omstandigheden, wordt het klimaat van 6 ka BP gebruikt als een 
referentie voor de relatief warme condities die heersten gedurende een deel van het 
Holoceen. Deze warme condities houden verband met de toenmalige hoge instraling in 
de zomer. Nadat de gevoeligheid van de twee DVGM’s was onderzocht, simuleerden 
we het effect van de koude fase rond 8.2 ka BP op de vegetatie en we vergeleken de 
gesimuleerde vegetatie met stuifmeelgegevens uit Europa en Noord Afrika. De koude 
fase rond 8.2 ka BP is duidelijk de meest uitgesproken periode met abrupte afkoeling 
op gematigde en hoge breedtegraden op het noordelijk halfrond in het Holoceen. Deze 
fase wordt gekarakteriseerd door een afname van de jaargemiddelde temperatuur van 
-0.6°C tot -1.2°C gedurende 100 tot 150 jaar in het gebied rond de Noord-Atlantische 
Oceaan, en door een droger klimaat in het Middellandse Zee gebied en de tropen op 
het noordelijk halfrond. Daarnaast onderzochten we de verandering in vegetatie 
gedurende het LIG, en de sterkte van regionale en mondiale terugkoppelingen waarbij 
de vegetatie een rol speelde. Hiervoor gebruikten we wederom het iLOVECLIM 
klimaatmodel, gekoppeld met VECODE of LPJ-GUESS als vegetatiecomponent. 
Vervolgens gebruikten we dezelfde modelopzet om de interacties tussen klimaat en 
vegetatie tijdens het Holoceen te simuleren en om een vergelijking met het LIG te 
maken. Gedurende het vroege LIG en Holoceen, was Noord Afrika veel groener dan 
vandaag, met een vochtiger klimaat. In beide interglacialen werd deze groene fase 
gevolgd door een fase van verwoestijning, gestuurd door een afname in de zomerse 
instraling. We bestudeerden in onze simulaties de verschillen in de snelheid van de 
woestijnuitbreiding tussen de twee perioden en ook de terugkoppelingsmechanismen 
waarin vegetatie een grote rol speelde. 
 
Beide DGVM’s laten eenzelfde beeld zien van vegetatieveranderingen in het 
midden-Holoceen ten opzichte van het pre-industriële tijdperk. Echter, in de twee 
modellen was de reactie van de vegetatie op de veranderende CO2 concentraties (140, 
280, 560 en 1120 ppm) zeer verschillend. Het meer complexe model LPJ-GUESS 
suggereert grotere veranderingen in vegetatie onder invloed van verschillen in CO2 
concentratie dan VECODE, met name in de tropen. De gevoeligheid van 
bladoppervlakte-index (de “leaf area index”) in beide DGVM’s neemt af met 
toenemende CO2 concentratie van 140 tot 1120 ppm. Bovendien varieert de 
gevoeligheid van de tropische vegetatie voor temperatuurveranderingen sterk tussen de 
twee modellen. Deze gevoeligheid, gedefinieerd als de verandering in boombedekking 
per graad Celcius, varieert in LPJ-GUESS van 0.5 (°C-1), 0.25 (°C-1) tot 0.15 (°C-1) bij 
½*CO2, 2*CO2, and 4*CO2 scenario’s, terwijl dezewaarden rond de 0.05 (°C-1) liggen 
voor alle scenario’s in VECODE. De hogere gevoeligheid voor CO2 concentraties in 
LPJ-GUESS houdt verband met de hogere complexiteit van dit model, met meer 
gedetailleerde ecofysiologische processen in vergelijking tot VECODE. Daarnaast 
heeft deze hogere complexiteit ook effect op de hoeveelheid neerslag die de 
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gemodelleerde vegetatie nodig heeft, aangezien dit ervoor zorgt dat vegetatie een meer 
efficiënt watergebruik heeft bij een toenemende CO2 concentratie. Zo hebben tropische 
bomen in LPJ-GUESS 800 mm neerslag nodig bij een 4*CO2 scenario (1120 ppm), en 
maar liefst 1500 mm bij een pre-industriële CO2 waarde van 280 ppm. In VECODE, 
daarentegen, verandert deze benodigde neerslag nauwelijks doordat de 
vegetatie-fractie onafhankelijk is van de atmosferische CO2 concentratie. 
 
De koude fase rond 8.2 ka BP heeft een duidelijk effect op de gemodelleerde vegetatie 
in Europa en Noord Afrika. Dit is te zien in de tijdsafhankelijke response van 
zogeheten “plant functional types” (PFT’s) in simulaties met het LPJ-GUESS model. 
Opvallend is dat de verschillende PFT’s niet hetzelfde reageren op de 
klimaatverandering. Gedurende de koude fase, leidt de afkoeling tot een afname in de 
gematigde, bladverliezende loofbomen in Noordwest en Noordoost Europa met 
respectievelijk 17% en 14% binnen 50 jaar. Tegelijkertijd treedt een duidelijke 
uitbreiding van boreale groenblijvende naaldbomen op in beide regio’s. In West 
Europa nemen de gematigde, bladverliezende loofbomen af met 7% in 20 jaar door 
veranderingen in temperatuur en neerslag, terwijl de groenblijvende loofbomen slechts 
afnemen met 2% in ongeveer 60 jaar. In Oost Europa, laten alleen de gematigde, 
bladverliezend loofbomen een afname zien van 5% aan het begin van de koude fase. In 
Zuid Europa, daarentegen, neemt de bedekking door grassen toe ten koste van 
groenblijvende loofbomen, en de aanvankelijke minieme bedekking van tropische 
bomen (2%) verdwijnt onmiddelijk na aanvang van de koude fase. In Noord Afrika 
neemt de grasbedekking af met maar liefst 15% in 50 jaar, voornamelijk als gevolg van 
de grote vermindering (met meer dan 50%) in de hoeveelheid zomerse neerslag. Na 
afloop van de koude fase, keert de bedekking van de meeste PFT’s terug tot het niveau 
voor de klimaatverandering, behalve de gematigde, bladverliezende loofbomen, welke 
niet herstellen van de verstoring in het noordoosten, westen en oosten van Europa. Dit 
kan er op duiden dat verschillende vegetatietypes, met verschillende samenstellingen 
van soorten, kunnen voorkomen met gelijksoortige klimaatomstandigheden. Het 
gesimuleerde effect van de koude fase rond 8.2 ka BP op de vegetatie in Europa komt 
over het algemeen overeen met wat fossiele stuifmeelgegevens laten zien, met 
uitzondering van de gesimuleerde noord-zuid gradiënt die een duidelijkere 
vegetatierespons in het noorden toont dan in het zuiden, welke niet te zien is in de 
vegetatiereconstructies die gebaseerd zijn op fossiel stuifmeel. 
 
In eerder onderzoek naar het LIG klimaat, werd in klimaatmodellen aangenomen dat 
de vegetatie tijdens het LIG gelijk was aan dat van het pre-industriële tijdperk. 
Vergeleken met dit eerdere onderzoek, laten onze simulaties met een model dat de 
vegetatie laat aanpassen aan het LIG klimaat, en dus interacties tussen klimaat en 
vegetatie expliciet meeneemt, een betere overeekomst zien met reconstructies van het 
LIG klimaat welke gebaseerd zijn op geologische gegevens, zoals fossiel pollen. Dit is 
met name het geval in polaire gebieden en in de tropen. Onze simulaties geven aan dat 
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de arctische boomgrens verder naar het noorden lag dan eerder aangenomen, en dat de 
bedekking van bomen ook tot 50% hoger was tijdens het LIG dan in het pre-industriële 
tijdperk. In ons model resulteerde dit in een flink hogere temperatuur (meer dan 2.5°C 
warmer) op hogere breedtegraden. Ook in Noord Afrika simuleerden we een 
opmerkelijke toename van 1.5°C in vergelijking met eerder onderzoek. Deze resultaten 
passen in het mondiale beeld van een warmere wereld gedurende het LIG, onder 
invloed van vegetatie-klimaat interacties. Ondanks deze gesimuleerde hogere 
temperaturen, onderschatten onze resultaten nog steeds de gereconstrueerde LIG 
temperaturen op basis van geologische gegevens.  
 
Een vergelijking van de gesimuleerde verwoestijning in Noord Afrika tijdens het LIG 
en het Holoceen laat zien dat de afname in vegetatiebedekking de afname in zomerse 
instraling op 20°N nauwgezet volgt. In het begin van beide interglacialen is de 
vegetatiebedekking in Noord Afrika relatief hoog, met waarden van meer dan 70% in 
het vroege LIG en 60% in het vroege Holoceen. Als de zomerse instraling op 20°N 
echter gelijdelijk afneemt, wordt de vegetatiebedekking snel minder in beide 
interglacialen. De afname in vegetatiebedekking bereikt waarden van 25%/1000 jaar 
rond 122 ka BP in het LIG, en 10%/1000 jaar rond 6 ka BP in het Holoceen. De 
verwoestijning versnelt als de positieve vegetatie-albedo terugkoppeling niet langer 
kan compenseren voor de afname in neerslag welke het gevolg is van de zwakkere 
zomermoesson. Tijdens het LIG is de verwoestijning meer abrupt dan tijdens het 
Holoceen als gevolg van een sterkere afname in zomerse instraling op 20°N tijdens het 
LIG, wat weer direct gevolgen heeft voor de sterkte van de klimaat-vegetatie 
terugkoppeling en de hoeveelheid jaarlijkse neerslag. 
 
In vergelijking met woestijn, heeft een begroeid oppervlak een lagere albedo, wat tot 
een grotere absorptie van inkomende zonnestraling leidt, en een warmer oppervlak. In 
Noord Afrika, resulteert de hogere temperatuur van het begroeide landoppervlak in het 
vroege LIG en Holoceen tot een groter thermisch contrast met de relatief koude 
Atlantische Oceaan, met als gevolg een sterkere zomermoesson en meer neerslag. 
Deze neerslag zorgt er weer voor dat de vegetatie in Noord Afrika kan blijven groeien, 
zodat een positieve terugkoppeling tussen vegetatie en klimaat ontstaat. Gedurende het 
vroege LIG en Holoceen, is deze terugkoppeling zeer aktief en versterkt de vegetatie 
de neerslag met een factor 2 tot 3 zodra de vegetatiebedekking boven de 60% komt. 
Als de vegetatiebedekking lager wordt, neemt het belang van de terugkoppeling ook 
snel af. De bepalende factoren voor de sterkte van de positieve terugkoppeling zijn de 
vegetatiebedekking en de verschillen in albedo tussen een begroeid oppervlak en 
woestijn. De zomerse instraling op 20°N speelt verder een centrale rol als drijvende 
factor voor de aanvoer van vocht door de atmosfeer (zomermoesson), en daarmee voor 
de hoeveelheid neerslag en de ontwikkeling van vegetatie in Noord Afrika. In 
vegelijking met VECODE, laat het LPJ-GUESS model een geleidelijkere 
verwoestijning zien tijdens het LIG en Holoceen. Dit verschil tussen beide 
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vegetatiemodellen is gerelateerd met het verschil in complexiteit tussen VECODE en 
LPJ-GUESS.  
 
In onze simulaties resulteert een “groene” Sahara in een toename van de mondiale 
temperatuur gedurende het LIG. In vergelijking met een woestijnbedekking, leidt een 
groene Sahara tot een toename van de regionale oppervlaktetemperatuur en een afname 
in de luchtdruk door lokale terugkoppelingen. Deze veranderingen leiden tot een 
toename in de noord-zuid temperatuurgradient en luchtdrukgradient, waardoor de 
westenwinden op gematigde breedtegraden toenemen. Dit resulteert in een toename in 
het noordwaartse warmtetransport van de tropen naar het noordpoolgebied. Tijdens het 
LIG (rond 125 ka BP), kan hierdoor 30% van de opwarming in het noordpoolgebied 
worden verklaard door de impact van de groene Sahara en de bijbehorende 
terugkoppelingen.  
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摘要 

 

植被作为气候系统中的重要组成部分，和大气进行不同时间及空间尺度的相互作用。

植被响应气候变化的同时通过调节地表条件（如地表反照率，土壤湿度等）和碳氮

及营养物质影响气候环境。研究过去气候和植被的相互作用帮助我们了解植被对不

同气候条件的响应及其对气候变化反馈作用的强度。在过去260万年里，地球气候

经历了一系列的冰期间冰期的交替，这些气候变化为我们进行气候植被相互作用研

究提供了机会。 

 

基于气候模型iLOVECLIM和两个动态全球植被模型（LPJ-GUESS 和 VECODE），我们

对不同气候变化条件下的气候植被相互作用进行研究。不同的气候条件包括四个CO2

场景（140ppm, 280ppm, 560ppm, 1120ppm）及四个古气候变化阶段（8.2 ka BP气

候冷事件，中全新世（6 ka BP），全新世（~11.7 ka BP - 至今）及末次间冰期

（130-116 ka BP））。LPJ-GUESS的复杂度显著高于VECODE。基于复杂度不同的两

个植被模型对气候植被相互作用模拟的对比，增加了我们对相同气候条件下植被模

拟结果对模型的依赖程度的了解。首先，我们基于两个植被模型模拟中全新世（6 ka 

BP）及工业革命前不同CO2场景（140ppm, 280ppm, 560ppm, 1120ppm）的植被分布。

与工业革命前气候条件相比，中全新世被认为全新世北半球气候暖时期的标尺，而

工业革命前CO2场景中不同CO2含量则作为温室气体和植被生长所需原料影响气候和

植被。对两个植被模型的敏感度有基本了解后，我们模拟了欧洲和北非植被对8.2 ka 

BP气候冷事件的响应并与孢粉重建结果进行对比。8.2 ka BP气候冷事件被认为是

全新世北半球中高纬度强度最大的气候冷事件，表现为环北大西洋年均温降低约

-0.6℃至-1.2℃并持续100至150年，以及环地中海和北半球热带地区的湿度降低等。

此外，基于气候模型iLOVECLIM和两个植被模型，我们模拟了末次间冰期及全新世

植被变化及区域和全球尺度的植被反馈。基于指标重建的末次间冰期早期全球平均

气温高于工业革命前约2℃。伴随北半球夏季太阳辐射的降低末次间冰期和全新世

北非地区均呈现不同程度的沙漠化，但末次间冰期早期北非植被覆盖和湿度条件均

高于全新世早期。因此，我们将这两个阶段作为类比案例，通过对比末次间冰期和

全新世北非植被变化及植被反馈作用进行北非气候植被突变机理研究。 

 

中全新世至工业革命前两个植被模型结果显示相对一致的植被变化特征，但对于不

同CO2场景，两个模型模拟的植被响应呈现较大的差异。LPJ-GUESS模拟的植被对CO2

含量的敏感度比VECODE更高，尤其在热带地区差异较大。两个模型的结果均显示全

球叶面积指数对增加的大气CO2含量的敏感度随着CO2含量增加而降低。LPJ-GUESS模

拟得出热带植被敏感度（木本植被覆盖变化与气温变化的比值）在½*CO2, 2*CO2, 和 

4*CO2 场景下分别为0.5 (℃-1), 0.25 (℃-1) 和 0.15 (℃-1), 但VECODE结果显示该

敏感度在各CO2场景中均约为0.05 (℃-1)。相较VECODE，LPJ-GUESS模拟得到的植被
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对CO2较高的敏感度主要由于其更复杂的生态生理过程。此外，植被模型中这些更复

杂的生态生理过程也通过调节植物生理过程的水分利用率影响植被对降水的需求。

在4*CO2场景（1120ppm）及工业革命前（280ppm）条件下，LPJ-GUESS模拟得出热带

区域树木生长所需年降水量分别为800mm和1500mm，但由于VECODE中植被覆盖独立

于大气CO2含量，其模拟结果中该降水需求量并没有显著变化。 

 

除对不同CO2场景的气候变化响应外，欧洲及北非植被对8.2 ka BP气候冷事件的响

应呈现不同程度的时空分布。气候冷事件期间，气温降低引起欧洲西北和东北部温

带夏绿阔叶林（TempBS）覆盖度在50年内分别下降17%及14%，并伴随寒带针叶常绿

林（BoNE）覆盖度的显著增长；欧洲西部，在气温和降水的共同作用下，TempBS覆

盖度在20年内下降约7%；欧洲东部，TempBS仅在该气候冷事件初期下降5%；欧洲南

部，草地覆盖增加伴随和温带常绿阔叶林（TempBE）覆盖率下降，热带树种在气候

冷事件初期迅速消失；北非，超过50%的夏季降水减少引起了草地覆盖率50年内下

降15%。8.2 ka BP气候冷事件之后，除了TempBS，大部分植被均恢复至冷事件前的

状态。在欧洲东北部、欧洲东部及西部，没有恢复的TempBS代表了在相似气候条件

下存在不同植被类型组成的可能性，表明气候突变可能通过影响植物生态生理过程

和生态系统过程在更长时间尺度上影响植被状况。模拟结果显示了与孢粉记录一致

的植被响应，但孢粉数据并没有显示欧洲北部强的植被响应冷的气候变化和欧洲南

部相对弱的植被响应相对弱的气候变冷的纬度梯度。 

 

与耦合了工业革命前植被的末次间冰期模拟相比，耦合了动态植被的末次间冰期

模拟结果表现出与基于指标重建结果更好的一致性，尤其是在高纬度和热带地区。

末次间冰期早期（125 ka BP）北半球高纬度地区森林覆盖度比工业革命前森林覆

盖度高约 50%，正反馈导致了超过的 2.5℃气温增加。相似的，北非也发现了由于

植被正反馈引起的约 1.5℃的温度增加。耦合了动态植被的末次间冰期模拟结果

显示末次间冰期在所有纬度均存在强的年均温趋势，再次证明了全球尺度的植被

正反馈作用，但是相较指标重建结果，本研究结果仍低估了末次间冰期年均温趋

势。 

 

末次间冰期和全新世北非植被减少均与该阶段 20°N夏季太阳辐射减少呈现近似

线性关系。末次间冰期及全新世早期，北非地区植被覆盖均处于相对较高的水平，

分别为约 70%和 60%。随着 20°N夏季太阳辐射下降，植被覆盖度降低，下降速率

分别在 122 ka BP 和 6 ka BP 达到最大（25 %/ka 和 10 %/ka）。当植被对降雨

的正反馈作用不能够抵消由于下降太阳辐射引起的湿度赤字，该区域沙漠化进程

加速。末次间冰期的植被覆盖突然减少是强的植被反馈和降水量快速下降的综合

结果，但全新世的植被覆盖逐渐下降则是强的植被反馈和降水量逐渐下降的结果。 

 

与沙漠相比，植被覆盖的反照率较低，从而增加了地表对太阳辐射的吸收导致较高

的地表温度。在北非，由于植被覆盖引起的较高地表温度造成更大的海陆温度差异，

导致非洲夏季风强度增加，从而降水量增加，增加的降水进一步促进该区域植被生

长。末次间冰期和全新世早期，当植被覆盖超过60%时，相比沙漠覆盖的地表，由

于此植被-反照率正反馈引起的降水呈2-3倍增加。末次间冰期和全新世期间，调节
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植被反馈强度的关键因素为植被覆盖以及植被和沙漠反照率的差异，该植被反馈作

用随着植被覆盖下降而降低。20°N夏季太阳辐射主导由大气控制的水汽输入，从

而主导北非的降水和植被生长。在末次间冰期和全新世早期，植被-反照率正反馈

增加该地区的降水量，而随后减弱的植被反馈却加速了沙漠化。此外，植被变化的

突变性也受气候模型中植被模块的复杂程度的影响。相比VECODE，复杂度更大的

LPJ-GUESS植被模型模拟了更大的植被多样性和更多的细节特征，从而模拟结果表

现出更低的植被变化突变程度。 

 

与全新世北非植被对全球大气循环的影响相似，末次间冰期北非植被覆盖也对全球

气温具有积极反馈作用。在区域尺度范围，由于植被-反照率对气温的正反馈作用，

区域气温增加导致地表气压下降，增加的纬向温度和压力差增强中纬度西风强度，

导致热带通过大气向北极传输的热量增加。末次间冰期早期（125 ka BP）全球植

被反馈作用中，北非植被对高纬度气温的正反馈高达30%。  
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Chapter 1 

General introduction 

 
 

1.1 Background and framework 

Climate change plays important roles on the evolution of life and the development of 
civilizations. According to the projected global warming that follows from the so-called 
Representative Concentration Pathway scenarios (RCP), a global warming of 2.6 to 4.8℃ 
is projected for the period 2081-2100 compared to 1986-2000 if the greenhouse gas 
(GHG) levels would continue to rise as they presently do (IPCC, 2013). In contrast, a 
weaker global warming of 0.3 to 1.7℃ is projected if the GHG concentrations would 
start decreasing after 2030 (Meinshausen et al., 2011; IPCC, 2013; Stocker et al., 2013). 
In fact, we face not only this simulated global warming with large ranges of uncertainty, 
but also an increased frequency of extreme events under current global warming 
(Coumou and Rahmstorf, 2012). In order to adapt to ongoing climate change, the 
reliability of projections of future climate is increasingly important since there are many 
decisions to be made. We can increase our knowledge of natural climate variations by 
studying the geological past, since the Earth's climate has oscillated between warmer 
interglacial and colder glacial climates compared to present day over the past 2.6 million 
years. The palaeoclimate change provides opportunities to improve our understanding of 
mechanisms of climate change and interactions among components in the Earth system 
so that we can increase the reliability of projections of future climate.  
 
Vegetation is one of the important components of the climate system, and interacts with 
the atmosphere on a time scale ranging from hours to centuries (Ruddiman, 2001). 
Climate conditions constrain the distributions and characters of vegetation. In the 
meantime, vegetation affects the atmosphere through biogeophysical and biogeochemical 
processes. Biogeophysical processes influence climate through adjusting exchanges of 
surface energy and water fluxes between land and atmosphere on a regional to global 
scale, and the biogeochemical processes affect the release/uptake of CO2 and nutrients on 
a global scale. The mechanisms of these vegetation-climate interactions under 
palaeoclimate conditions allow us to understand the Earth system better and then shed 
light on the ongoing global change. Therefore, this thesis presents studies on 
climate-vegetation interactions during past warm climates, with a focus on the role of 
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vegetation during the present and last interglacial (the Holocene and the LIG). The 
emphasis of this thesis is on biogeophysical processes. 
 
In the present introductory chapter, several fundamental topics, concepts and methods 
necessary for the understanding of climate-vegetation interactions are explained. 
Firstly, a description of the climate system is followed by explanations of the different 
forcings and feedback mechanisms at play. Several methods used in palaeoclimate 
studies are presented, including a brief description of proxy-based method and climate 
models, and a thorough description of the iLOVECLIM climate model and two 
different Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs). Then, previous palaeoclimate 
studies on the LIG and the Holocene and the role of vegetation during these periods are 
introduced. We both focus on long-term changes taking place over the entire LIG and 
the Holocene and on short-term climate periods, including the African Humid Period 
(AHP), the 8.2 ka BP (ka BP: 8200 years before present, being 1950 AD) event, and 
the mid-Holocene. In the last part of this introduction, we state the main scientific 
questions of this dissertation. 
 

1.2 Fundamentals of climate-vegetation interactions 

1.2.1 Description of the climate system and forcings involved 
The climate system includes different components of the earth system, namely the 
atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, cryosphere, lithosphere and their interactions (Fig. 
1.1; Ruddiman, 2001). The climate system is a dynamic system whose state changes 
over time in response to forcings outside of the climate system (so-called external 
forcing). In the meantime, the interactions among its components adjust the state of the 
dynamic system through internal feedbacks. There are essentially three types of 
external climate forcings in the natural world: tectonic processes which alter Earth's 
geography and climate at a time scale of billion years, earth-orbital changes whose 
changes occur over tens to hundreds of thousands of years, and changes in the strength 
of the sun which has shorter-term variations that occur over decades to centuries 
(Ruddiman, 2001). In fact, whether a process should be considered as a feedback 
(internal forcing) or boundary condition depends on both its time scale (Table. 1.1) and 
the period of interest (Palaeosens Project members, 2012). A climate process can be 
regarded as a boundary condition when its time-scale is long compared to the 
time-scale of interest. In contrast, a process can be treated as a feedback only when its 
time scale is shorter than the time scale of interest, otherwise it would be treated as a 
boundary condition (Astrom and Murray, 2010). For example, when we consider 
climate change during the last million years, the external climate forcings are changes 
in the orbital configuration while tectonic processes (e.g., the evolution of the 
topography of the continents and bathymetry of oceans), weathering and the transfer of 
heat and material from within the earth into the climate system and the long-term 
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evolution of vegetation and life are treated as boundary conditions. On this time-scale, 
the vegetation processes are treated as a feedback in evolutions of the climate system 
longer than its responding time scales (Table. 1.1), e.g. centuries to millions of years. 
Since this thesis focuses on changes in the climate system during the last and present 
interglacials (millennial to multi-millenial scale), we focus hereafter on climate forcing 
at such time-scale. 

 

 
Fig. 1.1 Earth's climate system and interactions among its components. The top panel indicates 
a wide range of processes in the Earth system, and the bottom panel shows simplifications of 
these processes. In the bottom panel, a small number of factors drive, or “force,”climate 
change. These factors cause interactions among the internal components of the climate system 
(atmosphere, oceans, ice, land surfaces, and vegetation). The results are the measurable 
variations known as climate responses. Figure from Ruddiman (2001). 
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Table 1.1 Response times of different components in the climate system. Table adjusted from 
Ruddiman (2001). 

 
On a millennial time scale, orbital forcing alters the amount and distribution of 
insolation received by the Earth, thereby driving the climate system dynamics which 
lead to variations in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and in the mass of the ice 
sheets (the so-called Milankovitch theory). During the last millions of years, climate 
change have been driven by different combinations of orbital forcing, atmospheric 
composition and climate responses (Tzedakis et al., 2009; Lang and Wolff, 2011). 
During interglacials, changes in the spatial and temporal distribution of insolation 
include declines of summer insolation and increases of winter insolation in the 
Northern Hemisphere (NH), and vice versa in the Southern Hemisphere (SH), but the 
magnitudes of the annual, seasonal and latitudinal insolation changes are usually 
different. For example, this magnitude is larger during the last interglacial (LIG) than 
the present interglacial (Holocene). 
 
Greenhouse gases (GHG) impact on climate change globally by absorbing terrestrial 
long-wave radiation in the atmosphere and by emitting it back to the Earth surface. The 
four most important greenhouse gases are water vapour, CO2, CH4, and N2O, in which 
the concentrations of past CO2, CH4 and N2O are measured based on air bubbles in 
ice-core records from Antarctica and Greenland. During the LIG and the Holocene, 
GHG concentrations were similar to those of the pre-industrial levels. In this thesis, 
GHG changes are treated as a forcing in all experiments.  
 
In addition, ice sheet configurations also affect the climate system through impacts on 
surface albedo, atmospheric circulation and the buoyancy of the ocean surface (Felzer et 
al., 1996; Clark et al., 1999; Justino and Peltier, 2005; Langen and Vinther, 2009). In this 
thesis, ice sheets are treated as a boundary condition. The configurations of ice sheets are 
prescribed at their pre-industrial level except for Chapter 3 in which the ice sheet 
configuration for the Early Holocene is from Zhang et al. (2016). 
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1.2.2 Roles of vegetation in the climate system 
 
The atmosphere drives the distribution of vegetation through the effects of temperature, 
precipitation, CO2 concentration, etc. On a plant-level scale, temperature directly affects 
photosynthesis and respiration of vegetation through its impacts on the activity of the 
Rubisco enzyme that is crucial for carbon fixation in plants (Farquhar et al., 1980). 
Precipitation and CO2 provide input for vegetation photosynthesis. Typical examples on a 
regional scale (including both plant and ecosystem scale) are the expansion of taiga at 
northern high latitudes under warm conditions (Mayle et al., 2007) and the greening of 
the Sahara during the periods when the African summer monsoon is strong, bringing 
enough precipitation for extensive plant growth (Furley, 1992). On the other hand, 
vegetation also affects atmospheric conditions through various feedbacks. 
 
Vegetation feedbacks to the atmosphere can be divided in biogeophysical and 
biogeochemical effects. Biogeophysical effects are characterized by the impacts of 
vegetation on climate via alterations of vegetation physical characteristics of the land 
surface, e.g., surface albedo, roughness, water conductivity, etc. The surface albedo is the 
fraction of the incoming solar (shortwave) radiation that is reflected. The values of 
surface albedo (Table 1.2) determine the level of shortwave radiation absorped, i.e., a 
high albedo implies a high reflection of shortwave radiation, leading to a relative cooling 
of a surface (e.g., desert, snow), while a low albedo forces a relatively high absorption of 
solar radiative energy leading to a relative warming of the surface (e.g., water, 
vegetation). When we take the positive vegetation-albedo feedback in North Africa as an 
example; compared to desert, the vegetated surface is warmer than desert due to its lower 
albedo, which induces larger land-sea temperature contrasts, leading to a stronger African 
summer monsoon, which promotes vegetation development because of the enhanced 
precipitation. 
 
Table 1.2. The approximated ranges of albedo of natural surfaces. Table from Oke (1987) 
Boundary layer climates, Muthuen, pp12. 

 
The vegetation-albedo feedback was firstly suggested by Charney (1975) and 
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investigated by many studies (e.g., Harding and Pomeroy, 1996; Pomeroy and Dion, 
1996; Hedstrom and Pomeroy, 1998). This feedback was proven to be positive in 
particular in the taiga-tundra region at northern high latitudes (the albedo of taiga is 
lower than that of tundra) and during green Sahara episodes in northern Africa (the 
albedo of grass/savanna is lower than that of desert). Indeed, a positive vegetation-albedo 
feedback was active during the African Humid Period (AHP) in the early-to-mid 
Holocene, when the Sahara region was covered with vegetation, implying a lower albedo 
and a relatively warm surface compared to desert. The warm land surface enhanced the 
land-sea temperature contrast, promoting a stronger African monsoon, resulting in 
increases in moisture transport to North Africa (NA) and convective precipitation due to 
stronger uplift of air, keeping the Sahara “green” until the summer insolation decreased 
due to orbital forcing (Charney, 1975; Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Texier et al., 1997; 
Claussen et al., 1999; Renssen et al., 2003; Knorr and Schnitzler, 2006; Liu et al., 2006; 
Notaroet al., 2008; Timm et al., 2010). It is worth to note that the sign of this 
vegetation-albedo feedback depends on several other factors, e.g., roughness, soil type, 
water conductivity. For example, some studies suggest that during the AHP, a dark wet 
soil (Levis et al., 2004) and the inclusion of canopy transpiration (Rachmayani et al., 
2015) positively impacts precipitation, but the feedback turns to be negative when the 
evaporation from bare soil is stronger than transpiration from vegetated surface (Liu et al., 
2007; Wang et al., 2008; Notaro et al., 2008). 
 
In contrast, vegetation biogeochemical feedbacks affect climate through the 
release/uptake of CO2 and other nutrients (Ciais et al., 1997; Friedlingstein and Prentice, 
2010; Liu et al., 2014; Wenzel et al., 2014). For instance, the Amazon rainforest was 
suggested to be acting as a carbon sink that completely offsets the CO2 emissions from 
fossil fuel combustion and land use change in the Amazon region (Brienen et al., 2015; 
Phillips et al., 2017).  
 
1.2.3 Methods to study climate-vegetation interactions in the past 
 
The approaches of studying climate-vegetation interactions in the past include 
proxy-based reconstructions and model simulations. Proxy-based reconstructions often 
allow us to understand climate-vegetation processes and effects on local or regional scale, 
while model studies could provide knowledge on larger scales and test vegetation 
sensitivity to different factors. In this thesis, we briefly introduce both approaches. 
 
Proxy-based reconstructions 
In order to understand climate change during a period that is longer than the time scale of 
modern meteorological observations, we reconstruct climate based on proxies, for 
example pollen records from sediments, or oxygen stable isotopes from ice cores. The 
proxies provide past climate information through comparisons with their states under 
present climate, based on a hypothesis that the observed relations between proxy and 
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climate are stationary in time. For example, past vegetation can be reconstructed based 
on fossil pollen, plant macrofossils and spores obtained from sediment cores, and 
subsequently, the present-day relation between climate and this vegetation can be used to 
reconstruct past climate based on the modern analogue principle (Overpeck et al., 1985). 
The reliability of pollen-based reconstructions depends on how well the pollen data are 
interpreted and translated. During the processes of interpretation, an accurate dating for 
fossil pollen becomes the foundation for these reconstructions. After this, palaeo- 
vegetation (e.g., biome distributions) and climate (usually the warmest/coldest 
temperature and precipitation) are reconstructed qualitatively or semi-quantitatively 
based on the present-day relationship between pollen, vegetation and climate. The 
reconstructed vegetation could be compared with vegetation distribution simulated in 
vegetation models, providing a reference for vegetation simulations (e.g., Prentice et al., 
2000; Fang et al., 2013; Seppä et al., 2015). In this thesis, we used several pollen records 
with high temporal resolution as a reference for comparison in Chapter 3. Moreover, we 
applied several proxy-based climate reconstructions to evaluate our simulated climate 
during the Last interglacial (LIG) in Chapter 4. More detailed proxy-based 
reconstructions will be presented in section 1.3. 
 
Climate modelling 
Numerical climate models describe the climate system based on physical, biological and 
chemical principles, in which the components and their interactions are described using 
various equations. Due to limited computational resources, many climate models with 
different complexities were designed. However, none of them can deal with all spatial 
and temporal scales or all components of the climate system due to limited understanding 
of the climate system (Claussen et al., 2002; Stocker et al., 2013). Currently, the 
complexity of climate models ranges from the simplest energy balance models, via earth 
system models of intermediate complexity (EMIC) to general circulation models (GCM, 
Claussen et al., 2002). GCMs are 3-dimensional, global models that simulate the general 
circulations of the atmosphere and oceans based on the Navier-Stokes equations 
(Claussen et al., 2002). Compared to GCMs, EMICs include various types of 
simplifications, for instance dimensions of the Navier-Stokes equations, and by using a 
lower spatial resolution, allowing for a computationally more efficient simulation of 
climate change (Claussen et al., 2002). Therefore, long experiments can be made and/or 
more components of the climate system and their interactions can be included in EMICs. 
The selection of climate models in research mainly depends on several factors, including 
not only the length of a climate model experiment, the inclusion of climate components 
and their interactions, the spatial-temporal resolution of the model, but also the scientific 
questions to be addressed. In this thesis, an EMIC (iLOVECLIM) is applied to 
investigate long-term past climate change and interactions between vegetation and other 
components of the climate system. 
 
Vegetation modelling 
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In order to understand transient terrestrial ecosystem responses to climate change at a 
global scale, dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) that include vegetation 
dynamics, biogeochemical processes and hydrological cycles become fundamental tools. 
One important advantage of DGVMs is that they are not only able to account for the 
interaction of biophysical, biochemical and eco-physiological processes, but also allow 
us to vary and analyze the effect of any one impact factor at a time. A number of 
DGVMs with different complexities has been developed, e.g., CARAIB (Warnant et al., 
1994), VECODE (Brovkin et al., 1997), LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2001), LPJ-DGVMs 
(Sitch et al., 2003), TRIFFID (Cox 2001; Hughes et al., 2006), Hyland (Levy et al., 
2004), ORCHIDEE (Krinner et al., 2005), aDGVM (Scheiter and Higgins, 2009), 
JSBACH (Raddatz et al., 2007; Brovkin et al., 2009; Reick et al., 2013), LPX-DGVM 
(Prentice et al., 2011). DGVMs have been widely used to investigate past and future 
vegetation dynamics, and to estimate vegetation interactions with climate. In this thesis, 
we apply two DGVMs with contrasting complexity: the Vegetation Continuous 
Description Model (VECODE, Brovkin et al., 1997) and the Lund-Potsdam-Jena General 
Ecosystem Simulator (LPJ-GUESS, Smith et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2003). 
 
1.2.4 Methods applied in this thesis 
 
In this thesis, iLOVECLIM is applied to investigate long-term past climate change and 
interactions between vegetation and other components of the climate system. The main 
features of the atmosphere and ocean components are described in this section, and the 
vegetation component is described in next section in detail since we applied two 
DGVMs in this thesis. 
 
iLOVECLIM earth system model 
iLOVECLIM is a three-dimensional EMIC (Goosse et al., 2010, Roche et al., 2014). It 
includes components of the atmosphere (ECBilt), sea ice-ocean (CLIO), vegetation 
(VECODE), carbon cycle (OCYCC and VECCARB), ice sheet (GRISLI and ICB), 
permafrost (VAMPER) and sediment (MEDUSA) which is currently underway (Fig. 1.2). 
We use the first three components (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) in this thesis to simulate 
climates involving dynamical vegetation feedbacks, and we use only the atmosphere-sea 
ice-ocean (ECBilt-CLIO) components with prescribed vegetation to simulate climates 
excluding impacts of dynamical vegetation.  
 
ECBilt is the atmospheric component, consisting of a three-level (at 800 hPa, 500 hPa 
and 200 hPa), quasi-geostrophic model at T21 spectral resolution (5.625° latitude * 5.625° 
longitude; Opsteegh et al., 1998). An estimate of the neglected terms in the vorticity and 
thermodynamic equations is included as a temporally and spatially varying forcing that is 
calculated from the diagnostically derived vertical motion field. In ECBilt, humidity and 
precipitation are simplified by assuming a dry atmosphere above 500 hPa and by fully 
parameterizing convective precipitation. Cloudiness is prescribed according to 
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present-day climatology (Rossow et al., 1996). The land-surface component (LBM) of 
ECBilt calculates soil moisture through a simple bucket model, in which the maximum 
water volume of the bucket is a function of the vegetation cover. The actual volume of 
water in this bucket is then a function of evaporation, precipitation and snow melt, and 
the amount of water that exceeds the bucket's maximum is transported to the 
corresponding river outflow instantly.  

 
Fig. 1.2. Schematic showing the components of the iLOVECLIM model. The components in 
boxes with dashed line are dynamically used in this thesis, in which ECBilt, CLIO and 
VECODE/LPJ-GUESS represents the atmosphere, ocean and vegetation components, 
respectively. The other components are kept fixed as prescribed conditions during our 
simulations, in which GRISLI, ICB, VAMPER and MEDUSA represent the ice sheets, ice bergs, 
permafrost and sediment components, respectively. The OCYCC and VECCARB represent 
processes of ocean and land carbon cycle, respectively. Figure adapted from Didier M. Roche, 
2013. 
 
The sea ice-ocean part (CLIO) consists of a three dimensional, free surface ocean GCM 
coupled to a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse et al., 2010). CLIO 
computes ocean flow based on the Boussinesq approximation of the Navier-Stokes 
equations. The horizontal resolution of CLIO is 3° latitude by 3° longitude, and there are 
20 unevenly spaced vertical layers in the ocean. The sea-ice component has three vertical 
layers and has the same horizontal resolution as the ocean component. 
 
CLIO provides ECBilt with the sea surface and sea-ice temperature, the fraction of sea 
ice in each ocean grid cell as well as the sea-ice and snow thickness. ECBilt gives CLIO 
the wind stresses, the shortwave and net heat flux over the ocean and sea-ice as well as 
the precipitation. ECBilt overestimates precipitation over the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans 
(Opsteegh et al., 1998), resulting in a reduction of freshwater flux by 8.5% and 25% 
between ECBilt and CLIO (Goosse et al., 2001). Therefore, as a flux correction, the 
excess precipitation is homogeneously dumped in the North Pacific, where precipitation 
is underestimated for the present-day climate. 
 
Vegetation models (VECODE and LPJ-GUESS) 
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We apply two DGVMs (Table 1.3) in this dissertation: the Vegetation Continuous 
Description Model (VECODE, Brovkin et al., 1997) and the Lund-Potsdam-Jena 
General Ecosystem Simulator (LPJ-GUESS, Smith et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2003).  
 
LPJ-GUESS is designed primarily as a dynamical vegetation model with explicit 
scaling of individual-level processes among several patches (15 patches in this study) 
in each grid cell, employing biophysical and physiological process parameterizations 
identical to the equilibrium model BIOME3 (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996). The 
patches are corresponding to the maximum influencing area of one large full-grown 
individual (trees in most cases) on its neighbors. LPJ-GUESS adds dynamic 
representations of establishment, mortality, growth, carbon allocation, plant allometry 
and dynamic competition among 11 plant functional types (PFTs, Table 1.3), and 
simulates photosynthesis, plant distribution and competition among them. Those 
physiological processes are simulated on a daily time step. The net primary production 
(NPP) is allocated to the leaves, sapwood and roots for each PFT in each cohort at the 
end of simulation year (Smith et al., 2001). LPJ-GUESS requires climatic inputs 
(including monthly temperature, precipitation and cloud cover) and CO2 forcing. The 
diffusion of CO2 into the leaf varies with atmospheric CO2, resulting in changing plant 
photosynthesis and stomatal regulation through biochemical and hydrological 
mechanisms (Hickler et al., 2008). PFT-specific parameters govern competition for 
light and water among PFTs. Soil hydrology influencing both plant and soil behaviors 
depends on the prescribed soil texture and vegetation biophysical processes. 
 
In contrast, VECODE is a reduced-form DGVM, designed directly for inclusion in 
EMICs (Brovkin et al., 1997), including simple (implicit) eco-physiological processes 
among 2 PFTs (Table 1.3). VECODE also uses physiological formulations simulating 
the vegetation dynamical competitions, mortality and C allocation but in an implicit 
way, i.e., these only depend on bioclimatic constraints. Vegetation dynamics in 
VECODE are described using 2 PFTs (tree, grass, and a dummy PFT: bare ground) in 
annual time step, and these 2 PFT fractions with bare soil amount to 1.0 in each grid 
cell. It requires climatic inputs including annual temperature, precipitation and gdd0 
(growing day degrees above 0℃), and CO2 forcing which is a biotic growth factor in a 
logarithmic form (den Elzen et al., 1995) related to the NPP calculation among PFTs. 
Similar to LPJ-GUESS, soil hydrology in VECODE also depends on the prescribed 
soil texture and vegetation biophysical processes, influencing both plant and soil 
behaviors, but it is kept constant during offline simulations. 
 
Vegetation dynamics in these two DGVMs are based on annual net primary production 
(ANPP) and biomass growth. Both of them include competition and probabilities of 
natural disturbances among PFTs that are assigned different parameterizations with 
respect to ecophysiological processes and are used to define the structural 
characteristics of vegetation (Woodward and Cramer 1996; Cramer 1997). They 
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simulate the process-based terrestrial vegetation dynamics via physiological, 
biogeophysical and biogeochemical processes. ECBilt-CLIO is coupled to either 
LPJ-GUESS or VECODE as the vegetation component, and the vegetation dynamics 
are in response to climate. In turn, vegetation impacts on the climate via the surface 
albedo and the leaf area index, and total vegetation cover, which decides the volume of 
soil water. In simulations in which vegetation is prescribed, the impacts of vegetation 
on climate are therefore fixed. 
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Table 1.3. Characteristics of the two DGVMs (VECODE and LPJ-GUESS) in this thesis.  

 
 

1.3 Previous studies on climate-vegetation interactions and remaining problems 

Pleistocene climate change is characterized by several glacial-interglacial cycles (Fig. 
1.3). The last 10 interglacials were found in the Antarctic EPICA Dome C ice core, 
from which the last interglacial (LIG, ~130-116 ka BP) was suggested as the warmest 
interglacial of the last 800 ka (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010; Fig. 1.3a). Moreover, the 
LIG has more data and modelling studies for assessing the magnitudes of 
climate-vegetation interactions than earlier interglacials (IPCC, 2013; Otto-Bliesner et 
al., 2017), and therefore it is one of the focuses in this thesis. 
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A large number of proxy-based temperature reconstructions suggested about 2℃ 
global warming and higher sea level during the early LIG relative to pre-industrial 
conditions (CAPE Last Interglacial Project Members, 2006; Turney and Jones, 2010; 
McKay et al., 2011). This global warming is an average of larger warming at high 
latitudes and less warming at low latitudes, and with larger warming in the Northern 
Hemisphere (NH) than the Southern Hemisphere (SH). During the same period, the sea 
level reached a maximum of +6.6 m with 95% probability and +8.0 m with 67% 
probability compared to the pre-industrial level (Kopp et al., 2009). As one of potential 
climate analogues for the near future, the LIG climate is of interest to the Paleoclimate 
Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP4, Otto-Bliesner et al., 2017) and was also 
simulated by several climate models (Schurgers et al., 2006, 2007; Gröger et al., 2007; 
Fischer and Jungclaus, 2010; Govin et al., 2012; Lunt et al., 2013; Nikolova et al., 
2013; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013; Bakker et al., 2013, 2014; Langebroek and 
Nisancioglu, 2014; Pedersen et al., 2017). 
 
However, these climate models underestimated the magnitude of the warming in the 
early LIG by several degrees (Braconnot et al. 2012; Masson-Delmotte et al. 2013; 
Lunt et al. 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al. 2013), and the magnitude of the reconstructed NH 
annual warming is only reached in summer in the PMIP4 simulations (Lunt et al., 2013; 
IPCC, 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013). One potential reason for these discrepancies 
between simulations and proxy-based reconstructions is the prescribed pre-industrial 
vegetation in these LIG simulations. The impacts of dynamic vegetation, in particular 
North African vegetation, on the LIG climate have been investigated in a few studies 
(Petoukhov et al., 2000; Crucifix and Loutre, 2002; Rohling et al., 2002; Calov et al., 
2005; Schurgers et al., 2006, 2007; Grögeret al., 2007; Osborne et al., 2008; Fischer et 
al., 2010; Fleitmann et al., 2011). For example, Schurgers et al. (2007) simulated the 
LIG climate including dynamical vegetation, and their results suggested as much as 20% 
local albedo changes in Western Africa between 128 ka BP and 120 ka BP and more 
than 10% increases in global latent heat loss at 126 ka BP compared to present day. In 
another LIG climate simulation with dynamic vegetation by Gröger et al. (2007), 
vegetation feedbacks increase the northern high latitude warming and result in a more 
than doubling of precipitation in the Sahara. Therefore, in order to simulate the LIG 
more accurately, the magnitudes of these possible impacts of vegetation on climate and 
its long-range effects need to be studied in detail. 
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Fig. 1.3. Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycles since the last 800 ka. a) δD from the Epica 
Dome C deuterium record over the last 800 ka (EPICA com. members, 2004); the vertical grey 
bands indicate roughly the Last Interglacial (LIG, 130-115 ka BP) and the Holocene (11.7 ka 
BP - present). b) δ18O from the Greenland ice core NGRIP over the Holocene (Vinther et al., 
2006); the vertical grey band indicates roughly the 8.2 ka BP event. c) Reconstructions of 
surface air temperature (ts) based on Greenland ice core δ18O (Thomas et al., 2007); the 
vertical grey bands indicate the cooling signals of this event. 
 
The Holocene (Fig. 1.3b) is the present interglacial that started about 11.7 ka BP with a 
rapid transition from the cold period (Younger Dryas) to a subsequent, generally 
warmer period with small amplitudes in the reconstructed temperature (Dansgaard et 
al., 1989; Alley et al., 1993; Mayewski et al., 2004; Wanner et al., 2008). Compared to 
the LIG, the Holocene experienced weaker changes in NH summer insolation (Berger, 
1978) but has similar greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and continental 
configurations. The Holocene can be considered in three phases in terms of varying 
climate forcing (Nesje and Dahl, 1993). The early Holocene from about 11.7 ka BP to 
9 ka BP with a maximal northern summer insolation and a large remnant ice sheet over 
North America (Berger, 1978; Heikkilä and Seppä, 2003; Kaufman et al., 2004) is 
followed by mid-Holocene (~9.0-4.2 ka BP), which refers to warm conditions at 
northern mid- to high latitudes. In numerous previous studies, the time slice of 6 ka BP 
is treated as the representative time for the mid-Holocene. The late Holocene starts 
from about 4.2 ka BP, which is a mid/low-latitude aridification event reflected in proxy 
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records from North America, through the Middle East to China; and from Africa, parts 
of South America, and Antarctica (Mayewski et al., 2004; Staubwasser and Weiss, 
2006; Walker et al., 2012). 
 
In response to the early Holocene insolation maximum, a general Holocene Thermal 
Maximum (HTM) starts before 9 ka BP in regions that were not affected by the 
remnant LIS, such as Northwest America, East Asia, etc. (Wanner et al., 2008; Bartlein 
et al., 2011; Renssen et al., 2012). However, over Northeast America and regions 
directly downwind from the ice sheet, its cooling effects induced a delay of the HTM 
by 2-3 ka compared to the orbitally-forced insolation maximum (Kaufman et al., 2004; 
Kaplan and Wolfe, 2006; Renssen et al., 2009, 2012).  
 
Corresponding to the strong summer insolation, the African Humid period (AHP; 
Ritchie et al., 1985) occurred from about 14.8 ka BP to 5.5 ka BP. During the AHP, 
high precipitation related to strong summer monsoons promoted grass expansion in 
northern Africa, resulting in the much greener and moister Sahara than today 
(Hoelzmann et al., 1998; Jolly et al., 1998; Prentice et al., 2000).  
 
Around 5 ka BP, a transition from the green Sahara to desert, corresponding to strong 
declines in precipitation during termination of the AHP, was suggested by numerous 
studies (Jolly et al., 1998; deMenocal et al., 2000; Prentice et al., 2000; Levis et al., 
2004; Liu et al., 2006, 2007; Renssen et al., 2006; Kröpelin et al., 2008; Nataro et al., 
2008; Wang et al., 2008; Lezine et al., 2011; Claussen et al., 2013; Francus et al., 2013; 
Rachmayani et al., 2015). However, the rate of this desertification differs between 
studies. For example, a dramatic desertification in North Africa occurring abruptly 
within centuries was observed by deMenocal et al. (2000), but a gradual desertification 
was also simulated by several studies (Wang et al., 2008; Renssen et al., 2006; 
Kröpelin et al., 2008). Liu et al. (2006) proposed that the abrupt vegetation transition in 
North Africa could happen either when strong vegetation feedback induces abrupt 
precipitation transition or when weak vegetation feedback is combined with a gradual 
decline in precipitation. In other word, the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks could 
amplify the vegetation and climate transitions. 
 
In many previous studies, the termination of AHP leads to a radiative cooling above 
the desert through a positive vegetation-albedo feedback, suppressing convective 
precipitation (Charney, 1975; Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Texier et al., 1997; Claussen 
et al., 1999; Renssen et al., 2003; Knorr and Schnitzler, 2006; Liu et al., 2006; 
Notaroet al., 2008; Timm et al., 2010). However, negative vegetation feedbacks were 
also found when the evaporation from bare soil is stronger than transpiration from 
vegetated surfaces in North Africa (Levis et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
2008; Notaro et al., 2008; Rachmayani et al., 2015). One possible reason for these 
contrasted studies could be the gradual decline in summer insolation that is not enough 
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to balance the effects of vegetation feedbacks. In order to test this hypothesis, 
comparisons of vegetation-climate interactions within a climate analogue (e.g., the LIG) 
that experiences stronger summer insolation changes could be performed. Except for 
the regional vegetation feedbacks, Davis et al. (2015) and Muschitiello et al. (2015) 
pointed out that this desertification also contributed to high-latitude Holocene cooling 
due to a reduced meridional heat transport by the atmosphere from the low latitudes to 
the Arctic. 
 
Besides the long-term orbital induced climate change during the Holocene, there are 
six rapid climate change that are characterized by cold and dry conditions (Wanner et 
al., 2011). Among these rapid climate change, the 8.2 ka BP cooling event has been 
confirmed to be the highest magnitude abrupt climate event at the northern mid- to 
high- latitudes (Alley and Agustsdottir, 2005; Daley et al., 2011). It lasted about 160 
years and is considered to be the result of a weakened Atlantic Meridional Overturning 
Circulation (AMOC) after a sudden injection of melt water to the Labrador Sea from 
the Laurentide Ice Sheet and proglacial Lake Agassiz-Ojibway (Clarke et al., 2004; 
Alley and Agustdottir, 2005; Rohling and Pälike, 2005; Wiersma and Renssen, 2006; 
Daley et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2013; Morrill et al., 2014; Matero et al., 2017). 
During this event, a 3.3 ± 1.1°C transient cooling during ~160 years in Greenland was 
reconstructed based on δ18O from the Greenland ice core (GISP2, Fig. 1.3c, Kobashi et 
al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2007).  
 
Moreover, this 8.2 ka BP event is also recorded in many terrestrial and marine proxy 
archives in the North Atlantic region (e.g. von Grafenstein et al., 1998; 
Klitgaard-Kristensen et al., 1998). The features of this event are reviewed by Morrill et 
al. (2013): declines of mean annual temperature between -0.6°C and -1.2°C around the 
circum-North Atlantic for 100 to 150 years and drier conditions over the 
Mediterranean and the Northern Hemisphere tropics. A model-data comparison during 
this event was performed by Wiersma and Renssen (2006). In their results, a consistent 
reduction in annual temperature in the Northern Hemisphere and an increase in 
seasonality, with stronger cooling in boreal winter (by up to 30°C) than summer (by up 
to 7°C) at high latitudes was suggested. However, temporal-spatial vegetation 
responses to this abrupt climate change have not been studied in much detail.  
 
Different from the 8.2 ka BP cooling event, the climate condition at 6 ka BP is treated 
as a benchmark of warm conditions during the Holocene in the NH because of the 
higher summer insolation compared to the pre-industrial era (e.g., July insolation at 
65°N in the mid-Holocene is more than the value in the pre-industrial era by about 32 
W/m2, Berger, 1978). The changes between 6 ka BP and pre-industrial have been 
studied by several projects (e.g. PMIP and the Palaeovegetation Mapping Project 
(BIOME 6000)). Compared to the pre-industrial, the mid-Holocene temperature over 
the continents in the NH and the Arctic was 0.5-3.0℃ higher in JJAS 
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(June-July-August-September) and precipitation was higher (up to 120 mm/month) in 
Northern Africa and the Middle East, associated with an increase of vegetation in these 
regions (Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Prentice et al., 2000; Renssen et al., 2006; 
Dallmeyer et al., 2010; Goosse et al., 2010). 
 
In fact, there are already a few modelling studies that investigated climate-vegetation 
interactions during abrupt climate change (Scholze et al., 2003; Kohler et al., 2005; 
Menviel et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2008; Bozbiyik et al., 2011; Woillez et al., 2013). 
For example, during abrupt warming at 9 ka BP in Fennoscandia, vegetation dynamics 
were determined by millennial variations in summer and winter temperatures based on 
pollen accumulation rate data and simulations in LPJ-GUESS (Miller et al., 2008). In 
contrast, during cooling periods, Scholze et al. (2003) found a replacement of 
temperate forests by boreal forests and C3 grass in northwest Europe and by C3 grass 
only in Southern Europe during the Younger Dryas based on simulations in 
LPJ-DGVM. Woillez et al. (2013) performed simulations with ORCHIDEE DGVM 
and investigated an important regression of forests and expansion of grasses in Europe 
during the LGM, driven by small decreases in mean temperature (about -1 to -2°C) and 
precipitation (about -10% to -30%). Their study highlighted the importance of the 
initial climate states for vegetation responses. Besides these simulations focusing on 
vegetation covers, climate-vegetation interactions including the terrestrial carbon cycle 
changes were investigated (Kohler et al., 2005; Menviel et al., 2008; Bozbiyik et al., 
2011). For instance, Bozbiyik et al. (2011) found strong reductions of carbon stocks in 
some tropical locations and in high northern latitudes during the LGM based on 
simulations in CSM1.4 with fixed pre-industrial vegetation. Large contributions of low 
CO2 concentration during the LGM to vegetation were suggested using both 
ORCHIDEE (Woillez et al., 2011) and JSBACH (Claussen et al., 2013). Moreover, 
Higgins and Scheiter (2012) found that vegetation transitions could be induced by 
elevated CO2 concentration based on simulations in aDGVM. 
 
As previously stated, DGVMs have been proven to be useful tools to investigate the 
climate-vegetation interactions during past periods and future scenarios. However, 
DGVMs induce discrepancies due to their different complexities that involve 
alternative parameterizations and diverse inclusions of processes (Prentice et al., 2007). 
The differences among DGVMs could have strong impacts on the simulated vegetation 
responses to climate change (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Sitch et al., 2008). To solve 
this problem, Cramer et al. (2001) first studied the global responses of terrestrial 
ecosystem structure and function to CO2 and climate change using six DGVMs. In 
their study, uncertainties are decreased effectively by the calculation of the mean result 
of the six DGVMs. Likewise, Sitch et al. (2008) modeled the contemporary and future 
global carbon cycle using five DGVMs and evaluated them by comparing the 
simulation results. Similarly, Galbraith et al. (2010) investigated the uncertainties in 
terms of DGVMs on the biomass loss in the Amazon using LPJ (Smith et al., 2001; 
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Sitch et al., 2003), Hyland (Levy et al., 2004) and TRIFFID (Cox, 2001). Furthermore, 
Friend et al. (2014) highlighted the importance of uncertainties in projected changes in 
carbon residence time due to the different formulations in DGVMs based on 
simulations using seven DGVMs. Since the differences in DGVMs are important to 
simulations of climate-vegetation interactions, nevertheless, a systematic evaluation 
with various DGVMs forced by several identical climatic conditions and CO2 
concentrations is necessary for assessing their sensitivity to different conditions in 
various models. 
 

1.4 Research questions 

The topic of this thesis is the mechanism of climate-vegetation interactions under 
different climate conditions, including different CO2 concentrations scenarios, the 
mid-Holocene, the 8.2 ka BP event, and transient climate change during the Holocene 
and the LIG. Chapters 2-5 are arranged in the order in which they address the 
following research questions and we summarise the main findings of this research and 
provide answers to these questions in the Chapter 6. 
 
1) How sensitive are the vegetation dynamics to climate and atmospheric CO2 changes 
in the two DGVMs with different complexity? What are the relative uncertainties in 
simulating vegetation dynamics and functions associated with different choices of 
DGVMs? In order to answer these questions, we make comparisons between the 
vegetation responses of two DGVMs (VECODE and LPJ-GUESS) to several identical 
sets of climate change scenarios. Initially, both DGVMs are run with observed 
pre-industrial climatology and atmospheric CO2 concentration. They are then run using 
four climate change states as test beds. These climate states are derived from 
simulations performed with the iLOVECLIM climate model, including one simulation 
with realistic forcing from the mid-Holocene (6 ka BP) and three idealized simulations 
with half, twofold and fourfold the preindustrial CO2 concentration (i.e., ½*CO2, 
2*CO2, 4*CO2). (Chapter 2) 
 
2) What is the spatial-temporal vegetation response to the 8.2 ka BP event? What is the 
relative contribution of temperature and precipitation anomalies to the vegetation 
response? To what extent are vegetation simulations consistent with pollen-based 
reconstructions for the 8.2 ka BP event? In the chapter, we investigate vegetation 
responses to the 8.2 ka BP cooling event based on experiments in a two-step approach: 
we first simulate the climate anomalies during the 8.2 ka BP event with the 
iLOVECLIM climate model, and subsequently we force LPJ-GUESS with these 
climatic anomalies to study the vegetation responses. We focus on vegetation 
responses over Europe and Northern Africa, where vegetation can be expected to have 
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experienced relatively strong changes. A model-data comparison over Europe is then 
performed, which is of special interest given the pollen records available. (Chapter 3) 
 
3) How abrupt is the `green-to-desert` vegetation transition in the Sahara during the 
LIG? What is the magnitude of dynamic vegetation feedbacks during the LIG? To 
what extent are discrepancies between reconstructions and simulations related to 
vegetation feedbacks in the Sahara? To answer these questions, we assessed the 
evolution of vegetation during the LIG and the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks 
based on a series of model experiments, in particular the biogeophysical effects of 
North African vegetation. Our experiments were performed using the iLOVECLIM 
climate model, in which one of the two vegetation models (VECODE and LPJ-GUESS) 
was coupled separately. The use of two vegetation models increases our insight into 
the model-dependency of our results. (Chapter 4) 
 
4) Are the evolutions of North Africa (NA) vegetation during the Holocene and the 
LIG simulated by iLOVECLIM with different vegetation components consistent? Are 
the evolutions of NA vegetation different during the Holocene and LIG? What factors 
are related to the NA vegetation changes during the Holocene and LIG? How do the 
NA vegetation biogeophysical feedbacks affect the climate during the Holocene and 
LIG? In this chapter, we compare evolutions of North African climate and vegetation 
during the Holocene and the LIG based on transient simulations in iLOVECLIM with 
vegetation components from VECODE or LPJ-GUESS. We assess the North African 
vegetation feedback by switching on and off interactive dynamic vegetation in these 
simulations. (Chapter 5 
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Chapter 2 

Global vegetation distribution driving factors in two Dynamic 

Global Vegetation Models of contrasting complexities 

 
 
Abstract 
This study compares the dynamic vegetation response in two Dynamic Global 
Vegetation Models (DGVMs) with contrasting processes complexity to changes in 
climate and atmospheric CO2. We consider observed pre-industrial climates and four 
different simulated climate change states relative to preindustrial conditions: the 
mid-Holocene (6 ka BP), the pre-industrial state with halved CO2 levels (140 ppm), 
doubled CO2 (560 ppm), and quadrupled CO2 (1120 ppm). The two DVGMs are 
LPJ-GUESS and VECODE. The input climate is derived from an earth system model 
of intermediate complexity (iLOVECLIM). We evaluate the sensitivities of these two 
DGVMs to changing climate and CO2 levels and assess the impact of their respective 
complexity on these sensitivities. Our results show that both DGVMs yield results 
consistent with the broad features of pre-industrial vegetation dynamics and changes in 
vegetation from mid-Holocene to pre-industrial. They also agree with the patterns of 
vegetation responses to the more extreme varying CO2 scenarios, yet with stronger 
magnitudes in LPJ-GUESS than in VECODE; in particular, large uncertainties are 
associated with the response of tropical vegetation to varying CO2 levels. LPJ-GUESS 
simulates stronger positive responses of global net primary production (NPP) to 
elevated CO2 levels than VECODE, particularly in tropical regions. The increase in 
global NPP differs by 8% between the two DGVMs under 2*CO2 scenarios. Also, 
LPJ-GUESS simulates tropical vegetation sensitivities, defined here as the changes in 
tree-cover per degree of temperature anomaly, varying from 0.5 (℃-1), 0.25 (℃-1) to 
0.15 (℃-1) under ½*CO2, 2*CO2, and 4*CO2 scenarios. In VECODE these values are 
around 0.05 (℃-1) for all scenarios. The higher sensitivity of LPJ-GUESS to CO2 
concentration levels is likely related to the inclusion of more detailed ecophysiological 
processes. The two DGVMs' different complexity of eco-physiological processes also 
impacts on vegetation requirements for rainfall due to the physiological effects that 
more efficient water use of vegetation is facilitated under elevated atmospheric CO2 
concentration. The sensitivity of global Leaf Area Index (LAI) in the two DGVMs 
decreases with the increasing atmospheric CO2 from pre-industrial level to 4*CO2 
scenario. The uncertainties of vegetation simulations are mainly contributed by the 
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tropical vegetation response to climate and CO2 concentration due to the inclusion of 
ecosystem processes in both DGVMs and the scheme of vegetation classification. 
Based on our results, we recommend to use a standard set of vegetation types and to 
set up systematic simulations detecting the range of vegetation sensitivity to varying 
CO2 and climate forcing when inter-comparing different DGVMs.  
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Based on: Li, H., H., Renssen, D. M., Roche. Global vegetation distribution driving factors in 
two Dynamic Global Vegetation Models of contrasting complexities. Global and Planetary 
Change 180, 51-65, doi: 10.1016/j.gloplacha.2019.05.009, 2019. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Vegetation is one of the important components of the climate system, whose distribution 
is broadly correlated with other components in the climate system. For instance, as 
temperature rises, the amounts of snow and ice reduce in the taiga and tundra transition 
regions. Taiga would then progressively replace tundra towards higher latitudes. 
Similarly, the moisture-limited transitions between forest, savanna and desert (Mayle et 
al., 2007) are sensitive to seasonal and annual precipitation (Furley, 1992). Vegetation 
also affects the regional climate and the Earth's carbon cycle (Bonan 2008) in many ways 
through interactions with the atmosphere, e.g., through the modifications of land albedo, 
evapotranspiration, photosynthesis, productivity, competition, and disturbances (Denman 
et al., 2007). Using the same taiga regions' evolution as an example, a warmer climate 
would be reinforced following a transition from tundra to taiga since the albedo of the 
latter (about 0.2) is lower (Harding and Pomeroy, 1996; Pomeroy and Dion, 1996; 
Hedstrom and Pomeroy, 1998), allowing the taiga-covered land surface to absorb more 
solar radiation. Additionally, CO2 concentration also interacts with climate and 
vegetation (Ciais et al., 2014). For instance, Zhu et al. (2016) found that CO2 fertilization 
effects explain 70% of the observed greening trend during 1982-2009, especially in 
tropical regions. On the other hand, climate feeds back on CO2 concentration through the 
release/uptake of CO2 from land/ocean (Friedlingstein and Prentice, 2010; Liu et al., 
2014; Wenzel et al., 2014). Overall, climate affects vegetation through plant-level 
processes (Badeck et al., 2004). In turn, vegetation feedbacks to climate through both 
plant-level and ecosystem-level processes (Friedlingstein et al., 2014). However, the 
interactions among vegetation, climate and CO2 concentrations are rather complex due to 
several processes related to the exchange of turbulent fluxes of energy, water, momentum, 
and trace gases (Arora 2002; Pitman 2003).  
 
Dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) have become fundamental tools to 
analyze these complex vegetation dynamics and interactions with climate and CO2. 
DGVMs are not only able to account for the interaction of biophysical, biochemical 
and eco-physiological processes, but also allowing to vary and analyze the effect of 
any one impact factor at a time. A number of DGVMs have been developed, e.g., 
CARAIB (Warnant et al., 1994), VECODE (Brovkin et al., 1997), LPJ-GUESS (Smith 
et al., 2001), LPJ-DGVMs (Sitch et al., 2003), TRIFFID (Cox 2001; Hughes et al., 
2006), Hyland (Levy et al., 2004), ORCHIDEE (Krinner et al., 2005), aDGVM 
(Scheiter and Higgins, 2009), JSBACH (Raddatz et al., 2007; Brovkin et al., 2009; 
Reick et al., 2013), LPX-DGVM (Prentice et al., 2011), etc. They have been widely 
used to investigate past and future vegetation dynamics, and to estimate their 
interactions with climate and CO2 concentrations. For instance, Brovkin et al. (2002) 
simulated the global carbon cycle, vegetation and climate dynamics during the 
Holocene within a climate system model (CLIMBER-2), in which the vegetation and 
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carbon cycle are simulated in VECODE. Roche et al. (2007) simulated the distribution 
of potential natural vegetation (PNV) during the last glacial maximum (LGM) using 
VECODE to analyze the vegetation responses to cold climate and low CO2 levels 
conditions. In addition, the contributions of low CO2 concentration and climate to this 
LGM vegetation were studied using both ORCHIDEE (Woillez et al., 2011) and 
JSBACH (Claussen et al., 2013). An example of a study of warm climate conditions is 
provided by Woodward and Loman (2004), who used the Sheffield DGVM (SDGVM) 
to show that a general decline in the terrestrial carbon sink can happen under global 
warming scenarios. Moreover, Klein et al. (2016) modelled interglacial carbon cycle 
dynamics in CLIMBER-2 (Petoukhov et al., 2000; Ganopolski et al., 2001) coupled to 
the LPJ-DGVM to detect the impacts of slow carbon processes (peat accumulations 
and CaCO3 accumulations in shallow water) on CO2 concentration during three 
interglacials. Also, Higgins and Scheiter (2012) pointed out that increasing 
atmospheric CO2 concentration will force transitions to vegetation states characterized 
by higher biomass and/or woody plant dominance based on simulations in aDGVM.  
 
DGVMs have different sensitivities to climate and CO2 levels, which in turn is related 
to the dissimilar complexities, associated with alternative parameterizations and 
diverse inclusions of processes (Prentice et al., 2007). These differences bring 
uncertainties during simulations, which might have strong impacts on the simulated 
vegetation responses to climate change (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Sitch et al., 2008). 
To evaluate the model-related uncertainties, several studies started to use multiple 
DGVMs simulating vegetation dynamics and feedbacks. Cramer et al. (2001) first 
studied the global responses of terrestrial ecosystem structure and function to CO2 and 
climate change using six DGVMs. In this study, the mean result of the six DGVMs 
shows a fair agreement with observed pre-industrial vegetation as measured by Kappa 
statistics and it is then used to analyze global vegetation responses and feedbacks. 
Moreover, Friedlingstein et al. (2006) studied the coupling between climate change 
and carbon cycle using eleven coupled climate-carbon cycle models. They found large 
inter-model differences of both land and ocean carbon cycle sensitivity to future 
climates among the eleven models and supported the view that analyses with an 
ensemble of independent models are preferable to assess the uncertainties related to 
model structure and parameter choices. Likewise, Sitch et al. (2008) modeled the 
contemporary and future global carbon cycle using five DGVMs and evaluated them 
by comparing the simulation results. Their study indicates that major DGVM 
uncertainties are related to NPP responses to tropical climates and soil respiration 
responses to extra-tropical climates. Similarly, Galbraith et al. (2010) looked at the 
mechanism of biomass loss in the Amazon using three DGVMs (LPJ (Smith et al., 
2001; Sitch et al., 2003), Hyland (Levy et al., 2004) and TRIFFID (Cox, 2001)) and 
concluded that these three DGVMs simulated reductions in biomass through different 
mechanisms. Furthermore, Friend et al. (2014) analyzed possible vegetation responses 
to future climate using seven DGVMs and highlighted the importance of uncertainties 
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in projected changes in carbon residence time due to the different formulations in 
DGVMs. 
 
Although these multiple-DGVM studies have revealed many important differences 
between the vegetation simulations, these differences have not been systematically 
evaluated yet. Such a systematic evaluation would require experiments with various 
DGVMs, forced by different identical climatic conditions and CO2 concentrations, 
which could reveal differences in sensitivity to these conditions in various models due 
to their varying importance and parameterizations of fundamental physiological 
processes (Quillet et al., 2010). However, setting up a full-scale 
model-intercomparison project would take a considerable effort, as it requires 
involvement of many modelling groups and allocation of substantial computer 
resources. Thus, a first step is to perform such an evaluation with two models at 
extreme ends of the complexity range, i.e., a reduced form and complex DGVM, so 
that we could have a basic understanding of how much the DGVMs' complexity 
impacts on their sensitivity to climates and CO2 concentrations. 
 
Therefore, we here make controlled comparisons between the responses of two 
DGVMs that are positioned at opposite sides of the complexity range: VECODE 
(Brovkin et al., 1997), a relatively simple model, and LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2001; 
Sitch et al., 2003), a comprehensive DGVM. We expose them to identical sets of 
climate change scenarios. Initially, the two DGVMs are both run with observed 
pre-industrial climatology and atmospheric CO2 concentration. They are then run 
under four climate change states as test beds. These climate states are derived from 
simulations performed with the iLOVECLIM climate model (Goosse et al., 2010; 
Roche et al., 2014), including one simulation with realistic forcing from the 
mid-Holocene (6 ka) and three idealized simulations with half, twofold and fourfold 
the preindustrial CO2 concentration (i.e., ½*CO2, 2*CO2, 4*CO2). In the following, we 
address three main questions: 1) are the two DGVMs able to simulate pre-industrial 
vegetation dynamics; 2) how sensitive are the vegetation dynamics to climate and 
atmospheric CO2 changes in the two DGVMs; and 3) what are the relative 
uncertainties in simulating vegetation dynamics and functions associated with different 
choices of DGVMs? 
 

2.2 Methods: model description and experimental design 

2.2.1 Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) 
 
We apply two DGVMs in this study: the Vegetation Continuous Description Model 
(VECODE, Brovkin et al., 1997) and the Lund-Potsdam-Jena General Ecosystem 
Simulator (LPJ-GUESS, Smith et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2003). Since these models 
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have been extensively described elsewhere (Brovkin et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2001; 
Sitch et al., 2003), we only summarize the essential model characteristics in the 
following. 
 
LPJ-GUESS is designed primarily as a dynamical vegetation model with explicit 
scaling of individual-level processes among several patches (15 patches in this study) 
in each grid cell, employing biophysical and physiological process parameterizations 
identical to the equilibrium model BIOME3 (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996). The 
patches are corresponding to the maximum influencing area of one large full-grown 
individual (trees in most cases) on its neighbors. LPJ-GUESS adds dynamic 
representations of establishment, mortality, growth, carbon allocation, plant allometry 
and dynamic competition among 11 plant functional types (PFTs), and simulates 
photosynthesis, plant distribution and competition among them. Those physiological 
processes are simulated on a daily time step. The net primary production (NPP) is 
allocated to the leaves, sapwood and roots for each PFT in each cohort at the end of 
simulation year (Smith et al., 2001). LPJ-GUESS requires climatic inputs (including 
monthly temperature, precipitation and cloud cover) and CO2 forcing. The diffusion of 
CO2 into the leaf varies with atmospheric CO2, resulting in changing plant 
photosynthesis and stomatal regulation through biochemical and hydrological 
mechanisms (Hickler et al., 2008). PFT-specific parameters govern competition for 
light and water among PFTs. Soil hydrology influencing both plant and soil behaviors 
depends on the prescribed soil texture and vegetation biophysical processes. 
 
In contrast, VECODE is a reduced-form DGVM, designed directly for inclusion in 
earth system models (Brovkin et al., 1997), including simple (implicit) 
eco-physiological processes among 2 plant functional types (PFTs). VECODE also 
uses physiological formulations simulating the vegetation dynamical competitions, 
mortality and C allocation but in an implicit way, i.e., these only depend on bioclimatic 
constraints. Vegetation dynamics in VECODE are described using 2 PFTs (tree, grass, 
and a dummy PFT: bare ground) in annual time step, and these 2 PFT fractions with 
bare soil amount to 1.0 in each grid cell. It requires climatic inputs including annual 
temperature, precipitation and gdd0 (growing day degrees above 0℃), and CO2 forcing 
which is a biotic growth factor in a logarithmic form (den Elzen et al., 1995) related to 
the NPP calculation among PFTs. Similar to LPJ-GUESS, soil hydrology in VECODE 
also depends on the prescribed soil texture and vegetation biophysical processes, 
influencing both plant and soil behaviors, but it is kept constant during offline 
simulations. 
 
Vegetation dynamics in these two DGVMs are based on annual net primary production 
(ANPP) and biomass growth. Both of them include competition and probabilities of 
natural disturbances among PFTs which are assigned different parameterizations with 
respect to ecophysiological processes and are used to define the structural 
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characteristics of vegetation (Woodward and Cramer 1996; Cramer 1997). They 
simulate the process-based terrestrial vegetation dynamics via physiological, 
biogeophysical and biogeochemical processes, but the degree of complexity in 
mechanistic representation of these processes is different. Hereafter, we focus on two 
aspects of their differences regarding vegetation dynamics: the breakdown between 
PFTs and the ecophysiological processes. 
 
2.2.2 Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) 
In order to compare modeled vegetation dynamics among PFTs by the two DGVMs 
and independent gridded global potential natural vegetation (PNV) based on BIOME 
6000 dataset (Levavasseur et al. 2012), we convert them to very broadly defined 
vegetation types (Table 2.1) from their different PFTs using a classification scheme.  
 
Table 2.1. Assignment of dominant PFTs as the VECODE output 
VECODE-PF
Ts 

LPJ-GUESS-PFTs PNV in Levavasseur et 
al., 2012 

Tree Boreal needle-leaved evergreen trees 
Boreal needle-leaved evergreen shade-intolerant trees 
Boreal needle-leaved summer-green trees 
Temperate broadleaved summer-green trees 
Boreal-temperate broadleaved summer-green trees 
Temperate broadleaved evergreen trees 
Tropical broadleaved evergreen trees 
Tropical broadleaved evergreen shade-intolerant trees 
Temperate broadleaved raingreen trees 

Boreal forest 
Temperate forest 
Tropical forest 
Warm-temperate forest 

Grass C3-grass, C4-grass Desert-vegetation 
Grassland 
Savanna 
Tundra 

Desert Other Warm-desert 
Cold-desert 

 
Several classification schemes have been applied in previous studies, based on 
different attributes of defined vegetation types (Cramer et al., 2001; Joos et al., 2004; 
Hicker et al., 2006; Schurger et al., 2006; Prentice et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2014; 
Dallmeyer et al., 2019). For instance, Cramer et al. (2001) applied a classification 
scheme based on biomass and leaf area index (LAI) values. Likewise, Hickler et al. 
(2006) and Smith et al. (2014) transferred distributions among 11 PFTs to 18 
vegetation types based on LAI classification rules to compare with their reference PNV 
distributions (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996). Moreover, classification schemes using 
the foliage projective cover (FPC) of PFTs (Schurger et al., 2006) or the combination 
of FPC and stand height (Joos et al., 2004; Prentice et al., 2011; Calvo et al., 2015; 
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Kageyama et al., 2013) are also widely used to produce PNV or dominant vegetation 
types. In previous studies, the number of determined vegetation types in PNV is 
always decided by their referred PNV dataset for pre-industrial vegetation comparisons, 
including downscaling from 9 PFTs to 12 biomes in LPX-DGVM (Prentice et al., 2011; 
Calvo et al., 2015), from 10 PFTs to 12 biomes in ORCHIDEE (Kageyama et al., 2013) 
and upscaling from 10 PFTs to 6 biomes in ORCHIDEE (Woillez et al., 2011) and 
from 11 PFTs to 7 biomes in LPJ-DGVM (Schurger et al., 2006). However, these 
classification schemes are related to comparisons between two objects, i.e., one 
modelled PNV (whether PNV simulated by one model or PNV summarized from 
multiple models simulations) and one referred PNV, therefore not ideal for our study 
involving comparisons among three datasets, i.e. two modelled PNV distributions and 
one reference PNV dataset. Most recently, Dallmeyer et al. (2019) suggest a 
classification scheme to harmonize simulated PFTs distributions to nine mega-PFTs 
using the minimum PFT fractions and few bioclimatic factors. Their scheme is a 
simple but powerful method for biomisation for PFTs distributions, but we here mainly 
focus on how tree and grass respond to different climate conditions.  
 
Because of the unsuitability of these schemes, we thus defined a new classification 
scheme based on FPC suitable for the two models and the reference PNV dataset for 
comparison purposes between them. We assign our simulated PFTs abundances and 
that in reference PNV dataset to the two dominant PFTs groups based on FPC keeping 
in line with VECODE. The modelled FPC among PFTs is used during this conversion 
since they can be derived directly from both LPJ-GUESS and VECODE output, 
without introducing much additional uncertainty. We upscaled the 11 PFTs in 
LPJ-GUESS and 8 biomes in Levavasseur et al. (2012) to 2 PFTs, avoiding the large 
uncertainties incurred by downscaling the smaller number of PFTs in VECODE to a 
higher number. During this process, we first convert modelled vegetation dynamics in 
LPJ-GUESS to PNV based on the scheme presented by Schurger et al. (2006), after 
which we combined them to defined vegetation types (Table 2.1). Then, we produce 
the vegetation distributions using dominant vegetation types (here 2 PFTs and desert) 
which are calculated based on the fractions of vegetation types in each grid cell. The 
impacts of using this classification scheme are discussed further in section 2.4.1. 
 
2.2.3 The Earth System Model (iLOVECLIM) and climatic forcing 
 
We use the atmosphere-sea ice-ocean-vegetation (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 
components of iLOVECLIM (i.e. an updated version of LOVECLIM 1.2, Goosse et al., 
2010, Roche et al., 2014) to simulate climates involving dynamical vegetation 
feedbacks, and we use only the atmosphere-sea ice-ocean (ECBilt-CLIO) components 
with prescribed vegetation to simulate climates excluding impacts of dynamical 
vegetation. ECBilt is the atmospheric component, consisting of a three-level, 
quasi-geostrophic model at T21 resolution (Opsteegh et al., 1998). In ECBilt, 
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cloudiness is prescribed according to present-day climatology (Rossow et al., 1996). 
The surface albedo is a function of the fraction of the grid box covered by ocean, sea 
ice, trees, desert and grass (Goosse et al., 2010). The surface temperature and the 
development of snow cover are computed by performing the heat budget calculation 
over a single soil layer. Soil moisture is computed in a simple bucket model, in which 
the maximum water volume of the bucket is a function of the vegetation cover, i.e. it 
depends on the combination of three PFTs' cover. The sea ice-ocean part (CLIO) 
consists of a three dimensional, free surface ocean general circulation model coupled 
to a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse et al., 2010). The horizontal 
resolution of CLIO is 3° latitude by 3° longitude, and there are 20 unevenly spaced 
vertical layers in the ocean. CLIO provides ECBilt with the sea surface and sea-ice 
temperature, the fraction of sea ice in each ocean grid cell as well as the sea-ice and 
snow thickness. ECBilt gives CLIO the wind stresses, the shortwave radiation and net 
heat flux over the ocean and sea-ice over as well as the precipitation. Within 
iLOVECLIM, the vegetation dynamics in response to climate is simulated by 
VECODE (Brovkin et al., 1997). In turn, the surface albedo related to vegetation cover 
calculated by VECODE is passed to ECBilt. In some of our simulations VECODE was 
deactivated the vegetation characteristics being then were prescribed. 
 
2.2.4 Experimental designs and Data processes 
 
We grouped all simulations in three classes: the control pre-industrial simulations, the 
mid-Holocene simulations, and the CO2 scenario simulations (Fig. 2.1). Simulations in 
each class include two steps: 1) preparation of the climatic forcing, 2) simulation of 
vegetation in both DGVMs.  
 
Control pre-industrial experiments (Fig. 2.1a).  
In the first set of experiments, both DGVMs are run under observed pre-industrial 
climates and annual global atmospheric CO2 (280 ppm), at iLOVECLIM T21 
resolution. Observed climatologies are monthly means for the period 1901-1930 from 
the University of East Anglia Climate Research Unit (CRU) gridded dataset (New et 
al., 2000). These climatologies are represent active of the pre-industrial climates since 
the temperature in the early 20th century had not risen so much yet and it was close to 
the pre-industrial state (IPCC, 2014). For LPJ-GUESS, we keep N deposition (1 
kgN/ha/year) constant. These control runs are named CRU-VEC and CRU-LPJ. 
Agreement between these simulated vegetation and independent global pre-industrial 
natural vegetation distributions (Levavasseur et al., 2012) are quantified using the 
kappa statistic (Monserud and Leemans, 1992) and matching ratios. The kappa statistic 
is derived by subtracting the overall proportion of agreement between two maps and 
normalizing the result normalized by the maximum possible different value (Prentice 
et al., 1992). The statistic is close to zero when agreement is no better than random and 
it reaches unity when agreement is perfect. It has been used as an objective tool for 
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comparing global vegetation maps in several previous studies (Monserud and Leemans, 
1992; Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996; Cramer et al., 2001; Hickler et al., 2006). The 
matching ratio is defined as the percentage of gridcells that simulated dominant PFTs 
(grass, trees or desert) matching Levavasseur’s PNV distribution, it is an indicator of 
the agreement of individual vegetation types between our two simulated vegetation and 
reference PNV dataset. 

 
Fig. 2.1. Experimental set-up for the offline pre-industrial, the past climate change, and the 
CO2 scenarios simulations. a, The control pre-industrial experiments: the two DGVMs are 
forced with observed pre-industrial climates (CRU dataset, 1901-1930) and annual global 
atmospheric CO2 (280 ppm), at iLOVECLIM T21 resolution. b, The mid-Holocene 
experiments: the two DGVMs are driven by simulated mid-Holocene (DYN6K) and 
pre-industrial (DYN0K) climatologies respectively. c, the CO2 scenarios experiments: the two 
DGVMs are run under simulated pre-industrial climates with pre-industrial CO2 concentration 
(280 ppm) and three different settings of CO2 levels (i.e. ½*CO2: 140 ppm, 2*CO2: 560 ppm, 
and 4*CO2: 1120 ppm). 
 
Mid-Holocene experiments (Fig. 2.1b).  
The two DGVMs are driven by simulated mid-Holocene (DYN6K) and pre-industrial 
(DYN0K) climatologies (the last 30-year mean climates) derived from iLOVECLIM, 
using the forcing shown in Table 2.2. These climatologies were obtained with an 
iLOVECLIM-version that included a dynamically (‘DYN’) coupled VECODE, thus 
comprising vegetation-climate feedbacks. The spin-up process of these climate 
simulations was taken to be 1000 years. The four runs are named DYN0K-VEC, 
DYN0K-LPJ, DYN6K-VEC, and DYN6K-LPJ. Comparisons between these runs 
allow assessing impacts of the two models' complexity on the vegetation dynamics 
between 6 ka BP and 0 ka BP. We designed additional experiments to simulate 
climates with fixed, prescribed vegetation under pre-industrial conditions, of which the 
climatic results are named FIX0K, to analyze the impacts of dynamical vegetation 
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feedbacks during comparisons between the two DGVMs. This fixed vegetation (i.e., 
ECBilt-CLIO with VECODE deactivated) is derived from the CMIP LUH2 dataset 
(2012), at 850 AD. The comparison between FIX0K and DYN0K allows assessing the 
role of dynamical vegetation in iLOVECLIM. Afterwards, two additional experiments 
(FIX0K_VEC and FIX0K_LPJ), i.e., simulations in both DGVMs driven by climates 
in FIX0K, are run to prepare the baselines of vegetation dynamics for the CO2 
scenarios experiments. 
 
Table 2.2. Earth's orbital parameters and trace gases from PMIP4 

Period Orbital forcing Greenhouse Gas 

Pre-industrial (0 ka 
BP) 

Eccentricity: 0.0167724; 
Obliquity: 23.446; 

Angular precession: 102.04 

CO2 = 280.0 ppm; 
CH4 = 760.0 ppb; 
N2O = 270.0 ppb 

Mid-Holocene (6 ka 
BP) 

Eccentricity: 0.018682; 
Obliquity: 24.105; 

Angular precession: 0.87 

CO2 = 264.4 ppm; 
CH4 = 579.0 ppb; 
N2O =262.0 ppb 

 
CO2 scenarios experiments (Fig. 2.1c).  
The two DGVMs are driven by simulated climates (the last 30-year-mean 
climatologies) in iLOVECLIM under pre-industrial forcing with three different 
settings of CO2 levels (i.e. ½*CO2: 140 ppm, 2*CO2: 560 ppm, and 4*CO2: 1120 ppm). 
The three climate simulations (FIX0K_½CO2, FIX0K_2CO2, and FIX0K_4CO2) are 
continuations of FIX0K, and include fixed, prescribed 0 ka vegetation. The spin up 
process of FIX0K_½CO2 and FIX0K_2CO2 took 1000 years and that of FIX0K_4CO2 
2000 years. These six experiments, comprising all combinations of the three climate 
states with the two DGVMs, are named FIX0K_½CO2-VEC, FIX0K_½CO2-LPJ, 
FIX0K_2CO2-VEC, FIX0K_2CO2-LPJ, FIX0K_4CO2-VEC, and FIX0K_4CO2-LPJ. 
For each DGVM, all vegetation simulations under CO2 scenarios are compared with its 
baseline (either FIX0K_VEC or FIX0K_LPJ), determining their responses to different 
levels of climate and CO2 changes. Analyses are based on 30-year averages that are 
derived from the last 30 years of each simulation. The reasons for their differences in 
vegetation dynamics are complex, we here focus on their sensitivity to temperature, 
precipitation and CO2-levels. The sensitivity to temperature is defined as changes in 
tree-cover per degree of temperature anomaly between CO2 scenarios and FIX0K. 
 

http://luh.umd.edu/data.shtml�
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

We focus on simulated vegetation under different climate conditions in the two 
DGVMs in this section. The simulated climate conditions are presented in 
supplementary information. 
 
2.3.1 Pre-industrial vegetation 
 
The two DGVMs capture the major features of the modern PNV distribution 
(Levavasseur et al., 2012) when forced with observed climatology (Fig. 2.2a, 2.2b, 
2.2c) in experiments CRU-VEC and CRU-LPJ. They produce a forest belt in 
mid-to-high latitudes (Siberia, Europe, and eastern North America); subtropical deserts 
in Africa and Eurasia; subtropical grassland and tropical forest in southeastern Asia, 
central Africa as well as South America. The DGVMs also capture the northern tree 
line correctly, with the exception of eastern Siberia, where a more southerly transition 
zone to Arctic tundra is predicted. However, they both simulate more vegetation in the 
Middle East but less in western Greenland and southwestern North America. They 
agree less in desert distribution simulations (difference up to 20%). This mismatch is 
related to a larger extension of mid-latitude grass in VECODE than in reference dataset 
and an underestimation of desert in LPJ-GUESS. 

 
Fig. 2.2. Simulated pre-industrial potential natural vegetation distributions for two aggregated 
PFTs (tree and grass) in VECODE (a, CRU-VEC) and in LPJ-GUESS (b, CRU-LPJ), and 
upscaled reference PNV distribution (c). Matching ratios of the two models in continents (e) 
and aggregated PFTs (f). 
 
For each DGVM, the matching ratio (Fig. 2.2d, 2.2e) is consistent with their dominant 
PFT distributions, slightly higher in VECODE (67%) than in LPJ-GUESS (61%). The 
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overall value of the kappa statistic was 0.47 in VECODE, which indicates a fair 
agreement (Monserud and Leemans, 1992) with the reference PNV dataset, while it is 
a bit lower at 0.37 in LPJ-GUESS, indicating a lower level of agreement. The two 
models perform similarly in Eurasia (matching ratio of about 70%) and South America 
(about 75%). In Australia, an underestimation in desert cover contributes to the lowest 
matching ratio (50%) of all continents in both models. VECODE has higher matching 
ratios in North America (65%) and Africa (55%) by about 10% than LPJ-GUESS due 
to its more accurate desert distribution (60% matched) compared with 40% in 
LPJ-GUESS (Fig. 2.2e). However, it should be noted that the grass-desert transitions, 
in particular in tropical regions, are not well represented in our classification scheme. 
An arbitrary aggregation from 11 PFTs to 2 PFTs in LPJ-GUESS involves 
underestimations in desert distribution which is related to the low threshold of 0.2 for 
the combined FPC of grass and desert (Schurger et al., 2006). In addition, the PNV 
(Levavasseur et al., 2012) involves uncertainties especially in transition zones during 
classification and upscaling processes. 
 
2.3.2 Vegetation from mid-Holocene to pre-industrial 
Compared with the simulated pre-industrial vegetation (DYN0K-LPJ and 
DYN0K-VEC) in both DGVMs, vegetation covers, LAI and NPP increase (Fig. 2.3) at 
6 ka BP (DYN6K-LPJ and DYN6K-VEC) in Northern Africa, the Middle East, and 
northern high latitudes, with stronger vegetation responses in LPJ-GUESS in 
mid-latitudes.  
 
The significant rise in vegetation-cover (5% in LPJ-GUESS and 7% in VECODE, Fig. 
2.3c, 2.3f) in Northern Africa contributed by the higher grass-cover is associated with 
more intensive precipitation (>100%) induced by strengthened African summer 
monsoon in the mid-Holocene. Likewise, higher vegetation-cover in the Middle East is 
primarily a consequence of more (about 140% compared to pre-industrial condition) 
precipitation due to stronger Indian summer monsoon induced by higher summer 
insolation. In contrast, the approximate 3% increases in poleward of 60N tree-cover 
(Fig. 2.3a, 2.3d) reflect the expansion of boreal forest into the area previously covered 
by tundra, especially in Eastern Siberia, northwestern and northeastern North America, 
relating to a more active growing season due to the enhanced summer warmth (see 
appendix) in the mid-Holocene. The LAI (Fig. 2.3g, 2.3h, 2.3j, and 2.3k) and NPP (Fig. 
2.3i, 2.3l) are consistent with vegetation cover anomalies (Fig. 2.3a-2.3f) between 6 ka 
and 0 ka. These simulated vegetation changes between 6 ka and 0 ka are consistent 
with many previous results, including the increase of vegetation cover in North Africa 
and the Middle East (Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Prentice et al., 2000; Renssen et al., 
2006; Dallmeyer et al., 2010; Goosse et al., 2010), and also the expansion of northern 
tree cover (Crucifix et al., 2002; Brovkin et al., 2002; Gallimore et al., 2005). In 
addition, a discrepancy of western North African vegetation cover in mid-Holocene 
between our simulation (DYN6K-VEC) and Renssen et al. (2006) suggests impacts of 
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different climate model versions on vegetation simulations. In our version, the 
coupling between VECODE and ECBilt is updated through surface albedo and soil 
hydrology (Goosse et al., 2010) rather than only the surface albedo. This redresses the 
underestimations in the Eastern Sahara precipitation and vegetation cover to some 
extent, leading to more greening in eastern part (Goosse et al., 2010).  
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Fig. 2.3. Changes in vegetation coverage (%) and LAI (m2/m2) for aggregated PFTs, total vegetation cover and NPP (kgC/yr/m2) between mid-Holocene 
(6 ka, DYN6K) and pre-industrial (0 ka, DYN0K) in VECODE (DYN6K-VEC and DYN0K-VEC) and LPJ-GUESS (DYN6K-LPJ and DYN0K-LPJ
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VECODE simulates a slight change in mid-latitude total vegetation cover due to the 
increase in grass-cover often at the expense of tree cover, whereas LPJ-GUESS 
simulates about 5% decreased mid-latitude vegetation cover, mainly due to decreased 
tree-cover (5%-20%) in northwestern China and decreased grass-cover (also about 
5%-20%) in southern Europe & central North America. The declined tree-cover in 
northwestern China is attributed to the -10% to -30% decreases in precipitation, 
showing that LPJ-GUESS is sensitive to precipitation in particular in water-limited 
regions, consistently with Galbraith et al. (2010).  
 
2.3.3 Vegetation under different CO2 level scenarios 
As expected, the colder and drier climate of FIX0K_½CO2 generates decreases in 
global tree cover (Fig. 2.4a, 2.4d) and increases in grass cover (Fig. 2.4b, 2.4e) in both 
DGVMs, in particular in the tropics. However, LPJ-GUESS simulates clearly stronger 
vegetation responses (Fig. 2.4) than VECODE.  
 
It simulates a marked reduction (by about 20%) in global tree-cover, with replacement 
by grass in tropics and reductions in boreal regions, leading to a 15% decrease in 
global vegetation cover. In contrast, VECODE simulates only about 3% decrease in 
global vegetation cover, due to less (about 8%) northern high latitude trees and slightly 
higher (about 2%) tree cover at mid-latitudes (Central North America, Western Europe, 
Central Asia and Eastern China). The changes in LAI and NPP are consistent with 
vegetation cover, with more significant increase in tropical grass LAI and NPP in 
LPJ-GUESS than VECODE. Compared with pre-industrial condition, LPJ-GUESS 
simulates much less reduction (11%) in global NPP under ½*CO2 scenario than during 
LGM (Last Glacial Maximum) as modeled by LPX-DGVM (28%, Prentice et al., 2011) 
the 31% declines in VECODE is of the same order as LPX-DGVM. Moreover, 
LPJ-GUESS sees a stronger decrease (85%) in tropical tree LAI than in Amazon 
tree-LAI (about 29% to 44%) simulated by ORCHIDEE for the LGM climate (Woillez 
et al., 2011). As a result, the less reduced global NPP in LPJ-GUESS is due to the 22% 
increases in tropical NPP, which is attributed to the marked extension of tropical grass 
(Fig. 2.4e, 2.4k, 2.4l) due to its stronger competitiveness under halved CO2 
concentration, but this is hardly captured by VECODE with its small CO2 dependence. 
However, the ½*CO2 scenario is warmer and has lower CO2 level than the LGM 
conditions, which weakens the competition of C3 plants (Cowling and Sykes, 1999; 
Cowling et al., 2001; Bond et al., 2003; Cowling and Shin, 2006), leading to this 
stronger reduction in tropical trees than seen in LGM studies (e.g., Woillez et al., 
2011). 
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Fig. 2.4. Changes in vegetation coverage (%) and LAI (m2/m2) for aggregated PFTs, total vegetation cover and NPP (kgC/yr/m2) under climate change 
(FIX0K_½CO2- FIX0K) in VECODE (FIX0K_½CO2-VEC and FIX0K-VEC) and LPJ-GUESS (FIX0K_½CO2-LPJ and FIX0K-LPJ
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In contrast, compared to the baseline (FIX0K), the two DGVMs produce enhanced 
vegetation cover under FIX0K_2CO2 (Fig. 2.5a-2.5f) and FIX0K_4CO2 (Fig. 2.6a-2.6f) 
conditions, including higher tree and grass cover (Fig. 2.5a-2.5f) in the Northern 
Hemisphere and most tree cover rises at the expense of grass cover in the Southern 
Hemisphere, also with stronger vegetation responses in LPJ-GUESS than in VECODE. 
Under the 2*CO2 and 4*CO2 scenarios, LPJ-GUESS simulates 15% and >20% rises in 
global tree cover, respectively. This is mainly in response to the extension of tropical 
forest and poleward shift of boreal forest, and strong decline (15% and 20%) in 
tropical grass cover; but the tree cover rises only by around 4% and 5% under these 
two scenarios in VECODE. Under the two higher CO2 scenarios, the modeled 
poleward tree expansions are related to the replacement of tundra by taiga, in response 
to a warmer climate at northern high latitudes. In contrast, the simulated promotion of 
tropical forests is attributed to the reduced limitation in precipitation and the elevated 
CO2 levels. The extent of complexity in eco-physiological processes in the two models 
mainly contributes to their marked differences in simulated tropical vegetation 
dynamics. LPJ-GUESS simulates up to 30% increase in tropical tree cover, in response 
to the quadrupled CO2, referred to as "CO2 fertilization", stimulating the growth of 
trees through the increasing rate of CO2 reactions with rubisco during photosynthesis 
(Bazzaz, 1990; Long et al., 1991; Drake et al., 1997; Ainsworth et al., 2005). In 
addition, stomatal density (Woodward et al., 1995) and conductance (Medlyn et al., 
2001) generally decreases with elevated CO2, also leading to lower transpiration and 
more efficient water usage (Field et al., 1995; Woodward et al., 1995). However, 
VECODE simulates only up to 5% increase under 4*CO2 in tropical tree cover. 
 
The changes of LAI and NPP (Fig. 2.5g-2.5l; Fig. 2.6g-2.6l) under higher CO2 
scenarios (FIX0K_2CO2 and FIX0K_4CO2) are consistent with their vegetation cover 
anomalies. LPJ-GUESS and VECODE simulate higher global NPP, 44% and 36%, 
respectively, under the 2*CO2 scenario (warmer by 2.6℃ and elevated CO2 by 280 
ppm). These simulated increases in the two models are both higher than those 
simulated by five DGVMs in Sitch et al. (2008), ranging from 18% to 34%, and a 
median value of 23% for the forest sites in the Free-Air-CO2 Enrichment experiments 
(FACE, Norby et al., 2005) when atmospheric CO2 is elevated from ambient 
concentrations (370 ppmv) to 550 ppmv. However, the percentages of increases in 
NPP per 100 ppmv elevated CO2 (15.7%/100ppm in LPJ-GUESS, and 12.9%/ppm in 
VECODE) are in agreement with ranges (10%/100ppm - 18.9%/100ppm) of the five 
DGVMs in Sitch et al. (2008) and the results (12.8%/100ppm) in FACE experiments 
(Norby et al., 2005), indicating the large impacts of CO2 slopes on NPP. However, the 
underlying tropical responses of our two models and the five DGVMs in Sitch et al. 
(2008) are markedly different. Sitch et al. (2008) simulate Amazon dieback in response 
to the reduction in precipitation from 1860 to 2099 predicted by HadCM3C, but we 
simulate increased tropical tree cover and NPP in response to both increased simulated 
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Fig. 2.5. Changes in vegetation coverage (%) and LAI (m2/m2) for aggregated PFTs, total vegetation cover and NPP (kgC/yr/m2) under climate change 
(FIX0K_2CO2- FIX0K) in VECODE (FIX0K_2CO2-VEC and FIX0K-VEC) and LPJ-GUESS (FIX0K_2CO2-LPJ and FIX0K-LPJ
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Fig. 2.6. Changes in vegetation coverage (%) and LAI (m2/m2) for aggregated PFTs, total vegetation cover and NPP (kgC/yr/m2) under climate change 
(FIX0K_4CO2- FIX0K) in VECODE (FIX0K_4CO2-VEC and FIX0K-VEC) and LPJ-GUESS (FIX0K_4CO2-LPJ and FIX0K-LPJ
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precipitation and elevated CO2 from pre-industrial to 2*CO2 scenario. Moreover, the 
two DGVMs in our study simulate increases in tree cover and vegetation carbon over 
tundra ecosystems, involving a northward shift of the tree line in response to climate 
warming, with longer growing seasons and elevated CO2 levels stimulating plant 
production. Such poleward tree cover shifts in tundra regions are consistent with 
modelled results by ORCHIDEE, TRIFFID and LPJ-DGVM in Sitch et al. (2008), in 
agreement with observational trends in Alaska (Silapaswan et al., 2001; Sturm et al., 
2001; Stow et al., 2004; Sitch et al., 2007). 
 
2.3.4 Vegetation sensitivities to climate forcing and CO2 concentrations 
Compared with VECODE, the more mixed PFT compositions in LPJ-GUESS indicate 
its higher level of complexity (Fig. 2.7). The percentage of gridcells with clear 
mixtures of the three PFTs (i.e., each PFT's fraction >= 20%) see a rise from 4% under 
FIX0K_½CO2 to 11% under FIX0K_4CO2 in LPJ-GUESS, while it remains 0% in 
VECODE under all considered conditions. This linear treatment of vegetation (i.e. 
either forest or desert combines with grass) in VECODE suits better the classification 
scheme in terms of dominant PFTs than LPJ-GUESS which often includes mixed 
vegetation information (not shown here), and it also leads to the higher kappa 
coefficient in VECODE under pre-industrial conditions. In addition, most of gridcells 
with clear mixtures in LPJ-GUESS are distributed in vegetation transition zones, e.g., 
the tundra-taiga regions, implying a higher sensitivity of vegetation to climates in this 
more complex model. However, the two DGVMs are in agreement with change 
patterns in distributions of their PFTs compositions under different climate conditions, 
which are consistent with their simulated global vegetation (Fig. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6). They 
produce an increasing number of grid cells with high tree fraction from FIX0K_½CO2 
state (Fig. 2.7a), pre-industrial (Fig. 2.7b), FIX0K_2CO2 state (Fig. 2.7c) to 
FIX0K_4CO2 state (Fig. 2.7d), indicating coherent vegetation responses patterns to 
identical climate conditions although with different magnitudes. 
 
The two DGVMs agree on sensitivity patterns to temperature (from -1.5 (℃-1) to 1.5 
(℃-1)) (Fig. 2.8), in particular under climate change from mid-Holocene to 
pre-industrial (Fig. 2.8a). They simulate a similar sensitivity (about 0.15 (℃-1)) at 
northern high latitudes and show divergence in other regions between 6 ka and 0 ka 
(Fig. 2.8a), which implies a consensus on positive poleward vegetation responses to 
increasing temperature and also indicates more complex responses in other regions 
related to models' complexity. LPJ-GUESS simulates lower mid-latitude and northern 
tropical sensitivity (-0.25 (℃-1)) related to its stronger reduction in vegetation cover, 
whereas the slightly decreased tree cover is attributed to the smaller amplitude of 
VECODE sensitivity (-0.05 (℃-1)). 
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Fig. 2.7. Proportion of the simulated PNV cover represented by PFT-fractions in VECODE 
and LPJ-GUESS under four pre-industrial scenarios with different CO2 levels (FIX0K-½CO2, 
FIX0K, FIX0K-2CO2, and FIX0K-4CO2). 
 

 
Fig. 2.8. Latitudinal sensitivity of tree cover in the two models to temperature anomalies 
between DYN6K and DYN0K (a), FIX0K_½CO2 and FIX0K (b), FIX0K_2CO2 and FIX0K 
(c), FIX0K_4CO2 and FIX0K (d). 
 
In addition to the two DGVMs' similar sensitivity (Fig. 2.8a) to climate change from 6 
ka to 0 ka, the magnitude of their tropical sensitivity (Fig. 2.8b-2.8d) varies markedly 
under CO2 scenarios, associated with their complexity of eco-physiological processes. 
Under colder and dryer conditions (FIX0K_½CO2) with lower CO2 level, LPJ-GUESS 
simulates an up to 0.5 (℃-1) tropical sensitivity related to the large reduction in 
tree-cover due to the modified C3/C4 competition, whereas the sensitivity remains 
below 0.2 (℃-1) in VECODE. Several studies on the contribution of lower CO2 to 
vegetation dynamics during the LGM (Prentice and Harrison, 2009; Prentice et al., 
2011; Woillez et al., 2011; Claussen et al., 2013) suggested that the contraction of 
tropical forest cover is a predictable outcome of the low CO2 concentration. The large 
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extension of tropical grass in LPJ-GUESS is at the expense of trees in response to the 
effect of lower CO2 on C3-plant photosynthesis and the higher ability of carboxylation 
in C4 plants (Gerber et al., 2004), indicating the key function of lower CO2 
concentration in tropical vegetation. In contrast, this is hardly detected by VECODE 
due to its independence of vegetation-cover on varying CO2 and the climate-dependent 
ecophysiological processes. Also, LPJ-GUESS simulates about 0.25 (℃-1) tropical 
sensitivity under the 2*CO2 scenario (Fig. 2.8c) and 0.15 (℃-1) under the 4*CO2 
scenario (Fig. 2.8d), while it remains around 0 (℃-1) in VECODE. The decreased 
sensitivities with the elevated CO2 concentrations, in particular in LPJ-GUESS, are 
related to the limited availability of Nitrogen (Hungate et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2004). 

 
Fig. 2.9. Sensitivity of tropical tree-cover in the two DGVMs to rainfall and atmospheric CO2 
concentrations. The simulated tropical tree cover in LPJ-GUESS (a) and VECODE (b) as a 
function of rainfall under different climate states with identical CO2 concentration (280 ppm); 
and the tropical tree cover in LPJ-GUESS (c) and VECODE (d) as a function of rainfall under 
different climate states with varying CO2 concentration. 
 
In order to isolate the impacts of climate forcing and CO2 levels on tropical vegetation 
which involves large divergences between the two models, we plot how tropical 
(20°S-20°N) tree-cover changes with CO2 concentration and rainfall in the two 
DGVMs (Fig. 2.9). Under identical CO2 concentrations (280 ppm), the two models 
simulate a dominance (tree cover ≥ 0.5) of tropical trees (Fig. 2.9a, 2.9b) at sites with 
rainfall higher than about 1500 mm under pre-industrial conditions (FIX0K), and it 
requires about 1400 mm and 1600 mm rainfall under colder (½*CO2 scenario) and 
warmer (4*CO2 scenario) conditions, respectively. This indicates a slightly smaller 
rainfall requirement under colder conditions related to reduced evaporation. In contrast, 
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the requirements of rainfall for dominant tropical cover experience marked changes 
when accounting for variations in CO2 concentrations (Fig. 2.9c, 2.9d). Under the 
4*CO2 scenario, only about 800 mm rainfall is required by tropical trees dominant sites 
in LPJ-GUESS, as a result of the increased water use efficiency due to the decreased 
stomatal density and conductance with rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Field et 
al., 1995; Woodward et al., 1995; Drake et al., 1997). In contrast, tropical trees (Fig. 
2.9c) do not really become dominant under halved CO2 concentration condition due to 
evolvement and spread of C4 plants that are more competitive relative to C3 plants at 
low CO2 (Cole and Monger, 1994; Ehleringer et al., 1997; Collatz et al., 1998). The 
modelled impacts of varying CO2 on tropical trees are consistent with the sensitivity of 
African C3/C4-plants to rainfall and CO2 concentrations simulated by aDGVM 
(Higgins and Scheiter, 2012). Moreover, the requirement of rainfall decreases 
nonlinearly with elevated CO2 concentrations (Fig. 2.9c), implying a decline in 
vegetation sensitivity to CO2 levels, which might be related to the limited availability 
of Nitrogen (Hungate et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2004). In contrast, these impacts of 
varying CO2 on tropical trees are not detected by VECODE (Fig. 2.9d) due to its 
independence of PFT cover from CO2 concentration, but they are somewhat reflected 
by the responses of tropical tree-LAI to rainfall and CO2 concentration (Fig. 2.10b, 
2.10d), although these impacts are much weaker compared to LPJ-GUESS (Fig. 2.10a, 
2.10c).  

 
Fig. 2.10. Sensitivity of tropical tree-LAI in the two DGVMs to rainfall and atmospheric CO2 
concentrations. The simulated tropical tree-LAI in LPJ-GUESS (a) and VECODE (b) as a 
function of rainfall under different climate states with identical CO2 concentration (280 ppm); 
and the tropical tree-LAI in LPJ-GUESS (c) and VECODE (d) as a function of rainfall under 
different climate states with varying CO2 concentration. 
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2.4. Discussion: implications and outlook 

Based on the modelled vegetation in the two models under different climate and CO2 
change states, we answer in this section the following three questions raised in Section 
2.2.1: 1) are the two DGVMs able to simulate pre-industrial vegetation dynamics; 2) 
how sensitive are the vegetation dynamics in the two DGVMs to climate and 
atmospheric CO2 changes; and 3) what are the relative uncertainties in simulating 
vegetation dynamics and functions associated with different choices of DGVMs? 
 
2.4.1 The pre-industrial potential natural vegetation distribution 
Our results show that the two DGVMs produce consistent pre-industrial natural 
vegetation distributions, and they are generally in agreement with independent global 
gridded PNV (Levavasseur et al., 2012), but they agree much less (differs by 20%) in 
the way they simulate the desert distribution. We assign the simulated abundances of 
the PFTs to two dominant PFTs groups in line with VECODE to compare the modelled 
pre-industrial vegetation in the two models, using the simple classification scheme 
explained in Table 2.1.  
 
In our study, the modelled pre-industrial vegetation is described by composition of 11 
and 2 PFTs in LPJ-GUESS and VECODE, respectively, and our reference 
PNV-dataset (Levavasseur et al. 2012) includes 10 biomes. According to the decision 
of defined vegetation types in previous studies, we can combine the compositions of 
PFTs in the two models to 10 biomes to keep in line with the reference PNV dataset. 
However, the composition of 2 PFTs in VECODE does not separate different tree 
types or distinguish stand heights of PFTs, indicating the unsuitability for using the 
FPC-based scheme in Schurger et al. (2006) or the scheme combined with stand height 
(Joos et al., 2004). Besides, the LAI scheme (Hickler et al., 2006) is also not suitable 
for VECODE due to its overestimation in tree LAI (seen in to Section 2.3.4). As a 
result, our FPC-based scheme for two determined vegetation types avoids the 
uncertainties related to LAI and upscaling for VECODE, but this scheme buffers 
detailed vegetation dynamics during the downscaling processes in LPJ-GUESS, e.g., 
combining tree-PFTs (boreal, temperate and tropical trees) together. These buffers are 
largely attributed to the mixed composition of three PFTs in LPJ-GUESS (Fig. 2.7) 
since most of gridcells with clear mixtures are distributed in vegetation transition zones, 
e.g., the tundra-taiga regions and the forest-savanna-grass regions.  
 
We conclude that our classification scheme is a useful approach to produce modelled 
PNV in multiple models, and the combination of kappa statistics and matching ratios 
allow for quantitative comparisons among multiple models and data. This approach 
captures tree distributions in the two models well, with the highest matching ratio of 
trees (about 80%). However, as mentioned at the start of Section 2.3.1, the 
downscaling of PFTs in a more complex DGVM (LPJ-GUESS) failed to distinguish 
accurately between grass and desert, involving a larger extent of grass in the tropics, 
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contributing to its lower kappa coefficient. As a result, for comparison purposes, we 
conclude that our approach of downscaling PFTs for more complex DGVMs is suitable 
for tree distributions, but people should be cautious using this approach when 
comparing in detail grass and desert cover in multiple models. Moreover, comparisons 
among multiple DGVMs are widely discussed in vegetation studies, but they often 
applied different sets of defined vegetation types, which increase the difficulties in 
interpretation of the comparisons. Thus, to summarize, the combination of the 
downscaling approach and a standard set of vegetation types (e.g., Dallmeyer et al., 
2019) will be useful to future studies. 
 
2.4.2 Vegetation sensitivities to climate and CO2 concentration 
Both DGVMs capture decreased slopes of global LAI with increasing atmospheric 
CO2 from pre-industrial level to 4*CO2 scenario, indicating a reduction in LAI 
sensitivity to elevated CO2, related to the expected saturation of the direct CO2 
physiological fertilizing effect at high CO2 concentrations (Cao and Woodward, 1998). 
The modelled relative rises in global mean LAI due to CO2 fertilization alone is about 
15% (or 5% per 100 ppm) in LPJ-GUESS and it is about 9% (or 3% per 100 ppm) in 
VECODE from pre-industrial condition (280 ppm) to 560 ppm under 2*CO2 scenario, 
which is comparable to measurements from the Free-Air-CO2 Enrichment experiments 
(0.3-11.1%, or 0.6-24.1% per 100 ppm) from present condition (370 ppm) to 550 ppm 
(Norby et al., 2005). Moreover, from pre-industrial conditions to 4*CO2 scenario, the 
modelled total LAI increase is about 34% (or 4% per 100 ppm) in LPJ-GUESS and it 
is about 15% (or 2% per 100 ppm) in VECODE. Similar to the LAI responses to 
elevated CO2 in the two models, the impacts of CO2 fertilization alone on the global 
NPP also decrease, including 7% and 5% increase per 100 ppm from pre-industrial to 
2*CO2 and 4*CO2 scenario in LPJ-GUESS, and 5% and 3% increase per 100 ppm 
from pre-industrial to 2*CO2 and 4*CO2 scenario in VECODE. 
 
The global trend towards increased vegetation cover (Fig. 2.11a), LAI (Fig. 2.11b) and 
total NPP (Fig. 2.11c) is attributed to different regional responses with the varying CO2 
concentrations (from ½*CO2 to 4*CO2 level). It is a function of the conditions under 
which CO2 level shifts the competitive balance in favor of grasses or trees, in particular 
in tropical regions (Fig. 2.11j-2.11l), but this function is weaker at northern high 
latitudes, where the temperature is dominant factor shaping vegetation change (Seddon 
et al., 2016). Although the two models in our study simulate consistent increases in 
LAI and total NPP with five DGVMs in Sitch et al. (2008), their responses are highly 
related to the complexity. LPJ-GUESS simulates the shifted competitive balance 
between tree and grass under lower and higher CO2 levels, but VECODE hardly 
captures them.  
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Fig. 2.11. Comparisons of the simulated Global vegetation cover, LAI and NPP (a, b, c); 
Northern high latitudinal vegetation cover, LAI and NPP (d, e, f); Northern mid-latitudinal 
vegetation cover, LAI and NPP (g, h, i); and Tropical vegetation cover, LAI and NPP (j, k, l) 
in the two DGVMs under four scenarios with different CO2 levels (FIX0K-½CO2, FIX0K, 
FIX0K-2CO2, and FIX0K-4CO2). 
 
The similar increased LAI in VECODE to LPJ-GUESS, in particular under higher CO2 
levels, is a result of LAI overestimation in VECODE and also of the dependence on 
modelled climate changes which are not identical with Sitch et al. (2008). Moreover, 
the impacts of CO2 levels on vegetation vary with climate conditions, but the 
sensitivities of DGVMs with consideration of the dependence of CO2 effects on 
climate conditions have never been compared in a systematic way. Therefore, these 
should be detected by forcing multiple DGVMs with the same set of climate and CO2 
change scenarios so that the ranges of vegetation sensitivities to climate and varying 
can be determined systematically.  
 
2.4.3 The uncertainties related to model complexity 
One source of uncertainty is related to the aggregated vegetation types from PFTs in 
the two models and their different complexity. We aggregated the PFTs to tree and 
grass for comparison purposes, merging more detailed vegetation responses to some 
extent, which might induce an underestimation in sensitivity. In addition, although 
both models simulate coherent patterns of vegetation dynamics in response to different 
climate states, magnitudes are markedly different mainly due to their different 
sensitivity to varying CO2 levels. Moreover, a positive feedback loop (refer to 3.4) 
works in LPJ-GUESS related to its sensitivity to CO2 levels, which is consistent with 
simulated vegetation responses by aDGVM in Africa (Higgins and Scheiter, 2012). As 
a result, their marked differences imply not only the different complexity of 
eco-physiological processes, but also the complexity-induced differences in 
requirements of climatic factors, e.g., the requirement of rainfall for tropical forest. 
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However, the range of the DGVM sensitivity and to what extent it affects vegetation 
simulation with varying CO2 still needs to be performed by involving more DGVMs 
with different complexity, and more detail vegetation types might help the detection 
for impacts of sensitivity.  
 
A second major source of uncertainty is related to the omission of potentially 
important processes during our vegetation simulations: terrestrial climate-carbon 
feedbacks and nitrogen limitation. The implication of the exclusion of these processes 
is discussed next.  
 
Positive terrestrial climate-carbon cycle feedbacks accelerate the rate of CO2 increase 
via the response of land carbon cycle to climate change in different 21st Century 
greenhouse gas emission scenario runs (Sitch et al., 2008), but magnitude of this 
acceleration is highly dependent on choice of DGVMs. The main contribution of this 
difference is DGVMs' different reductions in tropical NPP and decreases in 
extra-tropical soil residence time (Sitch et al., 2008). As a result, we might 
underestimate the impacts of elevated CO2 due to the disregarded positive feedbacks 
and our two models' potential differences in simulating feedbacks. Also, how the 
regional factors impact on the climate-carbon cycle feedback still needs to be studied 
by doing sensitivity experiments with multiple DGVMs. In addition, the dependence of 
this feedback on climate conditions should also be taken into account in further studies. 
 
The C-N interactions play important roles on land carbon storage, Hungate et al. (2003) 
estimated upper and lower limits for possible future N supply and compared these with 
the increased requirement by vegetation (Cramer et al., 2001), suggesting an 
overestimation in potential increase in ecosystem carbon storage, especially the 
fertilization effect of elevated CO2 levels. In addition, Zaehle and Dalmonech (2011) 
pointed out that nitrogen cycling leads to an acceleration of atmospheric carbon 
accumulation through reductions in both global carbon sequestration and the carbon 
storages with increasing CO2 levels. Moreover, Smith et al. (2014) simulated the 
implications of accounting for C-N interactions on predictions of LPJ-GUESS relative 
to C-cycle only simulations, including improved simulation for broadleaved forests. 
They also highlight the dependence of N limitation on climate conditions: N limitation 
reduces productivity of cold- and dry-climate ecosystem relative to mesic temperate 
and tropical ecosystems, also, it reduces CO2 enhancement of NPP for boreal forest. In 
our study, the vegetation responses to the elevated CO2, in particular the 4*CO2 
condition, might also include overestimations in carbon storage due to the C-only 
simulations. Therefore, the functions of carbon-nitrogen interactions on land carbon 
cycle still need to be understood in future, during which the dependence of N 
limitation on climate conditions should also be taken into account. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

In our study, we simulate vegetation dynamics in two DGVMs under observed 
pre-industrial climate and four climate change scenarios, including past climate 
changes (from mid-Holocene to pre-industrial) and scenarios with halved, doubled and 
quadrupled CO2 concentration (140 ppm, 560 ppm, and 1120 ppm). The two models 
are consistent with pre-industrial vegetation dynamics, involving 67% and 61% 
agreement with independent global gridded PNV (Levavasseur et al., 2012) in 
VECODE and LPJ-GUESS, respectively. They capture vegetation increase between 6 
ka and 0 ka in Northern Africa, the Middle East, and northern high latitudes in 
response to the climate change. Also, they simulate enhanced vegetation in response to 
warming climate and increasing CO2 concentration. However, the magnitudes of 
vegetation responses under all CO2 scenarios vary markedly between the two DGVMs, 
including about 20% and 3% reduction in global tree-cover in LPJ-GUESS and 
VECODE under lower CO2 scenario; about 15% and 4% increase under 2*CO2 
scenario; and about 20% and 5% increase under 4*CO2 scenario. On the basis of the 
results we conclude the following. 
 
1, The better agreement of VECODE with independent PNV (Levavasseur et al., 2012) 
is attributed to its more linear PFTs' composition, which suits better to the 
classification scheme in terms of dominant PFTs than LPJ-GUESS which often 
includes mixed vegetation information. The models' complexity impacts on vegetation 
sensitivity to temperature slightly when the atmospheric CO2 level varies slight 
compared to pre-industrial level (280 ppm), indicated by the two DGVMs' agreement 
on their simulations between Mid-Holocene and pre-industrial. 
 
2, The complexity of the two DGVMs largely impacts on vegetation sensitivity to CO2 
concentrations, implying the significant importance of ecophysiological effects. 
LPJ-GUESS and VECODE simulate declines in global NPP about 11% and 31% under 
½*CO2 scenario, respectively. Compared with the LGM, the less reduction in 
LPJ-GUESS is related to the larger extension of tropical grass due to the more 
competitive C4 plants under warmer condition with lower CO2 concentration, but the 
comparable value in VECODE is related to its climate-dependent competition. 
Likewise, the complexity of eco-physiological processes also plays an important role 
on vegetation responses under elevated CO2 states. LPJ-GUESS simulates a 44% 
increase in global NPP from FIX0K to 2*CO2 scenario compared to 36% in VECODE, 
in response to the warmer and elevated CO2. Physiological effects do scale up to 
ecosystem effects, through changes in primary production and through competition 
between plants with different photosynthetic pathways. 
 
3, The complexity also plays roles on the vegetation requirements of climatic factors 
due to the physiological effects that more efficient water use of vegetation is facilitated 
under elevated atmospheric CO2 concentration. In LPJ-GUESS, dominant distribution 
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of tropical trees requires only around 800mm rainfall under the 4*CO2 scenario, much 
less than (about 1500 mm) under pre-industrial forcing. Yet, tropical trees hardly 
become dominant under ½*CO2 scenario whatever the amount of rainfall is due to the 
development of more competitive C4 plants. However, these complexity-induced 
impacts are not significantly simulated in VECODE due to its independence of PFT 
fraction to atmospheric CO2 levels and overestimation in tree LAI.  
 
4, Comparisons among multiple DGVMs are widely used in vegetation studies but 
they are often among different sets of vegetation types, thus a standard set of 
vegetation types benefits for comparison purposes in future studies. The uncertainties 
in DGVMs are highly related to the inclusion of ecosystem processes and the scale of 
vegetation classification. Also, future challenges are the systematic simulations of the 
vegetation sensitivity to varying CO2 and climate by forcing multiple DGVMs with 
identical sets of climate and CO2 change scenarios. During these studies, the impact of 
regional contributions (mainly including the responses of tropical NPP and 
extra-tropical soil residence time) on the climate-carbon cycle feedback should be 
taken into account. Moreover, the impacts of N limitation on vegetation and its 
dependence on climate are needed to be accounted for. 
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Supplementary information 
 
Climate states 
 
1. Simulated pre-industrial climate in iLOVECLIM 
The climatology (FIX0K) simulated in iLOVECLIM with prescribed vegetation under 
pre-industrial forcing does not account for the impacts of dynamical vegetation in 
VECODE. Compared with observed climates, it suggests warmer conditions in the 
mid-latitudes and tropical regions, and cooler conditions in northern high latitudes (Fig. 
S2.1a). The mean annual temperature is underestimated by -1.4℃ at northern high 
latitudes; in contrast, it is overestimated at mid-latitudes, tropical regions and the 
Southern Hemisphere by 3.5℃, 4.8℃ and 5.6℃, respectively. The largest temperature 
underestimate at northern high latitudes is in SON (September-October-November) 
and amounts to around -4.5℃, and this lower temperature mainly existed in western 
Atlantic and northern Asia (not shown here). A slightly cold climate in MAM 
(March-April-May) about 2.2℃ mainly existed in northeastern Asia and eastern 
Pacific. The most overestimated temperature in mid-latitudes and tropical regions both 
happened in JJA (June-July-August) around 7.2℃ and 5.6℃, meanwhile, the most 

overestimated temperature around 7.1℃ in the Southern Hemisphere existed in DJF 

(December-January-February). 

 
Fig. S2.1. The comparison between simulated pre-industrial climates in iLOVECLIM and 
CRU data. 
 
The annual precipitation (Fig. S2.1b) is overestimated in parts of the tropics, while it is 
underestimated in central North America. Slight overestimates in precipitation make 
big perceptual differences in the Sahara, the Middle East and southwestern North 
America, because of the very limited precipitation in these regions. The overestimation 
at the Indian Ocean side of central Africa is due to an incorrect representation of high 
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precipitation zones in the ECBilt model, promoted on the eastern side of the continents 
instead of more central regions. The highest overestimation at northern high latitudes is 
in JJA about 33 mm/yr, while in JJA, the largest underestimation in the Southern 
Hemisphere is 81 mm/yr, respectively. The overestimated precipitation at northern 
mid-latitudes is focused in DJF and MAM by 24 mm/yr and 29 mm/yr. The percentage 
of precipitation anomaly and absolute precipitation anomaly share the same patterns, 
but the anomalies are exaggerated in regions that have very limited precipitation and 
they are narrowed in regions that have large amount of precipitation. 
 
At northern high latitudes, the large underestimation of winter temperature is partly 
attributed to the ignored vegetation feedbacks in FIX0K, since the winter temperature 
is higher by about 1.5℃ in DYN0K, in particular in the northern Eurasia (Fig. S2.1c). 
The seasonal and annual variability of the 30-year mean temperature in FIX0K are 
determined by 2-standard deviation, which has similar patterns as temperature 
anomalies (DYN0K- FIX0K), i.e., higher variability of temperature accompanies 
stronger differences in high latitudes, while lower variability of temperature 
accompanies weaker differences in tropical regions. Although the differences between 
temperature in FIX0K and DYN0K are not very significant, it is easy to see a better fit 
simulated temperature in DYN0K to observed climates.  
 
Except the northern high latitudes, the higher temperature in most regions, such as the 
middle-eastern North America, the middle Europe and southeastern Asia might be 
related to their underestimated precipitation (Fig. S2.1d). The lower temperature in the 
Middle East is due to the overestimation in precipitation. A feedback loop is 
responsible for their relationship, which is more precipitation means the increased 
latent heat fluxes, cooling the surface by reducing sensible heat flux or weakening 
atmospheric heating due to a greater abundance of low clouds (Zhang et al., 2014). 
Beside this feedback, an incorrect representation of zones of high precipitation in 
iLOVECLIM is attributed to the discrepancy between simulated climates and observed 
data, more precipitation on the eastern side of the continents instead of more central 
regions in South America and the Indian Ocean side of central Africa.  
 
2. Climate change from mid-Holocene (6 ka) to pre-industrial (0 ka) 
Compared to climate in pre-industrial, the climate anomalies indicate a warming of up 
to 0.9℃ over the northern high latitudes, while slight cooling occurs in the region 

between 30N and 60N in mid-Holocene (Fig. S2.2a). Surface temperatures in North 
Africa are slightly higher, while in Arabia they are lower at 6 ka than in 0 ka. The 
warming is more pronounced in the northern high latitudes. Climate changes from 
mid-Holocene to pre-industrial are mainly results of the variations of mean seasonal 
cycle insolation since the global annual mean insolation changes rather slightly during 
this period. The very limited temperature anomaly is consistent with PMIP2 
(Braconnot et al., 2007).   
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Fig. S2.2. Seasonal/annual temperature and precipitation% anomalies (DYN6K - DYN0K); the 
grey dots represent gridcells whose temperature anomalies are within 2-stdev of temperature in 
FIX0K. 
 
Less insolation is received at the top of the atmosphere during MAM in mid-Holocene 
(Berger, 1978). The model simulates lower temperature over all continents except part 
of North Africa compared to present day. Strongest cooling occurs in western Siberia 
and Tibetan Plateau (up to -3.6℃) and in eastern Canada (-1℃ to -2.4℃). The 
northern mid-latitudes experience strongest cooling by -1.3℃, and the northern high 
latitudes show a weaker cooling by -1.0℃, while the eastern part of northern Africa 

experienced spring warming up to 3.2℃. The JJA temperature increases overall 

continents (0.6℃ on average) except Arabia where a cooling of around -2℃ occurs. 

Mongolia experiences strongest warming (up to 4.1℃) in summer. The regions north 

of 60°N, especially in northern America, experience warmer with maximum amplitude 
of 3.2℃. The slightly higher temperatures over tropical regions and southern 
Hemisphere are negligible (< 0.5℃). The warmer continents are consistent with the 

higher summer insolation, while the cooler in Arabia is mainly attributed to the 
decreased sensible heat flux induced by increasing in latent heat flux under higher 
precipitation. SON temperature rises up to 1.1℃ over all continents except a small part 

of Arabia, which is mainly contributed by the warmer (up to 2.5℃) at northern high 

latitudes. The model results reveal higher surface temperature (1.1℃) during DJF over 

the northern high latitudes and lower temperature (-0.3℃) over the continental area 

south of 60°N except a part of North Africa. The strongest change occurs in 
northeastern Asia.  
 
The seasonal and annual percentage of precipitation change between mid-Holocene 
and present day are illustrated in Fig. S2.2b. In order to have clear understanding of the 
relative precipitation changes in different regions, we analyze the relative change in 
precipitation rather than absolute precipitation. The annual precipitation increased over 
continents, up to 100% in North Africa. 
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On average, all continents except eastern North Africa receive less spring precipitation 
under 6 ka BP orbital conditions. Due to the limited precipitation in North Africa, a 
slight increase in precipitation is able to cause a higher percentage of precipitation 
increase, ranging from 20% to more than 100%. The reduced spring precipitation in 
eastern Asia, where it is affected by the Asia monsoon, likely indicates a later onset of 
the summer monsoon, which can partly compensate the temperature decline expected 
from the insolation change (Dallmeyer et al., 2010). The mid-Holocene JJA climate is 
characterized by more precipitation than present over most continents, but the 
difference is often less than 20%. The strongest change occurs in the north Africa and 
Middle East, reaching to 100%; and most of the US and southern Canada experience 
an increased percentage of rainfall (up to 40%) as well. In contrast, rainfall decreases 
in southwestern Europe and the coastal areas of southeastern China. The larger thermal 
contrast between land and ocean due to the larger seasonality in the mid-Holocene 
attributes to a stronger summer monsoon, which is responsible for more precipitation 
in summer. Whereas the East Asian monsoon is intensified and penetrates further 
inland, the continents receive more precipitation but coastal areas receive less. In SON, 
the continents keep gaining more precipitation at 6 ka BP than at present day. The 
percentage of precipitation sees a rise of 15% in tropical regions, and the precipitation 
is enhanced in the Southern Hemisphere (central Australia, Amazon and western 
Africa). In most regions, DJF precipitation increases slightly in 6 ka compared to 
present day, and the percentage of precipitation anomalies are less than 5% in each 
latitudinal zone (Fig. S2.2b). The largest enhancement in rainfall occurs in western 
Africa where the percentage of precipitation increases by around 40% at 6 ka BP 
compared with 0 ka BP. 
 
3. Climate changes under CO2 scenarios in iLOVECLIM 
Three drastic climate scenarios with ½*CO2, 2*CO2, and 4*CO2 compared with 
pre-industrial level (280 ppm) climates are simulated, and their climate anomalies (Fig. 
S2.3) relative to pre-industrial climates are described as followings. 
 
Temperature and precipitation experience significant decrease/increase under drastic 
climate changes. Compared with pre-industrial climate, temperature changes most 
significantly at high latitudes, reaching -4.6℃, 5.1℃, 8.5℃ under ½*CO2, 2*CO2, and 
4*CO2 scenario respectively. In contrast, only slight temperature changes were 
simulated in tropical regions, around 1℃ under the three CO2 scenarios. The 
temperature anomalies at mid-latitudes are lower than them in high latitudes but higher 
than them in tropical regions. 
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Fig. S2.3. Annual temperature and precipitation% anomalies (FIX0K_½CO2 - FIX0K, 
FIX0K_2CO2 - FIX0K, FIX0K_4CO2 - FIX0K); the grey dots represent gridcells whose 
temperature anomalies are within 2-stdev of temperature in FIX0K. 
 
Precipitation anomalies (Fig. S2.3) under CO2 scenarios are associated with the 
radiative effects of CO2 changes. Global precipitation decreases by -6.4% in 
FIX0K_½CO2; it increases by 9.2% and 17.0% in FIX0K_2CO2 and FIX0K_4CO2. 
The precipitation changes more in northern hemisphere than in southern hemisphere. 
Under lower CO2 concentration, most regions undergo a slight reduction in the rate of 
annual precipitation except central North America, the Middle East and northeastern 
China. The most drastic reduction in annual precipitation is seen along the southern 
border of the Sahara (30% - 50%). Global annual precipitation increases under higher 
CO2 scenarios. Strong increases are at the southern border of the Sahara (more than 50% 
under 2*CO2 and more than 100% under 4*CO2), over eastern Asia (around 10%-30% 
under 2*CO2 and more than 30% under 4*CO2), Amazon and at high latitudes. 
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Chapter 3 

Modeling the vegetation response to the 8.2 ka BP cooling event 

in Europe and Northern Africa 

 
 
Abstract 
 
The 8.2 ka BP cooling event is assumed to be the most clearly marked abrupt climate 
event in the Holocene at the northern mid-to-high latitudes. In this study, we simulate 
the vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP climate change over Europe and Northern 
Africa. Our results show that all dominant plant functional types (PFTs) over Europe 
and North Africa respond to these climate changes, but the magnitude, timing, and 
impact factor of their responses are different. Compared with pollen-based vegetation 
reconstructions, our simulation generally captures the main features of vegetation 
responses to the 8.2 ka BP event. Interestingly, in Western Europe, the simulated 
vegetation after perturbation is different from its initial state, which is consistent with 
two high resolution pollen records. This different vegetation composition indicates the 
long-lasting impact of abrupt climate change on vegetation through eco-physiological 
and ecosystem demographic processes, e.g., plant competition. Moreover, our 
simulations suggest a latitudinal gradient in the magnitude of the event, with more 
pronounced vegetation responses to the severe cooling in the north and weaker 
responses to less cooling in the south. This effect is not seen in pollen records.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Based on: Li, H., H., Renssen, D. M., Roche, P. A. Miller. Modeling the vegetation response to 
the 8.2 ka BP cooling event in Europe and Northern Africa. Journal of Quaternary Science, 34, 
650-661, doi: 10.1002/jqs.3157, 2019. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The world-wide vegetation distribution and character mainly depend on climate 
conditions, and plants are likely to respond within decades when the amplitudes of 
climatic changes exceed the tolerance of the species, due to high mortality by frost, 
drought, or other fatal damages to plant physiology (Tinner and Lotter, 2001). 
Moreover, vegetation can also be impacted by many other factors, including for 
instance changed inter-specific competition, forest fire, and human disturbances. These 
vegetation responses caused by both climatic and ecological impacts are often 
described as 'regime shifts', referring to ecosystem reconfiguration between alternative 
stable states (Lees et al., 2006; Andersen et al., 2009). Understanding the mechanisms 
behind such rapid ecological responses is very important in the context of future 
climate changes. One approach to improve this knowledge is to study the impact of 
past abrupt climate change on vegetation. 
 
One prominent example of past climate change is the 8.2 ka BP cooling event that has 
been confirmed to be the highest magnitude abrupt climate event in the Holocene at the 
northern mid- to high- latitudes (Alley and Agustsdottir, 2005; Daley et al., 2011). 
Both modelling and proxy-based studies suggest that the 8.2 ka BP event is the result 
of a weakened Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) after a sudden 
injection of freshwater to the Labrador Sea from the Laurentide Ice Sheet and 
proglacial Lake Agassiz-Ojibway (Clarke et al., 2003; Alley and Agustdottir, 2005; 
Rohling and Pälike, 2005; Wiersma and Renssen, 2006; Daley et al., 2011; Wagner et 
al., 2013; Morrill et al., 2014; Matero et al., 2017). This event was characterized by a 
reduction in annual temperature in the Northern Hemisphere and an increase in 
seasonality, with stronger cooling in boreal winter (by up to 30°C) than summer (by up 
to 7°C) at high latitudes (Wiersma and Renssen, 2006). It is marked by a 3.3 ± 1.1°C 
transient cooling during ~160 years in Greenland (Kobashi et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 
2007), declines of mean annual temperature between -0.6°C and -1.2°C around the 
circum-North Atlantic for 100 to 150 years and drier conditions over the 
Mediterranean and the Northern Hemisphere tropics (Morrill et al., 2013). While such 
climate responses during the 8.2 ka BP event have been analysed in many previous 
studies, the spatial-temporal impacts of this climate change on vegetation remains 
relatively poorly known. 
 
Simulations with dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) enable us to analyze the 
impacts of past climate events, and to evaluate the effects of separate climate factors 
(e.g., temperature or precipitation). However, only a very limited number of modelling 
studies have addressed the issue of the vegetation response to abrupt climate changes 
(Scholze et al., 2003; Kohler et al., 2005; Menviel et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2008; 
Bozbiyik et al., 2011; Woillez et al., 2013). For instance, Miller et al. (2008) simulated 
vegetation responses to abrupt temperature increase 9 ka BP ago in Fennoscandia using 
LPJ-GUESS and compared their results to pollen accumulation rate data. Their study 
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suggested that millennial variations in summer and winter temperatures determine 
vegetation dynamics and biotic factors play key roles to plant species when near their 
bioclimatic limits. There are also several studies on vegetation responses to abrupt 
cooling. For example, Scholze et al. (2003) investigated vegetation changes during the 
Younger Dryas using the LPJ DGVM. Their results show that the strong cooling 
during the Younger Dryas leads to a decrease of temperate forests. The temperate 
forests were replaced by boreal forests and C3 grass in northwest Europe and by C3 
grass only in Southern Europe. In addition, Woillez et al. (2013) used last glacial 
maximum (LGM) climatic anomalies to force the ORCHIDEE DGVM. They 
investigated an important regression of forests and expansion of grasses in Europe 
during the last glacial maximum, driven by small decreases in mean temperature 
(about -1 to -2°C) and precipitation (about -10% to -30%). In their case, the glacial 
vegetation was very sensitive to climatic variability since the initial climates were 
already very close to climatic thresholds of vegetation, highlighting the importance of 
the initial climate states for vegetation responses. Moreover, there are several studies 
investigating the terrestrial carbon cycle during the LGM using DGVMs (Kohler et al., 
2005; Menviel et al., 2008; Bozbiyik et al., 2011). For instance, Kohler et al. (2005) 
found a southward shift of the treeline and a reduction of temperate and boreal forests 
in the NH, but do not give more details on the spatial-temporal responses of vegetation 
distribution. Their results were in qualitative agreement with Menviel et al. (2008) and 
Scholze et al. (2003). In contrast, Bozbiyik et al. (2011) found strong reductions of 
carbon stocks in some tropical locations and in high northern latitudes, but they applied 
fixed pre-industrial vegetation in their climate simulations. However, the sensitivity of 
vegetation to abrupt climate change under interglacial climates remains unclear. 
 
In this paper, we simulate vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP event as an example to 
examine the interglacial vegetation responses to abrupt climate change, using the 
LPJ-GUESS DGVM, in combination with the iLOVECLIM climate model. We take a 
two-step approach: we first simulate the climate anomalies during the 8.2 ka BP event 
with the iLOVECLIM climate model, and subsequently we force LPJ-GUESS with 
these climatic anomalies to study the vegetation responses. We focus on vegetation 
responses over Europe and Northern Africa, where vegetation can be expected to have 
experienced relatively strong changes. Europe is also of special interest given the 
pollen records available for a model-data comparison. The following questions will be 
addressed:  
1) What is the spatial-temporal vegetation response to the 8.2 ka BP event? Where can 
we find significant changes in vegetation and to what extent is the vegetation response 
synchronous with climate change? 
2) What is the relative contribution of temperature and precipitation anomalies to the 
vegetation response? 
3) To what extent are vegetation simulations consistent with pollen-based 
reconstructions for the 8.2 ka BP event?  
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3.2 Material and methods 

3.2.1 Model descriptions 
3.2.1.1The LPJ-GUESS vegetation model 
LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2014) is a second generation DGVM 
with explicit scaling of individual-level processes among several patches whose size is 
decided by the maximum area of influence of one full-grown individual plant on its 
neighbors (15 patches in this study) in each grid cell. The model version used in this 
study has representations of soil and plan nitrogen (N) dynamics described in Smith et 
al., (2014). Nitrogen deposition was kept constant at a pre-industrial level of 1 
kgN/ha/year in our experiments. In this model, the parameterizations of biophysical 
and physiological process (stomatal conductance and photosynthesis) are identical to 
the equilibrium model BIOME3 (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996; Sitch et al., 2003), 
though photosynthesis is reduced in the event that N supply cannot meet demand 
(Smith et al., 2014). LPJ-GUESS simulates the distribution of 11 plant functional types 
(PFTs) and bare soil, as a result of transient climatic forcing and competition among 
different PFTs for light and water resources. It includes dynamic, stochastic 
representations of establishment, mortality, generic and fire disturbance, whereas 
growth, carbon allocation, plant allometry, phenology and turnover follow LPJ-DGVM. 
In this study, the model is forced "offline" by monthly climatic inputs (temperature, 
precipitation and cloud cover) at T21 resolution from the iLOVECLIM model, 
implying no feedbacks between vegetation and climate are included.  
 
3.2.1.2 Description of the climate model 
iLOVECLIM is an updated version of LOVECLIM 1.2 (Goosse et al., 2010; Roche et 
al., 2014), and contains modules for the main climatic system components. Here we 
apply a version including the atmosphere (ECBilt), the ocean (CLIO) and terrestrial 
vegetation (VECODE). ECBilt is the atmospheric component, consisting of a 
three-level, quasi-geostrophic model at T21 resolution (Opsteegh et al., 1998). The sea 
ice-ocean part (CLIO) consists of a three dimensional, free surface ocean general 
circulation model coupled to a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse et al., 
2010). The horizontal resolution of CLIO is 3° latitude by 3° longitude, and there are 
20 unevenly spaced vertical layers in the ocean. VECODE calculates vegetation cover 
in terms of two PFTs (grasses and trees) and bare soil as a dummy type at T21 
resolution (Brovkin et al., 1997). This vegetation cover is forced by climatic inputs 
from ECBilt, and in turn, VECODE calculates land surface albedo and passes it back 
to ECBilt. 
 
By activating VECODE in iLOVECLIM, we already include in a crude way the impact 
of vegetation changes in our climate simulations. However, it is important to note that 
our goal for the iLOVECLIM simulations was to obtain 8.2 ka BP climate anomalies 
that are as close as possible to proxy-based evidence, to be used as forcing for 
LPJ-GUESS, so that we could evaluate the impact of this abrupt climate change on 
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vegetation in considerable detail. We thus only consider the climatic output of 
iLOVECLIM, and do not evaluate the results of VECODE in this study. Since cloud 
cover is prescribed in iLOVECLIM, the transient climatic forcing of LPJ-GUESS only 
consists of varying temperature and precipitation. 
 
3.2.2 Experimental design 
3.2.2.1 The climate simulations 
As the first step, we performed two different climatic simulations following Wiersma 
and Renssen (2006): a control simulation of the early Holocene (at 8.5 ka BP) 
equilibrium climate before the event and a simulation of the 8.2 ka BP event. The 
control simulation (8.5ka_CTRL) was run for 1000 years. It is a continuation of the 8.5 
ka BP simulation (OGIS_FWF-v2) of Zhang et al. (2016) and the boundary conditions 
are identical with their 8.5 ka BP simulation. Atmospheric greenhouse gas 
concentrations were derived from ice core measurements (Loulergue et al., 2008; 
Schilt et al., 2010): CO2=260.35 ppm, CH4 =660.27 ppb, and N2O =260.58 ppb. We 
prescribed astronomical parameters from Berger (1978) (eccentricity = 0.019199, 
obliquity = 24.22168°, longitude of perihelion = 319.4947°), resulting in more 
insolation in the Northern Hemisphere during boreal summer and less insolation during 
boreal fall and winter compared to present day. For example, the maximum and 
minimum monthly insolation anomalies at 60°N are 37 W/m2 (+8%) in June and -25 
W/m2 (-18%) in October. The remnant Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) located around 
Hudson Bay was taken from ICE-5G (Peltier, 2004). Following Zhang et al. (2016), 
the baseline meltwater release for 1000 years in our control simulation includes 0.05 
Sv of freshwater released at the St. Lawrence River and 0.03 Sv at Hudson Strait and 
Hudson River, all from the LIS, and 0.022 Sv from the GIS (Greenland Ice Sheet). 
 
Table 3.1. Climatic simulations defined by the names and forcings. 
Experimental name Initial conditions Freshwater forcing (FWF) 
8.5ka_CTRL 8.5 ka BP climate from 

Zhang et al., 2016 
Background FWF_1 (*1) for 1000 
years 

8.2ka_EVENT 8.5ka_CTRL Perturbation FWF(*2) + Background 
FWF_1 (*1) for 10 years; 
Background FWF_2 (*3) for 600 years; 

*1: background freshwater_1: 0.05 Sv (St. Lawrence River) + 0.03 Sv (Hudson Strait) + 0.022 
Sv (GIS) 
*2: perturbation freshwater: 2.1 Sv (Labrador Sea; 50-65°N, 35-70°W) 
*3: background freshwater_2: 0.01 Sv (St. Lawrence River) + 0.01 Sv (Hudson Strait) + 0.022 
Sv (GIS) 
 
In the 8.2 ka BP simulations (8.2ka_EVENT), we imposed an additional freshwater 
flux of 2.1 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s) for 10 years (volume of 6.63*1014 m3) in the Labrador 
Sea (50-65°N, 35-70°W), during which the background meltwater fluxes were kept at 
the same amount as in 8.5ka_CTRL (Table. 3.1). In order to have a more realistic 8.2 
ka BP climatic response, we tested different volumes of the freshwater input, in which 
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the simulation with 2.1 Sv freshwater for 10 years produced climate anomalies closest 
to this cold event. This freshwater volume (6.63*1014 m3) is higher than the maximum 
constraint on the drained lake volume (1.63*1014 m3) derived from the maximum 
sea-level rise following the lake drainage (Törnqvist et al., 2004), but lower than the 
ice saddle collapse volume (8.83*1014 m3) inferred by Matero et al. (2017). After these 
10 years, the simulation is continued for another 600 years with only background 
meltwater fluxes, which were reduced to 0.01 Sv for both the St Lawrence River and 
Hudson Strait, and 0.022 Sv for GIS (Table. 3.1, Zhang et al., 2016). During the 8.2 ka 
BP event, large amounts of freshwater were injected into the Labrador Sea, and there is 
a rerouting of the continental runoff following the lake flood (Meissner and Clark, 
2006). As a result, the amount of baseline freshwater decreases after the 8.2 ka BP 
event, and we keep these volumes of meltwater consistent with Zhang et al. (2016). 
Except for these freshwater fluxes, other forcings were identical to 8.5ka_CTRL. The 
total duration of the 8.2ka_EVENT simulation is thus 610 years. 
 
3.2.2.2 The vegetation simulations 
At the second step, we force LPJ-GUESS with the simulated climatic anomalies to 
study the vegetation responses (Table 3.2):  
 
Table 3.2. Vegetation simulations defined by the names and forcings, ts refers to surface 
temperature and pp refers to precipitation. 
Experimental name Initial conditions Climate forcing 

8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ Bare soil 8.5ka_CTRL 

8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ 8.2ka_EVENT 

8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ ts from 8.2ka_EVENT, others from 8.5ka_CTRL 

8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-pp 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ pp from 8.2ka_EVENT, others from 8.5ka_CTRL 

 
8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ: this is the 8.5 ka BP vegetation control simulation forced with a 
fixed 8.5 ka BP monthly mean climatology for 610 years. This climatology consists of 
monthly mean values, averaged over the last 200 years of the simulation 8.5ka_CTRL. 
The simulation started after a 2000-year spin-up phase starting from bare soil and 
forced with the identical fixed 200-year monthly climatology. The duration of 2000 
years spin up is found to be long enough to reach an equilibrium vegetation state 
(Smith et al., 2001). This 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ experiment thus gives information about 
the vegetation dynamics in response to the 8.5 ka BP equilibrium climate. 
 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ: this 8.2 ka BP vegetation simulation starts from the end of 
8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ and is forced for 580 years with annually varying climate forcing 
from simulation 8.2ka_EVENT. The 580 years of climate forcing are monthly climate 
values from the 31st- to the 610th- year of 8.2ka_EVENT (Fig. 3.1). As seen in Figure 
3.1, the first 30 years of the 8.2ka_EVENT climate simulation is characterized by a 
cold-warm oscillation, followed by a clear cooling response starting at year 31. To 
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facilitate interpretation of the 8.2 ka BP vegetation response, we did not apply this 
cold-warm oscillation as forcing for LPJ-GUESS.  
 
Two additional simulations, starting from the end of 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ, are performed 
to test the relative impact of temperature and precipitation changes on vegetation 
during the 8.2 ka BP event: 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts (580 years): identical fixed climatic forcings as for 
8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ except for the temperature which is identical with transient forcing 
for 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ. 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-pp (580 years): identical fixed climatic forcings as for 
8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ except for the precipitation which is identical with transient forcing 
for 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ. 

Fig. 3.1. Time series of the surface air temperature over central Greenland in 8.2ka_EVENT 
(red) compared to the GRIP temperature (blue) reconstruction from ice core δ18O (Thomas et 
al., 2007). The vertical grey bar indicates the start of the 8.2 ka BP event climatic forcings 
input to LPJ-GUESS, which is the 31st year of the 8.2ka_EVENT simulation. 
 
In order to characterize robust vegetation response, we separate Europe into five 
sub-regions according to their geographical locations (Fig. 3.2). In each sub-region, we 
apply a moving two-tailed z-test (Chervin and Schneider, 1976) to the evolution of the 
main PFTs whose cover is larger than 5% except for "Tropical trees" in Southern 
Europe to discuss these regional characteristic PFT distributions. This z-test assesses 
whether the vegetation is statistically different from the initial state (the initial state 
here is the 8.5 ka BP vegetation equilibrium state). In order to detect a vegetation 
signal of several decades, we classify a data point in our simulated vegetation time 
series as anomalous if the average of the moving window is different from the 
equilibrium state with 99% certainty. Similar to Wiersma et al. (2011), we use 31-year 
centered moving windows (t-15 a, t+15 a) from simulation 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ. The 
equilibrium state is taken from simulation 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ, which consists of a more 
than 200 year-long equilibrium run. As a result, the equilibrium state is calculated 
based on the last 200 years of simulation of 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ. This z-test window 
moves along the time series with one-year time step, comparing the variance and 
average of the moving window and the equilibrium state, producing a time series of 
z-values. We then detect robust vegetation responses and durations according to 
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significant z-values at the 99% confidence level. Moreover, we assess the individual 
contributions of temperature and precipitation changes during the 8.2 ka BP event to 
these vegetation responses. These contributions (Cts,pp) are expressed in percentages of 
PFT anomalies as follow: 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉8.2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘_𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸-𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉8.2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘_𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸-𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉8.2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘_𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸-𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉8.5𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘_𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸-𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
 

 
where VD refers to the respective vegetation distributions. The contribution equals 100% 
when temperature or precipitation alone causes identical vegetation responses to the 
responses suggested in 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ, and can extend 100% due to synergy 
effects between temperature and precipitation conditions. 
 

 
Fig. 3.2. Sub-regions for investigating the vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP event. NWE is 
Northwestern Europe, NEE is Northeastern Europe, WE is Western Europe, EE is Eastern 
Europe, SE is Southern Europe and NA is Northern Africa. The numbers refer to the sites with 
high-resolution pollen records used in the text; the green and orange circles represent pollen 
records without and with significant 8.2 ka BP signals, respectively. The detailed information 
about these pollen records is listed in Table S3.1. 
 

3.3 Results and Discussions 

We focus on simulated vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP cooling event in this 
section. The simulated 8.2 ka BP temperature signals agree with the anomalies as 
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reconstructed by terrestrial records (Morrill et al., 2013) (Fig. S3.4, S3.5), indicating a 
mean annual cooling of about 1.0°C over parts of Europe with this cooling 
predominantly reflecting winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) signals in Europe (Fig. S3.6). 
Similar to previous studies (Wiersma and Renssen, 2006; Matero et al., 2017), our 
simulations suggest relative dryness in most regions of Europe and North Africa during 
the 8.2 ka BP event but do not reproduce the increased precipitation in northern Europe 
indicated by geological records from Sweden and Norway (Morrill et al., 2013). The 
simulated climate conditions are presented in the supplementary information. 

 
Fig. 3.3 Simulated vegetation distributions under climatic forcing simulated by A) 8.5 ka BP 
early Holocene climate, B) during the 8.2 ka BP event and C) after the perturbation of the 8.2 
ka BP event. The values for A are means over the last 200 years of the runs 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ. 
The values for B are vegetation responses, shown as anomalies of means over the strongest 50 
years (from 91 to 140 year of the runs 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ) during the runs 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ 
from A; and the values for C are anomalies of means over the last 200 years of the runs 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ from A. Simulated vegetation distributions are represented by main PFTs 
in this region. BoNE is boreal needle-evergreen tree; TempBS is temperate broad-leaved 
summer-green tree; TempBE is temperate broad-leaved evergreen tree. Tree represents the 
sum fraction of tree PFTs; similarly, grass is the sum fraction of grass PFTs. Total indicates the 
sum fraction of all PFTs. 
 
3.3.1 Vegetation in the control run (8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ) 
The overall 8.5 ka BP vegetation in Europe is dominated by high tree covers, with 
regional differences in PFT fractions (Fig. 3.3A). Northwestern Europe (NWE) and 
Northeastern Europe (NEE) have the same dominant PFTs but in different proportions. 
NWE has 49% temperate broad-leaved summer-green trees (TempBS) and 18% Boreal 
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needle evergreen trees (BoNE, Fig. 3.4a), while NEE has 32% TempBS and 13% 
BoNE (Fig. 3.4b). Grass covers about 20% in both regions, with slightly higher 
fractions in NEE than in NWE. In contrast, Western Europe (WE) has much higher 
proportions of temperate trees, with 20% temperate broad-leaved evergreen trees 
(TempBE) and 37% TempBS (Fig. 3.4c). Tree cover in Eastern Europe (EE) is 
dominated by TempBS (31%, Fig. 3.4d). Southern Europe (SE) is dominated by 
TempBE (30%, Fig. 3.4e), mixed with a rather small fraction of tropical trees (2%) in 
its southern part. In these three regions, grass covers are about 10%. Different from 
vegetation in Europe, grass (37%) is the only dominant PFT in North Africa (Fig. 3.4f), 
combined with rare occurrences of TempBE and Tropical trees (both less than 2%). 
 
3.3.2 Vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP event 
All dominant PFTs respond to the 8.2 ka BP event, but the temporal response is not 
equal for each PFT (Fig. 3.4). In all regions, TempBS and grass react at the beginning 
of the cooling, while TempBE lags behind TempBS by 20-30 years in WE (Fig. 3.4c) 
and BoNE also lags behind TempBS by about 30 years in northern Europe (NWE and 
NEE, Fig. 3.4a, 3.4b).  

 
Fig. 3.4. Temporal evolution of main PFT cover over (a) NWE, (b) NEE, (c) WE, (d) EE, (e) 
SE and (f) Northern Africa (NA) in 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ and 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ. The vertical 
grey bar indicates the start of the climatic 8.2 ka BP event perturbation. Bold lines indicate the 
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statistically significant (99% level) vegetation responses during the 8.2 ka BP event, based on a 
two-tailed z-test (Wiersma et al., 2011), with 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ as reference.  
 
In northern Europe, TempBS cover decreases at the beginning of the 8.2 ka BP cold 
event and reaches its minimum (32% and 18% in NWE and NEE, respectively), 
implying a reduction of about 17% and 14% in both regions in 50 years (Fig. 3.4a, 
3.4b). TempBS disappears in the northern regions and dominates the southern part of 
these regions (Fig. 3.3B). At the same time, grasses expand over areas primarily 
occupied before by TempBS (Fig. 3.3B), with a maximum cover of 22%. On the other 
hand, BoNE cover increases slightly after the 8.2 ka BP cooling, yet it experiences a 
significant expansion after the minimum of TempBS and reaches its maximum (20% 
and 12% in NWE and NEE, respectively, representing increases of 12% (NWE) and 5% 
(NEE)) in 100 years (Fig. 3.4a and 3.4b). However, in the northern part of NWE, 
BoNE cover decreases where grass expands and it invades southward. Overall, our 
results thus indicate that the grass-BoNE and BoNE-TempBS boundaries move 
southward.  
 
In mid-latitude Europe (WE and EE) the response time to the 8.2 ka BP event varies 
among different temperate tree PFTs. In WE (Fig. 3.4c), TempBS reaches its minimum 
(30%) in about 20 years, but TempBE responds to the 8.2 ka BP event slower than 
TempBS, reaching its minimum (18%) in around 60 years. In EE (Fig. 3.4d), TempBS 
decreases also at the beginning of the 8.2 ka BP event, and is reduced by 5%. However, 
grass cover does not expand like in Northern Europe, leading to a stronger reduction of 
total vegetation cover in WE and EE. 
 
In southern regions, the vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP event in Southern 
Europe (SE) are very different from North Africa (NA). In SE, TempBE and grasses 
experience slight changes during the 8.2 ka BP event, but tropical trees disappear when 
the cooling starts (Fig. 3.4e). In contrast, in NA grasses decrease at the beginning of 
the 8.2 ka BP cold event from 37% to about 22% in 50 years, after which a rather 
slight expansion of TempBE (Fig. 3.4f) is simulated.  
 
After the 8.2 ka BP event, most PFT fractions recover to their initial (8.5 ka BP) levels 
(Figs. 3.3C) in about 200 years, except for TempBS. In NEE, WE and EE, TempBS 
remains at a relatively stable level with only a modest recovery (Figs. 3.4b, 3.4c and 
3.4d). It suggests that the 8.5 ka BP climate condition is very close to TempBS' 
climatic thresholds and TempBS is therefore very sensitive to climate variability, 
leading to the establishment of another stable vegetation composition after the 8.2 ka 
BP perturbation. This implies that other PFTs benefit from climate perturbation. 
Consequently, this vegetation response indicates that abrupt climate changes can 
potentially trigger a transition between different stable vegetation compositions.  
 
3.3.3 Relative impact of changes in temperature and precipitation on vegetation 
cover 
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Our comparison of 8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ (full climatic forcing) with the experiments 
with temperature anomaly only forcing (8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ-ts) or precipitation 
anomaly only forcing (8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ-pp) reveals that the importance of these 
two climate factors is different for the various PFTs in each sub-region. 
 
For both BoNE (Fig. 3.5a) and TempBS (Fig. 3.5b) in northern Europe, temperature is 
clearly the dominant factor. In this region, cooler conditions are simulated, with up to 
-1.8℃ mean annual temperature decrease in the NW E and a decline of about 1.0℃ in 

the NEE. This cooling produced a response in BoNE and TempBS that is very similar 
in both 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ and 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts, showing that temperature is the 
main driver. This similarity is clear at the beginning and the coldest phase of the 8.2 ka 
BP event. During the coldest phase, the contributions of temperature anomalies (Fig. 
3.6) to both BoNE and TempBS are more than 100% in NWE. In NEE, the cooler 
temperature also contributes more than 50% to both BoNE and TempBS. 

 
Fig. 3.5. Fractions of main PFTs over Europe in 8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ (black), 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ 
(blue), 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-pp (green) and 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts (orange). (a) BoNE over 
NWE and NEE; (b) TempBS over NWE, NEE, WE and EE; (c) TempBE over WE, and SE; (d) 
Tropical trees over SE; and (e) Grass over NA. The vertical grey bar indicates the start of the 
climatic 8.2 ka BP event perturbation. 
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The declines of TempBS (Fig. 3.5b) in WE and EE and TempBE (Fig. 3.5c) in WE is 
caused by changes in both temperature and precipitation. In these regions, the 
vegetation response in 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ show a clear decline, but the decline is 
weaker in both 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts and 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-pp. However, in EE, the 
sum of the latter two responses is more or less the same as the total response in 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ, which is consistent with their up to 99% overlaid contributions 
(Fig. 3.6). In contrast, in WE, the synergy effects of temperature and precipitation 
anomalies contribute more than 50% to both TempBS and TempBE changes, implying 
the importance of lower temperature on weakening vegetation drought stress through 
reductions of evaporation. 
 

 
Fig. 3.6. Contributions of temperature and precipitation to dominant PFTs in each sub-region. 
Blue and orange bars indicate contributions of precipitation and temperature, respectively; and 
dark yellow bars indicate contributions of their synergy effects. The contributions are 
calculated based on 50-year mean PFTs anomalies of runs 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ, 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-pp and 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts. The 50-year windows for each PFT are 
decided by their largest anomalies of runs 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ compared to their 8.5 ka BP 
values. 
 
TempBE (Fig. 3.5c) depends highly on precipitation in Southern Europe (SE), while 
tropical trees (Fig. 3.5d) are more sensitive to temperature anomalies. In both 
8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ and 8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ-pp, TempBE declines at a similar rate, 
reaching a cover of 25%, implying a reduction of 5% compared to the control state. 
During the 50-years with lowest TempBE cover in 8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ, the 
contribution of precipitation anomaly reaches 82% (Fig. 3.6). In contrast, the cover of 
tropical trees (Fig. 3.5d) is very small, and they disappeared when the cooling starts in 
both 8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ and 8.2ka_EVENT_LPJ-ts. The contribution of temperature 
anomaly to tropical trees is up to 95% (Fig. 3.6). 
 
As the only dominant PFT in NA, the decline of grass cover (Fig. 3.5e) is caused by 
changes in both temperature and precipitation, in which the > 50% decreases in 
summer precipitation dominates grass responses. The dominant role of precipitation to 
grass cover in NA is also suggested by Lu et al. (2018). In this region, the grass cover 
in 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ shows a clear decline and this decline is stronger than in both 
8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-ts and 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ-pp. However, the sum of the latter two 
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responses is stronger than the total response in 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ, indicating the 
counteractive effect of lower temperature and less precipitation on grass cover during 
the 8.2 ka BP event. This counteractive effect is also indicated by the 35% 
contributions of synergy effects (Fig. 3.6). 
 
 
3.3.4 Model-data comparisons in specific regions 
In this section, we will first compare directly simulated and reconstructed vegetation 
for the Early Holocene, followed by a discussion of the pollen-based evidence for 
vegetation change during the 8.2 ka BP event and a comparison to our model results. A 
large number of pollen records over Europe cover the time span of the 8.2 ka BP event, 
but not all of them have a sufficiently high time resolution and can be used to resolve 
vegetation changes associated with this event (Fig. 3.2). There are also high-resolution 
pollen records that do not indicate the 8.2 ka BP signals (green dots in Fig. 3.2), 
indicating either that the climate event was not so severe at that particular location, or 
that the vegetation response is too weak to show up in a pollen diagram. Some of these 
records are close to ones that do show a clear response during the time of the 8.2 ka BP 
event (orange dots in Fig. 3.2), especially in the area around the Alps. This could 
suggest that the vegetation response to the 8.2 ka BP event is depending on 
topographical differences that can be expected in such a mountainous region, affecting 
local conditions (such as altitude, aspect, slope, etc.) that impact climate and vegetation 
growth. Since the purpose of including pollen records in this study is to evaluate if our 
modelled vegetation responses are sensible and in line with actual vegetation responses, 
a further evaluation of these local effects and their influence on the detection of these 
climate impacts on vegetation in pollen records is outside the scope of this paper, so 
we have not discussed them further. Therefore, in this study, model evaluation is based 
on a selection of high-resolution pollen records that have been unambiguously used in 
previous studies that address the impact of the 8.2 ka BP climate anomaly on 
vegetation (Fig. 3.2). 
 
3.3.4.1 Early Holocene vegetation 
Our simulated distributions of main PFTs are generally in agreement with PFTs of the 
main pollen types during the early Holocene. The dominant distribution of BoNE in 
northern Scandinavia is in agreement with data indicating the development of boreal 
forest (Rosen et al., 2001). Our simulation suggests that a mixture of temperate and 
boreal forest (TempBS and BoNE) persists in the southern part of Northwestern 
Europe. This agrees with pollen-based reconstructions, for example, 
Corylus-dominated forest mixed with Pinus, Betula, Alnus, Ulmus, Tilia and Quercus 
at HøjbySø in Denmark (Hede et al., 2010), and mixed forest with Pinus, Betula and 
Alnus in northern Sweden (Snowball et al., 2002) and western Norway (Nesje et al., 
2006). However, we simulate a higher percentage of TempBS than BoNE in this 
region, whereas pollen records suggest a higher proportion of boreal tree species than 
temperate tree species. Besides model uncertainties, this discrepancy may be related to 
the over-representation of Pinus pollen due to its long-distance dispersals (Xu et al., 
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2007). Over WE and EE, the early Holocene vegetation in our simulation is dominated 
by TempBS and TempBE, mixed with less than 10% BoNE fraction. This vegetation 
distribution is consistent with pollen-based reconstructions at low altitudes, indicating 
mixed-temperate forest dominated by Corylus, Ulmus, Tilia, Quercus, etc. (Tinner and 
Lotter, 2001; Feurdean and Bennike, 2004; Joly and Visset, 2009; Veski et al., 2004; 
Pal et al., 2016), but the distribution of Pinus (BoNE) at upper elevations is not 
captured by our model due to the coarse resolution. In SE, TempBE 
(Quercus.evergreen in pollen records) becomes the dominant tree PFT (Kotthoff et al., 
2008) in both simulation and reconstructions. 
 
3.3.4.2 Comparison of reconstructed and modelled vegetation response 
Our simulation (Fig. 3.4) generally captures the main features of vegetation responses 
recorded by paleobotanical evidence (Table. S3.1), indicated by comparable specific 
pollen taxa and PFTs evolutions. However, there remain some discrepancies between 
pollen reconstructions and model simulations. 
 
Northern Europe 
The simulated declines of TempBS (Fig. 3.4a, b) are consistent with rapid declines of 
temperate, thermophilous broad-leaved trees such as Alnus, Corylus and Ulmus, and 
expansions of BoNE (Fig. 3.4a, b) are in agreement with increases in boreal trees such 
as Pinus (Seppä and Poska, 2004; Veski et al., 2004; Head et al., 2007; 
Sarmaja-Korjenen and Seppä, 2007; Hede et al., 2010; Ghilardi and O'Connell, 2013; 
Novenko et al., 2015; Torbenson et al., 2015; Filoc et al., 2017). According to Seppä et 
al. (2007), this decrease in temperate tree pollen percentages can be interpreted as a 
reflection of decreasing spring temperature. Our dominant factor analysis (see Section 
3.3.3) agrees with this interpretation. Moreover, the decline in Betula and expansion of 
grasses (for example Sjuodjijaure, site 1 in NWE; Rosen et al., 2001) in the northern 
part of Northern Europe are also reflected in our simulations (Fig. 3.3). However, there 
are discrepancies between simulations and reconstructions. In the reconstructions, 
thermophilous deciduous tree pollen taxa often account for only a small proportion of 
the total, while the associated PFT (TempBS) is the dominant PFT in the model results. 
This discrepancy might be interpreted as reflecting over-representation of Pinus in the 
pollen-based reconstruction due to its long-distance dispersal (Xu et al., 2010). Also, 
there are uncertainties related to simulated early Holocene climate and uncertainties 
associated with comparing pollen percentages with PFTs cover (Miller et al., 2008; 
Seppä et al., 2009). 
 
Mid-latitude Europe 
During the 8.2 ka BP event, a reduction of temperate tree cover is indicated by the 
model and reconstructions (Tinner and Lotter, 2001; Seppä and Poska, 2004; Veski et 
al., 2004; Feurdean et al., 2008; Ghilardi and O'Connell, 2013; Novenko et al., 2015; 
Pal et al., 2016; Filoc et al., 2017) and impacts of changes in temperature and 
precipitation on vegetation vary in different regions. Rapid declines of temperate 
thermophilous broad-leaved trees (Alnus, Corylus, etc.) in northern EE (site 8; Fig. 
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3.7a) are a result of cold winter and early spring since Alnus is strictly constrained by 
lower temperature and short growing season and is particularly sensitive to frost 
damage in early spring (Veski et al., 2004). In southern EE (site 27 in EE; Fig. 3.7e), 
the percentage of Corylus shows comparable declines as in Estonia (site 8) but an 
expansion of Carpinus was found (Pal et al., 2016). These vegetation responses attest 
an increase in winter and spring season available moisture (Pal et al., 2016) since this 
species has lower drought resistance than Corylus (Sykes et al., 1996). In contrast, in 
middle EE (site 16), the large decline of Corylus has been interpreted as indicative of 
drier condition (Fig. 3.7b; Feurdean and Bennike, 2004; Feurdean et al., 2008). 
Moreover, in WE (sites 19 and 22; Fig. 3.7c, 3.7d), the decrease in TempBS (Corylus) 
and expansions of Pinus, Betula, Tilia, Fagus and Abies are interpreted as reflecting a 
cooling and reduced drought stress during the 8.2 ka BP event (Tinner and Lotter 
(2001). Their interpretations of increases in available moisture during the growing 
season are partially in agreement with Pal et al. (2016), but the vegetation responses in 
WE are stronger than those in the EE (Pal et al., 2016). 

 
Fig. 3.7. Selected pollen taxa percentage curves at 9000 to 7500 cal a BP from six sites in Europe. 
See Fig. 3.2 for the locations of the sites. a) Alnus% from site 8 (Veski et al., 2004); b) Corylus% 
from site 16 (Feurdean and Bennike, 2004), c) Corylus% from site 19 (Tinner and Lotter, 2001), 
d) Corylus% from site 22 (Tinner and Lotter, 2001); e) Corylus% and Carpinus% from site 27 
(Pal et al., 2016); and f) Quercus.evergreen% from site 28 (Kotthoff et al., 2008). The vertical 
grey shading indicates the signals of vegetation responses during the 8.2 ka BP event. 
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After the 8.2 ka BP event, TempBS cover (Fig. 3.4c) remains at a relatively lower level 
compared to TempBS cover in 8.5 ka BP, indicating a persistent impact of this abrupt 
climate change. The two different compositions of PFTs cover before and after the 8.2 
ka BP event imply the possibility of different vegetation compositions under similar 
climate conditions. These different vegetation compositions reflected by our 
simulations are consistent with two high-resolution pollen-based reconstructions (site 
19 and 22). In their reconstructions (Tinner and Lotter, 2001), the pollen percentage of 
Corylus does not recover to its early Holocene level after the 8.2 ka BP event (Fig. 
3.7c, 3.7d). According to Tinner and Lotter (2001), the vegetation composition 
changed to include more drought-sensitive (Tilia, Fagus, Abies, etc.) and taller 
growing species (such as Pinus) due to the 8.2 ka BP climatic perturbation. Denser, 
more shaded stands formed during the cooling event, putting Corylus at a disadvantage 
since it is light-demanding and relatively short in stature, through the climatic 
conditions are more suitable for growth after the perturbation. Such competitive effects, 
in addition to composition changes resulting from changes to bioclimatic preferences, 
can be simulated in a realistic manner by LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2001; Seppä et al. 
2015). This implies that abrupt climate change could trigger vegetation changes among 
different stable vegetation compositions, which is supported by our simulation (Fig. 
3.4c, 3.5b). In addition, our simulations suggest such long-lasting impacts of abrupt 
climate change in NEE and EE (Fig. 3.4b, 3.4d), but there is no pollen record for 
comparisons in detail. 
 
Southern Europe 
There is an agreement between simulations and reconstructions (Davis and Stevenson, 
2007; Kotthoff et al., 2008) on a distinct decrease in TempBE (Quercus.evergreen in 
pollen) and an increase in grass (e.g., Ephedra in pollen), related to both cooler 
temperature and drought stress. Up to 40% increases in herb and persistent presence of 
Ephedra is seen as the result of increased drought stress (site 28 in SE; Kotthoff et al., 
2008). Moreover, the decline of Quercus.evergreen (Fig.3.7f) is interpreted by reduced 
winter precipitation and/or temperature (Davis and Stevenson, 2007). This is reflected 
in our dominant factor analysis (Fig. 3.5c, see section 3.3.3). 
 
3.3.5 Potential importance of initial climate and vegetation conditions 
Our simulations suggest a weaker importance of initial states compared to experiments 
performed for the last glacial climate and vegetation. Woillez et al. (2013) studied 
vegetation response to climate change during the glacial and found shifts in dominant 
PFTs and a strong dependence on the initial state. In their experiments, the climate 
changes by about 1 to 2°C in Europe, so similar to our 8.2 ka BP anomalies. Woillez et 
al. (2013) interpreted the clear glacial vegetation response as reflecting the climate 
being very close to the climatic threshold of the vegetation, leading to a high 
sensitivity to rapid climate change. In response to the 8.2 ka BP event, we find declines 
in the cover of dominant tree PFTs, but no full transition to another PFT (see Section 
3.3.2 and 3.3.3). These different vegetation responses under similar magnitude climate 
changes indicate the importance of initial climate conditions. Consequently, the 
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resulting vegetation following a climatic perturbation probably depends on the distance 
between initial climate conditions and climatic thresholds of specific PFT or species 
(Miller et al., 2008). In addition, Ni et al. (2006) suggested that the duration of a 
climatic perturbation also has the potential to modify the vegetation response. So, 
when studying vegetation response to abrupt climate change it is necessary to know 
both the initial state and the persistence of the climate perturbation. 
 
3.3.6 The uncertainties and outlook 
One important source of uncertainty is related to the model-data comparisons and the 
different scales in these two approaches. In our simulations, vegetation responses are 
indicated by PFT cover, while in the observations they are represented by percentages 
of specific pollen taxa (Seppä et al., 2009). Each PFT includes several plant species 
which are represented by pollen taxa in pollen records. Therefore, the comparisons 
between simulated PFT covers and percentages of specific pollen taxa are limited to 
trend comparisons rather than quantitatively comparisons. For example, thermophilous 
deciduous tree pollen taxa often account for only a small proportion, while the 
associated PFT (TempBS) is the dominant PFT in the model results. This discrepancy 
could be partially interpreted as reflecting over-representation of Pinus in the 
pollen-based reconstruction due to its long-distance dispersal (Xu et al., 2010). Also, 
the uncertainties in terms of simulated climate changes impact on vegetation 
simulations and thereby affect model-data comparisons. In particular, the simulated 
drier conditions could exaggerate the impacts of precipitation on vegetation during the 
8.2 ka BP event compared to reconstructed increases in precipitation over Europe. To 
resolve this issue, more simulations with high resolution climate models and 
estimations of the uncertainty range by multiple models simulations should be 
performed in the future. Also, more high resolution precipitation reconstructions are 
also called for as a benchmark. In addition, after the 8.2 ka BP event, the simulated 
climate conditions recover to the 8.5 ka BP level, but climate in reality due to the 
different orbital forcing dose not exactly return back to the 8.5 ka BP level, leading to 
uncertainties in the model-data comparison after the 8.2 ka BP event. 
 
On a spatial scale, the smoothed topography in our low-resolution model hardly allows 
for vegetation changes along altitude gradients, such as the expansions of pine forests 
captured in pollen at high altitudes over mid-latitudinal Europe (e.g., Tinner and Lotter, 
2001) and Southern Europe (e.g., Davis and Stevenson, 2007). On the other hand, 
despite this coarse resolution, our simulation indicates a latitudinal vegetation gradient 
in the magnitude of responses during the event (Fig. 3.4), with more pronounced 
responses to the severe cooling in the north and weaker responses to more moderate 
cooling in the south. This large-scale gradient is not clear in pollen records, probably 
because it is masked by many local factors also reflected by pollen records. On a 
temporal scale, the duration of the 8.2 ka BP event is short compared to the time 
resolution of most of available pollen records, leading to a very limited number of 
pollen records being suitable for comparisons. Our simulation generally captures the 
main features of vegetation responses recorded by pollen records, but the possibility of 
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long-lasting impacts of abrupt climate change on vegetation is only indicated by two 
pollen records (Tinner and Lotter, 2001). In this case, we need more high-resolution 
pollen records and simulations studying on long-lasting impacts of abrupt climate 
changes on vegetation responses. 
 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this study, we use the 8.5 ka BP and 8.2 ka BP climates simulated by iLOVECLIM 
to drive a vegetation model (LPJ-GUESS) and investigate the vegetation responses to 
the 8.2 ka BP event, with a focus on the vegetation changes over Europe and Northern 
Africa. Based on our analysis, we conclude the following: 
 
1) All dominant PFTs over Europe and North Africa respond to the climate change 
during the 8.2 ka BP event, but the magnitude and timing of their reactions are 
different. In NWE and NEE, TempBS fraction is reduced by 17% and 14% within 50 
years, respectively, and BoNE experiences a significant expansion (by 12% in NWE 
and 5% in NEE) after the minimum of TempBS and reaches its peak after 100 years. In 
WE, TempBS decreases by 7% in about 20 years, while TempBE declines by only 2% 
in around 60 years, which is slower than TempBS. In EE, only TempBS decreases by 5% 
at the beginning of the event. In SE, grasses expand at the expense of TempBE, and the 
tropical trees (only 2%) disappear immediately when the cooling starts. In North 
Africa, grass cover decreases by 15% in 50 years, followed by a minor expansion (by 
2%) of TempBE. After the 8.2 ka BP event, most PFTs return to their pre-perturbed 
state, except for TempBS which does not recover in NEE, WE and EE. This implies 
the possibility of different vegetation compositions under similar climate conditions, as 
a response to an abrupt climate perturbation. 
 
2) When comparing the relative impacts of temperature and precipitation, it is clear 
that the cooler temperature during the 8.2 ka BP event drives the evolution of both 
BoNE and TempBS in NWE and NEE. In WE and EE, changes in temperature and 
precipitation alone are not sufficient to drive the decrease of TempBS at the beginning 
of this event. In SE, temperature is the main driver of tropical trees’ disappearance. In 
SE, changes in precipitation contribute more to TempBE responses than temperature. 
In NA, the decline of grass cover is caused by changes in both temperature and 
precipitation, in which the >50% decreases in summer precipitation domain grass 
responses. 
 
3) Our simulation results show a general agreement with pollen records from Europe. 
The possibility of different vegetation compositions under similar climatic conditions 
in our simulation is shown in two high-resolution pollen records. These different 
vegetation compositions could be a long-lasting effect of abrupt climate changes. 
Moreover, our simulations suggest a latitudinal vegetation gradient, with more 
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pronounced responses to the severe cooling in the north and weaker responses to more 
moderate cooling in the south. This gradient is not reflected by pollen records. 
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Supplementary information 
Global climate changes during the early Holocene and the 8.2 ka BP event 
 
The simulated 8.5 ka BP climate is characterized by increased seasonality over most 
continents compared to the preindustrial state (Fig. S3.1, S3.2, S3.3), with 
December-January-February (DJF) temperaturesbeing lower by about 1 to 2°C over 
middle- and low- latitudes (except for North Africa) and June-July-August (JJA) 
temperatures being higher over most continents by 1 to 5°C. In addition, a marked 
positive 8.5 ka BP - preindustrial precipitation anomaly of up to 50 cm/yr is simulated 
over North Africa, Arabia and central Asia. These anomalies mainly reflect 
astronomically-forced differences in insolation and are consistent with simulations in 
Renssen et al. (2002). 

 
Fig. S3.1. DJF surface temperature anomaly of the simulated 8.5 ka BP state (8.5ka_CTRL) 
relative to the pre-industrial state. 
 

 
Fig. S3.2. JJA surface temperature anomaly of the simulated 8.5 ka BP state (8.5ka_CTRL) 
relative to the pre-industrial state. 
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Fig. S3.3. Annual mean total precipitation anomaly of the simulated 8.5 ka BP state 
(8.5ka_CTRL) relative to the pre-industrial state. 
 

 
Fig. S3.4 The maximum annual surface temperature anomaly (50 years mean) during the 8.2 
ka BP event (8.2ka_EVENT minus 8.5ka_CTRL). The overlain filled circles show 
proxy-based reconstructions of surface temperature anomalies associated with the 8.2 ka BP 
event (Morrill et al., 2013). 
 
The simulated 8.2 ka BP temperature signals agree with the anomalies as reconstructed 
by terrestrial records (Morrill et al., 2013) (Fig. S3.4, S3.5, Table. S3.2), resulting from 
a weakened oceanic heat transport following the sudden influx of freshwater into the 
Atlantic Ocean. Western Europe undergoes a 0.8 to 1.4°C annual cooling in our 
simulation, which is comparable with the mean cooling of 1.0 to 1.6°C over the 
European continent suggested by proxy records (von Grafenstein et al., 1998; Veski et 
al., 2004; Sarmaja-Korjonen and Seppä, 2007; Feurdean et al., 2008). Our simulations 
consistently indicate that the 8.2 ka BP event predominantly reflects winter (DJF) and 
spring (MAM) signals in Europe (Fig. S3.6). For example, a spring cooling of 1.6°C is 
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simulated in Finland and winter cooling of 1.1°C in Germany. European summer 
temperatures show more moderate cooling than winter (< 1.0°C). Similarly, only very 
little summer temperature change is seen in North Africa, but a cooling of about 2.7°C 
is simulated in spring. 

 
Fig. S3.5. Temporal evolution of annual mean temperature anomalies (the left side) and 
percentage of soil moisture anomalies (the right side) between 8.2ka_EVENT-LPJ and 
8.5ka_CTRL-LPJ over (a) NWE, (b) NEE, (c) WE, (d) EE, (e) SE and (f) Northern Africa 
(NA). The vertical grey bar indicates the start of the climatic 8.2 ka BP event perturbation. 
 
The simulated pattern of precipitation anomalies (Fig. S3.6) is also consistent with 
most proxy-based reconstructions reported by Morrill et al. (2013), including drier 
conditions in Greenland, the Mediterranean and the Northern Hemisphere tropics. 
However, our simulations do not reproduce the increased precipitation in northern 
Europe based on geological records from Sweden and Norway (Morrill et al., 2013), as 
we modelled slightly drier conditions in this region. The simulated relative dryness in 
Europe is in agreement with simulations by Wiersma and Renssen (2006) and Matero 
et al. (2017). Our simulation results also show more than 30 cm/yr decrease in summer 
and autumn precipitation in North Africa, which is in agreement with lowered lake 
levels in this region (Gasse and van Campo, 1994; Gasse, 2000). 
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Fig. S3.6. The simulated seasonal temperature anomaly (°C), percentage of precipitation 
anomaly (%) and soil moisture anomaly (mm) of the 8.2 ka BP event (8.2ka_EVENT minus 
8.5ka_CTRL). 
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Table. S3.1. Sites information about pollen records over Europe in Figure 3.2.  

Site number Site name Latitude (N) Longitude (E) 
Elevation 
(m, a.s.l.) 

8.2 ka BP 
signals 

References 

1 Sjuodjijaure, Sweden 67°22′ 18°04′ 826 Y Rosén et al., 2001 

2 Särsjön, Sweden 64°02′ 19°36′ 177 Y Snowball et al., 2002 

3 Frängsjön, Sweden 64°01′ 19°42′ 163 Y Snowball et al.,2002 

4 Lake Nautajärvi, Finland 61°48′ 24°41′ 104 Y Ojala et al., 2008 

5 Laihalampi, Finland 61°29′ 26°05′ 137 N Heikkilä and Seppä, 2003 

6 Arapisto, Finland 60°35′ 24°05′ 133 Y Sarmaja-Korjonen and Seppä, 2007 

7 Lake Raigastvere, Estonia 58°35′ 26°39′ 318 Y Seppä and Poska, 2004 

8 Lake Rõuge, Estonia 57°44′ 26°54′ 114 Y Veski et al., 2004 

9 Thorpe Bulmer, UK 54°43′ -1°18′ 100 Y EPD 

10 Lake Cooney Lough, Ireland 54°12′ -8°32′ - Y Ghilardi et al., 2013 

11 Lake Suchar II, Poland 54°05′ 23°01′ - N Fiłoc et al., 2017 

12 Lake Suchar Wielki, Poland 54°02′ 23°03′ - Y Fiłoc et al., 2017 

13 Lake Bledowo, Poland 52°33′ 20°40′ 78 Y EPD 

14 Watten, France 50°50′ 2°13′ 2 Y EPD 

15 Cranes Moor, UK 50°50′ -1°44′ 45 Y EPD 

16 Preluca Tiganului, Romania 47°49′ 23°32′ 730 Y Feurdean and Bennike, 2004 

17 Durchenbergried, Germany 47°47′ 8°59′ 432 N EPD 

18 Feuenried, Germany 47°45′ 8°55′ 407 N EPD 

19 Lake Schleinsee, Germany 47°37′ 9°39′ 474 Y Tinner and Lotter, 2001 

20 Etang de la Gruère, Switzerland 47°14′ 7°03′ 1012 N EPD 

21 Bibersee, Switzerland 47°12′ 8°28′ 429 N EPD 

22 Lake Soppensee, Switzerland 47°05′ 8°05′ 596 Y Tinner and Lotter, 2001 
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Table. S3.2. The comparison between modelled 50-year mean surface temperature in 8.2ka_EVENT and it recorded by quantitative temperature proxies 
(Morrill et al., 2013). 

50 yrs mean 8.2ka_EVENT_ts anomaly (℃) Duration 

(yr) 

Duration

* (yr) 

Proxy Duration 
Proxy location Model area 

Record 

type location DJF JJA MAM SON Max Mean Max (℃) Mean(℃) (yr) 

GISP2 -3.07 -0.71 -2.88 -2.16 -2.96 -2.19 160 125 -3.3 -2.20 120 72.5N,38.5W 69-76N,36-43W Terrestrial 

Ammersee,Germany -1.09 -0.64 -0.82 -0.65 -1.44 -0.81 145 95 -1.3 -1.10 90 48.1N,11.5E 46-51N,9-17E Terrestrial 

Lake Rouge, Estonia -0.84 -0.84 -1.31 -1.36 -2.19 -1.09 125 100 -2.6 -1.20 280 57.4N, 26.5E 56-61N,24-32E Terrestrial 

Lake Arapisto, Finland -1.07 -0.95 -1.61 -1.68 -2.37 -1.33 125 105 -2.2 -1.20 200 60.6N,24.1E 59-64N,21-28E Terrestrial 

Steregoiu, Romania -0.93 -1.06 -0.74 -0.79 -1.66 -0.89 160 120 -1.6 -1.10 190 47.8N,23.6E 46-51N,21-28E Terrestrial 

South Iceland Rise -1.85 -1.41 -2.07 -1.97 -2.38 -1.82 145 125 -1.2 -1.00 80 62.1N,17.8W 60-64N,16-19W Marine 

Gulf of Mexico -0.09 -0.12 -0.02 -0.22 -0.56 -0.11 100 70 -1.3 -0.90 120 27.0N,91.4W 25-29N,89-93W Marine 

Cape Ghir -0.82 -1.32 -1.00 -0.52 -1.21 -0.91 200 165 -0.7 -0.60 250 30.8N,10.3W 29-33N,8-12W Marine 

Gulf of Guinea -0.03 -0.37 -0.45 -0.30 -0.67 -0.29 165 165 -1.9 -1.10 140 2.5N,9.4E 0-4N,8-12E Marine 

 
 
  

23 Rotsee, Switzerland 47°05′ 8°20′ 428 N EPD 

24 Zirbenwaldmoor, Austria 46°52′ 11°02′ 2150 N EPD 

25 Jaunay, France 46°40′ -1°54′ 1 N EPD 

26 Ecours, Italy 46°37′ -1°51′ 4 N EPD 

27 Lake Brazi, Romania 45°23′ 22°54′ 1740 Y Pál et al., 2016 

28 Mount Athos Basin, Greece 40°05′ 24°37′ - Y Kotthoff et al., 2008 
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Chapter 4 

Modelling climate-vegetation interactions during the Last 

Interglacial: the impact of biogeophysical feedbacks in North 

Africa 

 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Previous climate model simulations of the early Last Interglacial (LIG) underestimated 
the temperatures compared to proxy-based reconstructions. One possible reason for 
this underestimation is that in these simulations the vegetation was prescribed to a 
pre-industrial state. To study the impact of vegetation feedbacks to climate during the 
early LIG, we performed a series of model experiments using the iLOVECLIM climate 
model, in which either VECODE or LPJ-GUESS was coupled as vegetation 
component. We specifically assessed the evolution of vegetation during the LIG and 
the magnitude of dynamical vegetation feedbacks. Our results show a relatively high 
vegetation cover ( > 70%) in the Sahara during the early LIG when the summer 
insolation at 20°N was relatively high. This early stage is followed by an accelerated 
desertification phase after 123 ka BP. The rates of desertification in the Sahara peak at 
122 ka BP, responding to the fast decline in 20°N July insolation. This desertification 
is accelerated when the magnitude of positive vegetation feedbacks on precipitation 
cannot offset the moisture deficit due to decreased summer insolation.  
 
Simulations including the LIG vegetation feedback suggest warmer conditions than 
simulations with prescribed pre-industrial vegetation, but they still slightly 
underestimate the temperature suggested by proxy records. This is particularly the case 
in the high latitude regions and the tropics, where the 125 ka BP vegetation cover is 
significantly higher than the pre-industrial state. The magnitude of vegetation 
feedbacks in North Africa to local climate peaks in the early LIG and decreases during 
the LIG, corresponding to the temporal vegetation changes. During the early LIG, 
experiments with dynamical vegetation suggested about twice as large amounts of 
precipitation (~60 cm/yr) as experiments with fixed pre-industrial vegetation. In 
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addition, adding dynamical vegetation causes higher surface temperatures by about 
2.5℃. At a global scale, a vegetated Sahara during the early LIG leads to an increase 
in surface temperature and a decline in surface air pressure due to local feedbacks, 
thereby enhancing mid-latitude westerlies as a result of increased latitudinal 
temperature and pressure gradient, leading to an increase in the amount of heat 
transported by the atmosphere from tropical regions to the Arctic. This green Sahara 
feedback provides 30% of the total contribution of global vegetation feedbacks to high 
latitudes warming. 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Based on: Li, H., H., Renssen, D. M., Roche. Modelling climate-vegetation interactions during 
the Last Interglacial: the impact of biogeophysical feedbacks in North Africa. In preparation 
for Quaternary Science Reviews. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The last interglacial (LIG, ~130-116 ka BP) is characterized by about 2℃ higher 
global mean temperature (Turney and Jones, 2010) and higher sea level relative to 
pre-industrial conditions. At about 124 ka BP, this higher sea level reached a 
maximum of +6.6 m with 95% probability and +8.0 m with 67% probability (Kopp et 
al., 2009). The magnitude of this LIG climate warming and high sea level condition is 
comparable to the range of predicted future climates (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2017). 
Compared to the the Holocene, the LIG experienced stronger insolation changes 
(Berger, 1978), but has similar greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and continental 
configurations. These stronger insolation changes resulted in a stronger seasonal 
contrast in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), giving rise to warmer summers and a 
significant enhancement of the NH monsoons during the LIG (Hely et al., 2014; 
Lezine et al., 2011; Saraswat et al., 2013; Tierney et al., 2017). Knowledge of the LIG 
climate thus provides valuable insights on the responses of the climate system under 
relatively "warm" forcing conditions. The LIG climate is therefore of interest to the 
Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP, Otto-Bliesner et al., 2017) and 
has been studied extensively in both reconstructions (Andersen et al., 2004; CAPE Last 
Interglacial Project Members, 2006; Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011) and 
simulations (Schurgers et al., 2006, 2007; Gröger et al., 2007; Fischer and Jungclaus, 
2010; Govin et al., 2012; Lunt et al., 2013; Nikolova et al., 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al., 
2013; Bakker et al., 2013, 2014; Langebroek and Nisancioglu, 2014; Pedersen et al., 
2017). However, PMIP3 simulations underestimated the proxy-based reconstructed 
LIG temperature response. For example, climate reconstructions suggest that the 
maximum temperature during the early LIG (before 126 ka BP) was about 2 to 5°C 
higher than the pre-industrial in the mid- and high latitudes of the NH (CAPE Last 
Interglacial Project Members, 2006; Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011; 
Sanchez-Goni et al., 2012). Ensembles of climate models undervalued the magnitude 
of this warming by several degrees (Braconnot et al. 2012; Masson-Delmotte et al. 
2013; Lunt et al. 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al. 2013), the magnitude of the reconstructed 
NH annual warming being only reached in summer in PMIP3 simulations (Lunt et al., 
2013; IPCC, 2013; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013). 
 
One potential reason for these discrepancies is the prescribed pre-industrial vegetation 
in these LIG simulations, which excluded dynamical vegetation impacts on climate. 
Dynamical vegetation interacts with the atmosphere at both regional and global scales 
through changes in albedo and soil moisture (biogeophysical feedbacks) and changes 
in carbon and other nutrient cycles (biogeochemical feedbacks; Claussen, 2009). 
Positive vegetation-albedo feedbacks were suggested by a few LIG simulation studies 
including dynamical vegetation (Calov et al., 2005; Crucifix and Loutre, 2002; Fischer 
et al., 2010; Grögeret al., 2007; Petoukhov et al., 2000; Schurgers et al., 2006, 2007). 
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For example, vegetated Sahara during the early LIG caused as much as 20% lower 
surface albedo and more than 10% increases in global latent heat loss over land 
compared to pre-industrial desert (Schurgers et al., 2007). Moreover, due to the 
positive vegetation feedback during the early LIG, a more than doubling of 
precipitation in the vegetated Sahara compared to prescribed deserted Sahara is found 
by Gröger et al. (2007). However, these vegetation feedbacks are not included in 
PMIP3. Thus, a complete estimation of impacts of vegetation feedbacks on the LIG 
climate allows us to explain the model-data discrepancies in terms of dynamic 
vegetation and enhances the robustness of the LIG simulations in the ongoing new 
phase of PMIP (PMIP4).  
 
The Sahara, the largest tropical desert, was much greener and moister than today 
during the LIG (Rohling et al., 2002; Osborne et al., 2008; Fleitmann et al., 2011) and 
the early-to-mid-Holocene (Jolly et al., 1998; Hoelzmann et al., 1998; Prentice et al., 
2000). In the Holocene, this phase of a green and moist Sahara is referred to as the 
African Humid Period (AHP). During the AHP, high precipitation related to strong 
summer monsoons promoted grass expansion in northern Africa, inducing a lower 
surface albedo and higher evaporation compared to desert (Hoelzmann et al., 1998). 
Around 5 ka BP, the orbitally-forced decrease in summer insolation led to the 
termination of this AHP, resulting in North African desertification (Charney, 1975; 
Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Claussen et al., 1999; Renssen et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2006; 
Notaro et al., 2008; Timm et al., 2010). This desertification triggered a regional 
increase in surface pressure suppressing convective precipitation. A weakening of the 
trade winds, the westerlies and the polar easterlies then followed the increased surface 
pressure. As a final result, this desertification promoted a reduced meridional heat 
transport by the atmosphere from the low latitudes to the Arctic, contributing to 
high-latitude cooling (Davies et al., 2015; Muschitiello et al., 2015). Theoretically, 
compared to the Holocene, a similar sequence of events, but with stronger amplitudes, 
can be expected during the LIG due to the larger amplitude of the LIG insolation 
changes. However, the magnitudes of these regional vegetation feedbacks (in particular 
the impact of vegetated Sahara on climate during the LIG) and long-range effects 
through teleconnections have not yet been studied in detail.  
 
In this study, in order to assess the evolution of vegetation during the LIG and the 
magnitude of dynamical vegetation feedbacks, we designed a series of model 
experiments. Our experiments were performed using the iLOVECLIM climate model, 
in which one of two vegetation models with differing complexity (VECODE and 
LPJ-GUESS) were coupled separately. The use of two vegetation models increases our 
insight into the model-dependency of the simulation results. During these simulations, 
VECODE was synchronously coupled, while LPJ-GUESS was asynchronously 
coupled to iLOVECLIM. We focus on the impacts of dynamic vegetation on the early 
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LIG climate simulations and biogeophysical effects of vegetated Sahara on the LIG 
climate on both regional and global scales. The following questions will be addressed: 
1) How abrupt is the `green-to-desert` vegetation transition in the Sahara during the 
LIG? 
2) What is the magnitude of dynamic vegetation feedbacks during the LIG? 
3) To what extent are discrepancies between reconstructions and simulations related to 
vegetation feedbacks in the Sahara? 
 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Model descriptions 
4.2.1.1 The iLOVECLIM climate model  
We applied the climate model iLOVECLIM version 1.0, which is an updated version 
of LOVECLIM 1.2 (Goosse et al., 2010; Roche et al., 2014). This intermediate 
complexity model includes the main climatic system components, e.g., atmosphere 
(ECBilt), oceans (CLIO), and vegetation (VECODE). Previously, this model has been 
successfully applied to analyze climate-vegetation interactions during the Holocene 
AHP (Renssen et al., 2003; 2006). In the present study, we apply three model 
configurations: (1) ECBilt-CLIO fully-coupled to the vegetation model VECODE 
(ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE); (2) ECBilt-CLIO asynchronously-coupled to the vegetation 
model LPJ-GUESS (ECBilt-CLIO_LPJ-GUESS); and (3) ECBilt-CLIO with 
prescribed pre-industrial vegetation obtained from LUH2 (2012) 
(ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2). ECBilt is a three-level quasi-geostrophic atmospheric model at 
T21 resolution (Opsteegh et al., 1998). It provides the climate input for a vegetation 
component (VECODE, LPJ-GUESS), such as annual and monthly mean temperature, 
precipitation and GDD0 (growing degree days above 0℃). CLIO con sists of a 

three-dimensional, free-surface ocean general circulation model coupled to a 
dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse et al., 2010). This oceanic component 
has a horizontal resolution of 3° latitude by 3° longitude, and 20 unevenly spaced 
vertical layers in the ocean.  
 
The difference among these three model configurations is their vegetation component 
and thereby the surface albedo and soil moisture. In the fully-coupled version, 
VECODE calculates covers of two Plant Functional Types (PFTs, grasses and trees), 
and bare soil as a dummy type, at an annual time step (Brovkin et al., 1997). VECODE 
calculates dynamic vegetation depending on bioclimatic constraints from ECBilt with 
the same spatial resolution. Soil hydrology is computed in a simple bucket model 
embedded in ECBilt, in which the maximum water volume of the bucket is a function 
of vegetation cover. In the fully- and asynchronously- coupled versions of 
iLOVECLIM (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE and ECBilt-CLIO_LPJ-GUESS), surface 
albedo is calculated in ECBilt based on dynamical vegetation cover in either VECODE 
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or LPJ-GUESS. In contrast, in the version with prescribed vegetation 
(ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2), the land surface albedo is spatially varying, but is seasonally 
fixed in time at a constant value. 
 
4.2.1.2 The LPJ-GUESS vegetation model 
LPJ-GUESS is a process-based dynamical vegetation model (Smith et al., 2001). The 
model employs biophysical and physiological process parameterizations identical to 
the equilibrium model BIOME3 (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996). Vegetation dynamics 
in the model result from growth and competitions for light, space and soil resources 
among 11 plant functional types (PFTs) in each of several patches (15 patches in this 
study) for each simulated grid cell. A patch represents the vegetation distribution as a 
result of vegetation stands succession, corresponding to the maximum influencing area 
of one large full-grown individual (trees in most cases) on its neighbors. Physiological 
processes are simulated with a daily time step. The net primary production (NPP) is 
accrued at the end of a simulation year (Smith et al., 2001), resulting in changes in 
height, diameter and biomass growth of each PFT. 
 
LPJ-GUESS requires monthly temperature, precipitation, cloud cover and CO2 
concentration as input. In this study, the model is asynchronously coupled to 
iLOVECLIM. In this asynchronous coupling procedure (Fig. 4.1), monthly climate 
inputs from the fully coupled iLOVECLIM model (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) are in an 
initial step fed to LPJ-GUESS, which simulates vegetation distributions. Then, the 
resulting vegetation distributions are given back to ECBilt, as a fixed vegetation 
component in iLOVECLIM (ECBilt-CLIO_LPJ-GUESS) during the next round of 
climate simulation. A new climatology from this integration is simulated and, 
subsequently, used off-line as climate forcing by LPJ-GUESS to produce a new global 
vegetation distribution that is subsequently used as a boundary conditions by 
iLOVECLIM, and so on. This sequence of simulating vegetation from climatological 
forcing, integrating the vegetation change into the climate model and computing 
vegetation distributions from it is referred to as an 'iteration'. Several iterations are 
performed until the vegetation distributions and climate states of successive iterations 
do not reveal any significant trend. Previously, the frequency of this type of iteration 
was tested with the climate model ECHAM and the BIOME vegetation model by 
Claussen (1994). He suggested that there is no significant difference between 
vegetation and climate patterns with an iteration frequency of five or ten years. In his 
study, most vegetation changes occur at the first iteration in the pre-industrial 
experiments, but it takes 3 iterations for the combined climate model to approach a 
new equilibrium state after a strong perturbation. Shortly thereafter, Claussen (1997) 
successfully applied this asynchronous coupling approach (four iterations with a 
frequency of five years) to analyze vegetation feedback in the African and Indian 
monsoon region. As reported in the supplementary information, we have also tested the 
suitability of these frequencies in our study. A frequency of 10 years is chosen, and 
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four iterations are performed for the asynchronous couplings with this frequency. Our 
tests show that, using this asynchronous coupling, the climate is able to adjust to the 
vegetation computed by LPJ-GUESS. The resulting vegetation is different from the 
vegetation computed by VECODE. 

 
Fig. 4.1. Schematic illustrating the asynchronous coupling process. CLIO = ocean, ECBilt = 
atmosphere, VECODE or LPJ-GUESS = vegetation; pp = monthly mean precipitation, ts = 
monthly mean surface temperature, and cc = monthly mean cloud cover. In the initial step, 
monthly climate inputs from the fully coupled iLOVECLIM model (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 
are fed to LPJ-GUESS, which simulates vegetation distributions. Then, during the iterations, 
the resulting vegetation distributions are given back to iLOVECLIM (ECBilt-CLIO-prescribed 
vegetation) as the prescribed vegetation components during the next round of climate 
simulation. 
 
4.2.2 Experimental design 
We performed three types of experiments (Table 4.1): 1, experiments with fixed 
pre-industrial forcings, 2, experiments with transient last interglacial forcings and 3, 
sensitivity experiments. For type 1, three experiments are performed with 
iLOVECLIM with fixed pre-industrial vegetation, namely obtained from fully coupled 
VECODE (PI_VEC), asynchronously coupled LPJ-GUESS (PI_LPJ), and 
observations by LUH2 (2012) (PI_FIX). The goal of these type 1 experiments is to 
provide pre-industrial references for the LIG experiments. For type 2, two transient 
LIG (127 ka BP - 116 ka BP) simulations are performed, either with fully coupled 
dynamical vegetation using VECODE (LIG_VEC) or with fixed pre-industrial 
vegetation from CMIP LUH2 (LIG_FIX). These two LIG simulations start from the 
same equilibrium experiment 127K_VEC. In addition to these two long runs, LIG 
simulations (LIG_LPJ) with dynamical vegetation are performed with LPJ-GUESS 
asynchronously coupled to iLOVECLIM, covering 125 ka BP to 117 ka BP at 1 ka 
intervals. Besides type 1 and 2 experiments, four sensitivity experiments (type 3) are 
performed, all with identical insolation forcing at 125 ka BP, but with different fixed 
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vegetation conditions. The goal of these sensitivity experiments is to investigate the 
regional and global impacts of the early LIG North African vegetation feedbacks on 
climate simulations. The fixed vegetation conditions are combinations of prescribed 
North African vegetation (15-30°N, 10°W-35°E) and pre-industrial vegetation in other 
regions. The pre-industrial vegetation is from the LUH2 dataset (LUH2, 2012). The 
four prescribed North African vegetation cover are from S125K_NAVEC, 
S125K_NALPJ, S125K_NAGRASS, and S125K_NAPI, respectively.  
 
Table 4.1. Overview of the experiments 
PI_VEC Pre-industrial run with dynamical vegetation in VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

PI_FIX Pre-industrial run with fixed vegetation from CMIP LUH2 (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2) 

PI_LPJ Pre-industrial run with asynchronously dynamical vegetation in LPJ-GUESS 

(ECBilt-CLIO-LPJ-GUESS) 

127K_VEC 127 ka BP ctrl run with dynamical vegetation in VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

LIG_VEC The LIG (127 ka BP- 116 ka BP) run with transient insolation forcing and dynamical vegetation in 

VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

LIG_FIX The LIG (127 ka BP- 116 ka BP) run with transient insolation forcing and fixed vegetation from 

CMIP LUH2 (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2) 

LIG_LPJ The LIG (125 ka BP- 117 ka BP) run with 1ka interval insolation forcing and asynchronously 

dynamical vegetation in LPJ-GUESS (ECBilt-CLIO-LPJ-GUESS) 

 

S125K_NAVEC Sensitivity run 

with insolation 

forcing in 125 ka 

BP and fixed 

vegetation 

The fixed vegetation is a combination of 

pre-industrial vegetation from CMIP LUH2 

and 125 ka BP North African vegetation 

(15-30°N, 10°W-35°E) from:  

51% grass cover + 14% 

tree cover 

S125K_NALPJ 75% grass cover 

S125K_NAGRASS 100% grass cover 

S125K_NAPI The fixed vegetation is from: 0% 

 
The transient forcings (Fig. 4.2) for the last interglacial experiments (type 2) include 
the amount of insolation received by the Earth and greenhouse gases (GHG) 
concentrations. These forcings are identical to the PMIP4 protocol (Otto-Bliesner et al., 
2017, PMIP4, 2017). Changes in insolation received by the Earth are calculated in 
iLOVECLIM during transient simulations according to Berger (1978). From 127 ka 
BP to about 119 ka BP, the NH received more insolation during boreal summer and 
less insolation during boreal fall and winter compared to preindustrial values. The 
GHG forcings for both transient experiments in the PMIP4 protocol are based on 
ice-core data from EPICA Dome C (Bereiter et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2013) for 
CO2, EPICA Dome C and EPICA Dronning Maud Land (Loulerge et al., 2008; Schilt 
et al., 2010a) for CH4, as well as from EPICA Dome C and Talos Dome (Schilt et al., 
2010a, b) for N2O. A linear interpolation was applied to these data in order to get 
annual values for transient simulations. In contrast, the GHG levels are 100-year mean 
values of the linear interpolation for asynchronous coupled simulations, e.g., mean 
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values from 124.95 ka BP to 125.05 ka BP for the simulation LIG_LPJ in 125 ka BP. 
For four sensitivity experiments (type 3), identical 125 ka BP orbital and GHG 
forcings (Fig. 4.2) are applied. The prescribed pre-industrial vegetation distribution is 
derived from LUH2 (2012), and represents conditions taken at 850 AD. 

 
Fig. 4.2. Forcing of the LIG climate simulations over the period 127-116 ka BP. Greenhouse 
gas concentrations are according to the PMIP4 protocol 
(https://pmip4.lsce.ipsl.fr/doku.php/data:gases#schilt_et_al_n20_data), which is based on the 
ice-core data of Bereiter et al. (2015), Loulergue et al. (2008) and Schilt et al. (2010) for CO2 
(green lines), CH4 (pink lines) and N2O (blue lines), respectively, in the upper part of the figure. 
In the lower part of the figure, the January (brown lines) and July (yellow lines) insolation for 
20°N are given (Berger, 1978). The corresponding pre-industrial values are given by the 
dashed lines. 
 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Global temperature trends and vegetation effects 
Compared to pre-industrial conditions, the simulated early LIG (125 ka BP) in 
LIG_FIX suggests maximum annual warming at high latitudes and little temperature 
changes in the tropics except for the Indian and African monsoon regions where 
temperatures are lower (Fig. 4.3a). These main features are in good agreement with the 
multi-model mean of simulations (Fig. 4.3d) reported by Lunt et al. (2013) and IPCC 
(2013) in which vegetation is also fixed at a pre-industrial level. As expected, similar 
to Lunt et al. (2013), our simulation LIG_FIX underestimates the proxy-based 
evidence (Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011) for warming for the far 
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northern coastal regions of Alaska (simulated 0-1°C versus data 5.5-6°C) and Siberia 
(simulated 0-1°C versus data 7.1-14.8°C). In contrast, simulation LIG_VEC (Fig. 4.3b) 
and LIG_LPJ (Fig. 4.3c) suggest better agreements with proxy data than LIG_FIX, 
with 1-2°C warming in coastal regions of Alaska and Siberia, respectively. Besides the 
high-latitude regions, simulation LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ also suggest a 0-1°C 
warming in the tropics (30°S - 30°N), in particular in North Africa (with a maximum 
of warming by about 3°C). This tropical warming agrees with the 0.3°C warming 
suggested by proxy data (Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011). 
 

 
Fig. 4.3. Simulated surface temperature anomalies, LIG (125 ka BP) minus pre-industrial. a) 
LIG_FIX, b) LIG_VEC; c) LIG_LPJ and d) Ensemble mean of Lunt et al., (2013). 
 
The stronger temperature response in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ compared to LIG_FIX 
highlights the importance of vegetation impacts on the high latitudes and tropical 
regions, where the 125 ka BP vegetation is significantly different in these two sets of 
simulations. In most boreal regions, trees extend further north and tree cover is higher 
by up to 50% in 125 ka BP compared to pre-industrial conditions (Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c). 
The higher tree cover indicates a lower surface albedo compared to snow-covered 
tundra in these regions, leading to an increase in absorbed shortwave radiation, 
resulting in a positive surface temperature anomaly (>2.5℃) simulated in LIG_VEC 
and LIG_LPJ. Likewise, in North Africa where the vegetation cover in LIG_VEC and 
LIG_LPJ is larger than LIG_FIX, positive surface temperature anomalies (~1.5℃) are 
shown in both simulations, in particular in northwestern part of this region (Fig. 4.3b 
and Fig. 4.3c). At 125 ka BP, the total precipitation in North Africa is about 60cm/yr 
and 58 cm/yr in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ, respectively. These amounts of precipitation 
are more than double those from LIG_FIX (about 28 cm/yr at 125 ka BP). This 
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magnitude of vegetation feedback to precipitation in North Africa lies in the same 
range as simulated by Gröger et al. (2007) and Schurgers et al. (2006), who simulated 
amplifications by a factor 2 and 3, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 4.4. Vegetation (tree and total) cover under pre-industrial condition in LIG_FIX (a) and 
125 ka BP vegetation anomalies simulated by VECODE (b), as indicated by the LIG_VEC 
minus LIG_FIX anomaly, and by LPJ-GUESS(c), as indicated by the LIG_LPJ minus 
LIG_FIX anomaly. 
 
Following Bakker et al. (2014), we quantified the linear annual mean temperature 
trends (AMTT) per latitude, over an interval from 123 ka BP to 116.2 ka BP. In our 
LIG transient simulations (LIG_FIX and LIG_VEC), the AMTTs show distinct 
latitudinal dependencies (Fig. 4.5a), with a strong negative trend at high-latitudes, a 
less negative trend at mid-latitudes, and a slight positive trend at low-latitudes. The 
AMTTs in LIG_FIX are -0.9 ℃/ka at northern high latitudes. In contrast, the AMTTs 
at southern high latitudes and at latitudes between 10°N and 40°N indicate 
insignificantly negative and positive trends in LIG_FIX, respectively. These simulated 
AMTTs in LIG_FIX are consistent with multi-model simulations in Bakker et al. 
(2014). In their study, the multi-model simulations include seven models in which 
pre-industrial vegetation is prescribed and two models in which dynamical vegetation 
modules (CLIMBER-2 and MPI-UW) are included. Interestingly, although these two 
models simulate rather different July temperatures at northern high latitudes and 
tropics compared to the other seven LIG simulations (Bakker et al., 2013; Schurgers et 
al., 2007), the AMTTs in the two models do not lie outside the range of the other 
simulations in these specific regions. In contrast, the AMTT in LIG_VEC is not only 
stronger than the AMTT in LIG_FIX at all latitudes, but also lies outside the range of 
AMTTs in Bakker et al. (2014) at high latitudes (Fig. 4.5a). LIG_VEC indicates 
stronger AMTTs by -0.4 ℃/ka and -0.2 ℃/ka compared to LIG-FIX at northern and 
southern high latitudes, respectively. In addition, a stronger negative AMTT of 
-0.1 ℃/ka is shown in LIG_VEC at latitudes between 10°N and 40°N. These stronger 
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AMTTs in LIG_VEC are positively correlated to the total vegetation cover trends (Fig. 
4.5b), implying positive vegetation impacts on temperature at a global scale. Even so, 
the AMTT in LIG_VEC is still smaller than the reconstructed value: Greenland 
(-1.5 ℃/ka), the northern mid-latitudes (-0.5 ℃/ka), low-latitudes (-0.2 ℃/ka) and the 
southern mid- to high-latitudes (-0.3 ℃/ka). 

 
Fig. 4.5. Latitudinal LIG annual mean temperature trends (AMTT, a) in model and data 
(Bakker et al., 2014). The blue and orange lines are 50 years mean latitudinal LIG AMTT from 
LIG_FIX and LIG_VEC, respectively. The grey shading represents the maximum and 
minimum trends among multi-model simulations (Bakker et al., 2014). The red and green dots 
are AMTT based on the Greenland and Antarctic ice-cores and alkenone. The cyan line shows 
both proxies based AMTT fit, indicating the general latitudinal trends. The right panel (b) 
indicates vegetation trends anomaly compared to fixed pre-industrial level (total vegetation 
cover changes from 123 ka BP to 116.2 ka BP) in LIG_VEC. The light blue bands indicate the 
latitudes where experience strong vegetation changes during the specific period. 
 
4.3.2 Vegetation evolution and its local effects in the Sahara 
During the LIG, the Sahara is the region with strongest changes in vegetation, with a 
reduction of total vegetation cover from more than 70% at 125 ka BP to only about 10% 
at 117 ka BP in both LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ (Fig. 4.6a to 4.6c). Based on the 
vegetation change rates (Fig. 4.6d to 4.6f), we describe the local effects of these 
vegetation changes on climate in three phases. They are the green Sahara phase in the 
early LIG, the termination phase of the LIG AHP and the last phase of the LIG. We 
defined the impacts of the vegetation feedbacks by calculating the differences in 
climate features (such as temperature, precipitation) between LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ and 
LIG_FIX, and hereafter we refer to these impacts as "vegetation feedbacks". 
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Fig. 4.6. Vegetation covers (tree (a), grass (b) and desert (c)) evolution and their changing rates 
(tree (d), grass (e) and desert (f) from 127 ka BP to 116 ka BP over Sahara. The red line 
indicates LIG_FIX values; the blue line indicates LIG_VEC results; and the green circles 
indicate LIG_LPJ results. 
 
4.3.2.1 Early LIG (green Sahara) 
During the early LIG (from 127 ka BP to about 123 ka BP), vegetation is dominated by 
grass and total vegetation cover stabilizes at a relatively high level (about 70%) in both 
LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ (Fig. 4.6a to 4.6c). In this phase, the orbitally-forced 
insolation (Fig. 4.2) remains at a relative high level (around 500 W/m2 at 20°N in July), 
heating the land surface in summer and thereby enhancing the atmospheric monsoonal 
moisture transport. Without dynamical vegetation (LIG_FIX), about 26 cm/yr 
precipitation during this phase is simulated in the Sahara. In the simulations with 
dynamical vegetation (LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ), the precipitation values for the 
Sahara are about twice as high (~60 cm/yr, Fig. 4.7a) as those in LIG_FIX, and the 
mean surface temperature is also higher (31.5°C in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ vs. 29.0°C 
in LIG_FIX, Fig. 4.7b). In LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ, the vegetation cover is enhanced 
by these relatively large amounts of precipitation and high surface temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.7. Time series (127 ka BP - 116 ka BP) of (a) precipitation, (b) temperature, (c) soil 
moisture, (d) surface evaporation and (e) values of evaporation minus precipitation over the 
Sahara; the blue and red lines indicate LIG_VEC and LIG_FIX results, respectively; the green 
circles with error bar indicate results of LIG_LPJ. The grey shading represents climate changes 
related to vegetation feedback. 
 
Vegetation, as the only differing component between LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ and 
LIG_FIX, causes the higher amount of precipitation and surface temperature through 
positive feedbacks. Compared to the prescribed pre-industrial vegetation (desert) in 
LIG_FIX (Fig. 4.4), the lower albedo of grass (0.20 versus 0.33 for desert) in 
LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ results in a lower reflection of incoming shortwave radiation, 
an increase in sensible heat flux, and therefore higher surface temperature (2.5℃) over 
land. The land-sea thermal contrast is therefore enhanced and surface pressure over 
land is decreased, thereby leading to increased moisture transport from the tropical 
oceans into North Africa and more precipitation (Charney, 1975; Eltahir, 1996; Eltahir 
and Gong, 1996; Braconnot et al., 1999; Schurgers et al., 2006). Besides these two 
vegetation effects on climate (higher temperature and precipitation), vegetation further 
enhances precipitation by promoting the local soil moisture content (Fig. 4.7c) and 
thereby evaporation (Fig. 4.7d), thus enhancing the local hydrological circulation. 
Therefore, the vegetation feedback on precipitation peaks in this green Sahara phase, 
corresponding to the largest contrast in vegetation (grass vs. desert) compared to 
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LIG_FIX (Figs. 4.6 and 4.8). Similar magnitudes of feedback to precipitation were 
suggested by previous studies (Gröger et al., 2007; Schurgers et al., 2007), although 
the vegetation feedbacks were investigated for slightly different area in North Africa 
(Fig. 4.9). Our study confirms the strong positive North African vegetation feedbacks 
to precipitation by a factor of 2-3 for the early LIG compared to the fixed pre-industrial 
LIG simulations. 

 
Fig. 4.8. Time series (127 ka BP - 116 ka BP) of biogeophysical vegetation feedbacks to (a) 
precipitation, (b) temperature, (c) soil moisture, (d) surface evaporation and (e) values of 
evaporation minus precipitation over the Sahara; the blue and green lines indicate feedbacks 
from LIG_VEC and LIG_FIX, respectively; the red lines indicate the main climate forcing 
(July insolation at 20°N). 
 
4.3.2.2 Desertification during the LIG 
Starting from 123 ka BP, vegetation cover (Fig. 4.6a to 4.6c) decreases largely in both 
LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ, in combination with large declines in precipitation (Fig. 4.7a) 
and surface temperature (Fig. 4.7b). The rates of grass cover decrease (-18%/ka and 
-14%/ka) peak at 122 ka BP in both LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ, while desert expands at 
rate of 25%/ka and 15%/ka, respectively (Fig. 4.6d to 4.6f). Total vegetation cover in 
LIG_VEC reaches a relatively low level at around 121 ka BP, which is earlier than in 
LIG_LPJ (around 119 ka BP). This difference in the timing of the desertification 
between LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ could be a result of differences in model complexity. 
In the relatively complex LPJ-GUESS model, more gradual vegetation responses can 
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be expected when more plant types interact with climate (Claussen et al., 2013; Hely et 
al., 2014; Li et al., 2019).  

 
Fig. 4.9. Vegetation feedbacks to 
precipitation in North Africa 
during the LIG from different 
studies. (15-30°N, 10°W-35°E). 
The blue and green lines indicate 
feedbacks from LIG_VEC and 
LIG_FIX, respectively. The black 
box below shows the study area in 
both simulations. The pink line 
indicates results from Schurgers et 
al. (2007), and the orange line 
indicates results from Gröger et al. 
(2007). The boxes below indicate 
their study region, and the color is 
in line with the line plots. 

 
Corresponding to simulated vegetation changes in this phase, feedbacks to 
precipitation and soil moisture (Fig. 4.8a and 4.8c) experience a rapid reduction from 
123 ka BP to 121 ka BP and become rather close to the LIG_FIX level at 119 ka BP. 
These vegetation feedbacks are calculated based on climate anomalies between 
simulations LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ and LIG_FIX (Fig. 4.8). In LIG_VEC, the vegetation 
feedback to precipitation (Fig. 4.8a) declines by 21 cm/yr from 123 ka BP to 121 ka 
BP, but with only < 1 cm/yr after 121 ka BP. In LIG_LPJ, this feedback (Fig. 4.8a) 
also declines rapidly from 123 ka BP to 121 ka BP by 15 cm/yr, followed by a slower 
decline from 8 cm/yr to <1 cm/yr from 121 ka BP to 119 ka BP. In both LIG_VEC and 
LIG_LPJ, the feedbacks to precipitation and temperature (Fig. 4.8a, 4.8b) decline 
almost in phase with vegetation changes (Fig. 4.6b) and their rates peak at the period 
between 123 ka BP and 121 ka BP. The faster declines in vegetation feedbacks to 
precipitation (Fig. 4.9) than the early LIG are consistent with Gröger et al. (2007) and 
Schurgers et al. (2007). The feedback in LIG_LPJ is closer to their results than 
LIG_VEC, of which the magnitude declines more gradually from 123 ka BP to 119 ka 
BP. The temperature feedback in LIG_LPJ keeps reducing gradually from 2.8℃ to 2.0℃ 
from 123 ka BP to 119 ka BP, while it drops from 2.5℃ to 0℃ and becomes slightly 
negative after 121 ka BP in LIG_VEC (Fig. 4.8b). Compared to the early LIG, the 
summer insolation (Fig. 4.8) also declines faster from 497 W/m2 to 457 W/m2 from 
123 ka BP to 119 ka BP, and the rate of this decline peaks between 121 ka BP and 119 
ka BP. This decline in July insolation at 20°N dominates the fast reduction in 
vegetation cover at the beginning of the termination from 123 ka BP onwards, 
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accelerating the AHP termination. Around this point, the magnitude of the positive 
vegetation feedbacks cannot offset the deficit due to decreased summer insolation. 
 
4.3.2.3 Last phase of LIG (desert) 
The vegetation cover (Fig. 4.6a to 4.6c) gradually decreases and reaches 0% in 
LIG_VEC after 121 ka BP, which is earlier than in LIG_LPJ. In contrast, vegetation 
cover decreases gradually from 25% to 12% in LIG_LPJ after the desertification at 
around 119 ka BP.  
 
In the last phase of LIG, the magnitude of feedbacks (Fig. 4.8) is weaker than during 
earlier phases due to the lower vegetation cover, particularly in LIG_VEC. Less than 1 
cm/yr precipitation anomaly (Fig. 4.8a) between LIG_VEC and LIG_FIX indicates the 
weak feedback to precipitation, while the precipitation anomaly in LIG_LPJ sees a 
gradual decline from 9 cm/yr at 121 ka BP to 2cm/yr at 117 ka BP, corresponding to its 
vegetation cover. Similarly, a weak positive feedback to temperature (0.5℃) remains 
in LIG_LPJ (Fig. 4.8b), which is a result of its slightly higher vegetation cover 
compared to LIG_FIX. However, the feedback to temperature in LIG_VEC (Fig. 4.8b) 
turns negative and reaches -0.8℃, which could be related to distribution of the 
dynamical vegetation which is different from the fixed pre-industrial vegetation. 
 
4.3.3 The global impacts of vegetation changes in Sahara 
Sahara vegetation feedbacks at the early LIG strengthen the warming at high latitudes, 
as suggested by our four sensitivity experiments (see Table 4.1). The magnitudes of 
these teleconnected impacts through changes in the atmospheric circulation depend on 
the prescribed vegetation cover in sensitivity experiments. The strongest feedback to 
high latitudinal temperature (1.25℃) is shown in S125K_NAGRASS (Fig. 4.10c), which 
includes 100% grass cover in the Sahara. About 65% vegetation covered Sahara in 
S125K_NAVEC, causing the high latitudes to be warmer by about 1.0℃ (Fig. 4.10a) 
compared to S125K_NAPI. The weakest feedback (0.75℃) is shown in S125K_NALPJ 
in which the Sahara vegetation cover reaches 75%. The stronger feedback in 
S125K_NAVEC than in S125K_NALPJ could be related to the relatively higher tree 
cover in S125K_NAVEC (Fig. 4.6), which has a lower albedo than grass. Compared to 
S125K_NAPI, the higher North African vegetation cover in S125K_NAGRASS, 
S125K_NAVEC and S125K_NALPJ leads to a lower surface albedo, resulting in higher 
surface temperature, thereby causing a decline in surface pressure. As discussed by 
Davies et al. (2015) and Muschitiello et al. (2015) for the Holocene AHP, this 
decreased surface pressure then perturbs the extratropical atmospheric circulation. The 
perturbations enhance mid-latitude westerlies as a result of increased latitudinal 
temperature and pressure gradients, which then increase the amount of heat transported 
from tropical regions to the Arctic. These similar results for the LIG and the Holocene 
(e.g., Davies et al., 2015; Muschitiello et al., 2015), highlight the profound effects of 
North African vegetation changes on climate at global scale. 
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Fig. 4.10. 125 ka BP North African vegetation feedbacks on global surface temperature (ts) 
(the left side) and their latitudinal contributions compared to global vegetation feedbacks (the 
right side). On the left side, they are North Africa vegetation feedbacks in (a) S125K_NAVEC, 
(b) S125K_NALPJ and (c) S125K_NAGRASS; on the right side, they are contributions of North 
Africa vegetation feedbacks to latitudinal temperature in (d) S125K_NAVEC and (e) 
S125K_NALPJ compared to global vegetation feedbacks. In (d), the blue dot-line indicates 125 
ka BP global vegetation feedbacks in LIG_VEC to latitudinal temperature; the blue and orange 
diamond-line indicates 125 ka BP North Africa vegetation feedbacks to latitudinal temperature 
in S125K_NAVEC and S125K_NAGRASS, respectively; likewise, in (e), the green dot-line 
indicates 125 ka BP global vegetation feedbacks in LIG_LPJ to latitudinal temperature; the 
green and orange diamond-line indicates 125 ka BP North Africa vegetation feedbacks to 
latitudinal temperature in S125K_NALPJ  and S125K_NAGRASS, respectively. 
 
In terms of vegetation impacts, compared to the LIG_FIX, the simulated warming at 
high latitudes is a reflection of global vegetation feedbacks in LIG_LPJ and LIG_VEC, 
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while it only includes the impacts of Sahara vegetation cover in sensitivity experiments. 
In order to investigate the magnitude of Sahara vegetation feedbacks to high latitudinal 
temperature simulation during the early LIG, we compare 125 ka BP temperature 
anomalies between our sensitivity experiments and LIG experiments. The largest 
magnitude (up to 1.2℃) in S125K_ NA GRASS and slightly larger magnitude (maximum 
of 1.0℃ versus 0.8℃) of this teleconnection in S125K_ NA VEC than 
S125K_NALPJ-GUESS are shown in Fig. 4.10d and 4.10e. These results suggest that the 
contribution of Sahara vegetation feedbacks to high latitudinal temperature is 
positively related to Sahara vegetation cover (Fig. 4.10d and 4.10e), which explains 
about 30% of the simulated warming at high latitudes during the early LIG when 
taking into account global vegetation feedbacks. 
 
4.3.4 Uncertainties and outlook 
The ageostrophic terms and prescribed observed present-day cloud cover in the ECBilt 
model induces uncertainties. ECBilt is based on a formulation of the quasi-geostrophic 
potential vorticity, and the ageostrophic terms are included as diagnostics based on the 
vertical velocity and the horizontal divergence (Opsteegh et al., 1998; Goosse et al., 
2010). The simulation of the Hadley circulation is considerably improved but is still 
relatively poor compared to the mid- and high- latitudes when comparing with 
observations (Goosse et al., 2010). Moreover, a multi-model last interglacial study 
(Bakker and Renssen, 2014) suggests that EMICs often overestimate the maximum 
temperature at all latitudes compared to GCMs. We therefore recommend that the 
impacts of tropical vegetation cover changes on atmospheric circulations are further 
studied by involving fully coupled AOVGCMs and by repeating the simulations with a 
multi-model ensemble. 
 
A second major source of uncertainty is related to the vegetation simulation which 
provides ECBilt with the land surface parameters (surface albedo and vegetation 
covers), resulting in vegetation feedbacks to climate. In our study, these land surface 
parameters are based on results from two vegetation models and are passed back to 
ECBilt through full- or asynchronous- coupling. VECODE, fully coupled to ECBilt, 
suggests dramatic North African vegetation change from 127 ka BP to 116 ka BP, 
leading to abrupt transition from green Sahara to desert. In contrast, LPJ-GUESS, 
asynchronously coupled to ECBilt, suggests a relatively gradual transition compared to 
fully coupled VECODE. One reason for this difference could be their difference in 
complexity. VECODE shows a more linear treatment of vegetation (i.e., either forest 
or desert combined with grass) compared to the more mixed PFTs compositions in 
LPJ-GUESS (Li et al., 2019). VECODE may therefore exaggerate vegetation 
responses to climate and thereby overemphasize impacts of vegetation on climate.  
 
The more gradual vegetation responses to the LIG climate change in LPJ-GUESS 
compared to VECODE are consistent with an explanation that rather gradual 
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vegetation responses to climate changes are simulated when all plant types interact 
with climate (Claussen et al., 2013; Hely et al., 2014). Due to the simple vegetation 
diversity in VECODE, the vegetation responses simulated in VECODE would 
represent the possible strongest vegetation changes during the LIG, and therefore 
indicate the possible largest vegetation feedbacks to climate. In contrast, the vegetation 
responses and feedbacks in LPJ-GUESS would be somewhere in between the strongest 
and weakest values. In order to investigate the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks to 
climate during the LIG, we need to understand the range of vegetation responses and 
therefore call for more vegetation simulations with DGVMs of different complexities.  
 
Another reason of the difference could be related to the asynchronous coupling of 
LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt. LPJ-GUESS simulates dynamical vegetation responding to 
climate changes, but in this asynchronous coupling process, the simulated vegetation is 
averaged every 10 years and passed back to ECBilt as static land surface parameters. 
Hence, the transition from green Sahara to desert is easily smoothed, and the feedback 
is thereby underestimated. Although our LIG simulations suggest consistent vegetation 
evolutions and positive vegetation feedbacks during the LIG with previous studies, we 
prefer the full dynamical coupling of LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt in the future to enhance 
the robustness in climate-vegetation interaction simulations. More simulations with 
vegetation in fully coupled climate models would help to narrow down the range of 
vegetation responses and feedbacks during the LIG. 
 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this study, we simulate the LIG climate and vegetation changes to investigate our 
three scientific questions using the climate model iLOVECLIM in which the 
vegetation component is either the fully coupled VECODE model or the 
asynchronously coupled LPJ-GUESS model. The three scientific questions are: 1) 
How abrupt is the 'green-to-desert' vegetation transition in the Sahara during the LIG? 
2) To what extent are discrepancies between reconstructions and simulations related to 
vegetation feedbacks in the Sahara? 3) And what is the magnitude of dynamic 
vegetation feedbacks during the LIG? We conclude the following: 
 
1) We simulate a relatively high vegetation cover (>70%) in the Sahara during the 
early LIG when the summer insolation at 20°N is relatively high; followed by a 
desertification phase after 123 ka BP. The rates of desert expansion in the Sahara peak 
at 122 ka BP in both LIG_VEC (25 %/ka) and LIG_LPJ (15 %/ka), responding to the 
fast decline in 20°N July insolation, but the desertification in LIG_VEC (from 123 ka 
BP to 121 ka BP) is faster than in LIG_LPJ (from 123 ka BP to about 119 ka BP). This 
AHP termination is accelerated when the magnitude of positive vegetation feedbacks 
on precipitation cannot offset the moisture deficit due to decreased summer insolation. 
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2) The simulated early LIG (125 ka BP) with fixed pre-industrial vegetation (LIG_FIX) 
is consistent in its main features with multi-model simulations performed by others, 
and underestimates the proxy-based temperatures. Dynamically including LIG 
vegetation in simulations provides much better agreement in temperature with the 
proxies than LIG_FIX, in particular in the high latitudes and the tropics. In boreal 
regions, trees extend further north and tree covers are up to 50% higher in 125 ka BP 
relative to pre-industrial conditions, resulting in a positive surface temperature 
anomaly (> 2.5℃) compared to pre-industrial. Likewise, in North Africa, positive 
surface temperature anomalies (~1.5℃) are found. The stronger annual mean 
temperature trend during the LIG in simulations with dynamical vegetation at all 
latitudes indicates a warming effect of vegetation at a global scale, but they still 
underestimate the change in temperature compared to reconstructions. 
 
3) At a local scale, the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks to climate peak at the early 
LIG and decrease during the LIG, corresponding to the vegetation changes. At a global 
scale, the green Sahara feedback provides 30% of the total contribution of global 
vegetation feedbacks to high latitudinal warming.  
 
At a local scale, during the early LIG, the amounts of North African precipitation in 
simulations (LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ) with dynamical vegetation (~60 cm/yr) are 
about twice as large as in a simulation (LIG_FIX) with fixed pre-industrial vegetation 
(~30 cm/yr), and surface temperatures are higher by about 2.5℃ in LIG_VEC and 
LIG_LPJ (31.5℃). From 123 ka BP, the effects of vegetation feedbacks to climate 
decrease, which are in phase as vegetation collapses in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ. In 
LIG_VEC, the feedback to precipitation declines by 21 cm/yr from 123 ka BP to 121 
ka BP, with <1cm/yr after 121 ka BP. In LIG_LPJ, this feedback also declines rapidly 
from 123 ka BP to 121 ka BP by 15 cm/yr, following a slower decline from 8 cm/yr to 
<1 cm/yr from 121 ka BP to 119 ka BP. Likewise, the vegetation feedback to 
temperature keeps reducing from 2.8℃ to 2.0℃ in LIG_LPJ, while it reduces from 2.5℃ 
to 0℃and becomes slightly negative after 121 ka BP in LIG_VEC. 
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Supplementary information 
 

 

Fig. S4.1. Vegetation cover at 125 ka BP from LIG_VEC and vegetation anomalies of four times iterations during the asynchronously couple processes 
with a frequency of 20 years. 
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Fig. S4.2. Vegetation cover at 125 ka BP from LIG_VEC and vegetation anomalies of four times iterations during the asynchronously couple processes 
with a frequency of 10 years. 
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Fig. S4.3. Vegetation cover at 125 ka BP from LIG_VEC and vegetation anomalies of four times iterations during the asynchronously couple processes 
with a frequency of 5 years. 
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Fig. S4.4. Vegetation cover at 117 ka BP from LIG_VEC and vegetation anomalies of four times iterations during the asynchronously couple processes 
with a frequency of 20 years. 
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Fig. S4.5. Vegetation cover at 117 ka BP from LIG_VEC and vegetation anomalies of four times iterations during the asynchronously couple processes 
with a frequency of 10 years. 
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Fig. S4.6. Vegetation cover at 117 ka BP from LIG_VEC and vegetation anomalies of four times iterations during the asynchronously couple processes 
with a frequency of 5 years. 
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Chapter 5 

Comparison of the Green-to-desert Sahara transitions between 

the Holocene and the Last Interglacial 

 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The desertification and vegetation feedbacks of the Green Sahara during the Last 
Interglacial (LIG) and the Holocene have been investigated by many studies. Yet the 
abruptness of climate and vegetation changes and their interactions are still under 
discussion. In this study, we apply an earth system model of intermediate complexity 
(iLOVECLIM) in combination with two dynamical vegetation models to simulate 
climate-vegetation changes during the Holocene and the LIG to compare the patterns 
of North African vegetation evolutions and mechanisms of their feedbacks during 
these two interglacials. Based on our results, a 'Green Sahara' existed during the LIG as 
an analogue to its Holocene successor. During both interglacials, an overall agreement 
on a transition from vegetated Sahara to desert is shown in our results. These simulated 
Sahara vegetation transitions are nearly linearly related to the summer insolation 
declines at 20°N, resulting in faster declines of vegetation cover during the LIG than in 
the Holocene. The decline of vegetation cover peaks at 25 %/ka at around 122 ka BP, 
while during the Holocene the steepest vegetation cover decline is 10 %/ka at around 6 
ka BP. Our results suggest positive vegetation feedbacks to climates during the two 
interglacials. During the early LIG and Holocene, vegetation strengthens precipitation 
by a factor of 2 to 3 through the vegetation-albedo feedback when the vegetation cover 
is greater than 60%. Vegetation cover decreases with declines of the incoming 
moisture transport by the atmosphere due to the reduced summer insolation at 20°N 
weakening summer monsoon during both interglacials. This desertification is 
accelerated when the positive vegetation-albedo feedback cannot offset the reduction 
of precipitation due to weaker summer monsoon. The impacts of this positive 
vegetation feedback on precipitation decrease with the decreased vegetation cover. In 
the meantime, the possible negative vegetation-evaporation feedbacks increase, 
accelerating the loss of soil moisture and vegetation cover. Overall, vegetation 
feedback is strong during both interglacials. The vegetation transition is abrupt during 
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the LIG as a result of this feedback and rapidly decreasing precipitation in response to 
faster declines in summer insolation at 20°N, while the transitionis gradual during the 
Holocene due to the strong vegetation feedback and gradual decreasing precipitation. 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Based on: Li, H., H., Renssen, D. M., Roche. Comparison of the Green-to-desert Sahara 
transitions between the Holocene and the Last Interglacial. In preparation for Climate of the 
Past. 
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5.1 Introduction 

From about 14.8 ka BP to 5.5 ka BP, relatively high levels of summer insolation in the 
Northern Hemisphere (NH) led to an enhanced African monsoon, resulting in a humid 
and green Sahara (Kutzback and Street-Perrot, 1985; Jolly et al., 1998; Prentice et al., 
2000; Tuenter et al., 2007; Rachmayani et al., 2016). This period is therefore referred 
to as the African Humid Period (AHP, Ritchie et al., 1985), which is featured by shrub 
and grass covered land surface in Northern Africa (Hoelzmann et al., 2004; Lezine, 
2017). Corresponding to the declining of summer insolation in the NH, a termination 
of the AHP occurred at about 5.5 ka BP, featured by rapid decline of precipitation and 
a transition of land surface from the vegetated Sahara to desert (Jolly et al., 1998; 
deMenocal et al., 2000; Kröpelin et al., 2008; Lezine et al., 2011; Francus et al., 2013; 
Prentice et al., 2000; Levis et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006, 2007; Renssen et al., 2006; 
Nataro et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Claussen et al., 2013; Rachmayani et al., 2015). 
However, the rate of this transition remains controversial. A dramatic desertification in 
North Africa that occurred abruptly within centuries was inferred from sedimentary 
data by deMenocal et al. (2000), while a gradual desertification was suggested by 
several studies in response to the gradual decline in summer insolation (Wang et al., 
2005; Renssen et al., 2006; Kröpelin et al., 2008; Francus et al., 2013). One reason of 
these contrasting rates of desertification could be related to the vegetation feedbacks 
that amplify the regional climate under gradual declining orbital forcing. 
Understanding the termination of AHP sheds light on the nonlinear response of the 
African monsoon to orbital forcing and the role of vegetation feedbacks. We consider 
that the desertification/vegetation-transition is abrupt when the rate of the transition is 
faster than the gradual decline in orbital forcing. Liu et al. (2006) proposed that the 
abrupt vegetation transition in North Africa can be caused either by a strong vegetation 
feedback combined with abrupt precipitation reduction or by a weak vegetation 
feedback combined with gradual declines in precipitation. In their case, the vegetation 
collapse in Northern Africa is the result of a weak vegetation feedback combined with 
a gradual decline in precipitation. In one other study, vegetation collapse was proposed 
to be the result of strong positive vegetation feedback combined with abrupt 
precipitation changes (Claussen et al., 1999). In order to understand the rate of 
vegetation change during the termination of the AHP, the magnitude of vegetation 
feedbacks is thus the key factor given the gradual change in summer insolation in NH 
during the Holocene. 
 
The magnitudes of climate-vegetation feedbacks have been investigated by several 
studies. For example, a positive vegetation-albedo feedback was found to be an 
important factor amplifying changes in the North African precipitation during the 
Holocene (Charney, 1975; Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Texier et al., 1997; Knorr and 
Schnitzler, 2006). Compared to desert, the vegetated surface is featured by a lower 
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albedo, which enhances the absorption of radiative energy and therefore leads to a 
warmer surface. In North Africa, vegetated surfaces are warmer than desert, and thus 
this induces larger land-sea temperature contrasts and then a stronger African summer 
monsoon which promotes vegetation development because of the enhanced 
precipitation. The key factor adjusting the magnitude of this vegetation-albedo 
feedback is vegetation cover and differences in surface albedo between vegetated and 
bare soil surface. The vegetated surface affects climate not only through a lower 
surface albedo compared to bare soil, but also through its impacts on the evaporation 
and transpiration. Whether the vegetation feedback through changes in evaporation and 
transpiration is positive or negative is related to several factors, e.g., soil moisture 
availability, percentage of organic matter, the amount of evaporation from different 
type of land surfaces, etc. For example, a dark wet soil (Levis et al., 2004) and the 
inclusion of canopy transpiration (Rachmayani et al., 2015) positively impacts on 
precipitation, while the feedback turns to be negative (Liu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
2008; Norato et al., 2008) when the evaporation from bare soil is stronger than 
transpiration from vegetated surface. 
 
The gradual changes in external orbital forcing during the Holocene may be not strong 
enough to counterbalance the effects of internal vegetation-climate interactions, 
resulting inthe controversial abruptness of vegetation transitions and vegetation 
feedback during the AHP. To better disentangle the relative contribution of the 
different processes at play, the last interglacial (LIG) is an interesting test period with 
stronger insolation changes than the Holocene (Fig. 5.1; Berger, 1978), but similar 
greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and continental configurations. In addition, the 
Sahara was also green and humid in the early LIG and experienced a transition from 
green to desert during the LIG (Rohling et al., 2002; Osborne et al., 2008; Fleitmann et 
al., 2011). The impacts of vegetation feedback on climate during the LIG were also 
studied by several modelling studies (e.g., Gröger et al., 2007; Schurgers et al., 2007). 
However, the simulated vegetation transitions and impacts of feedbacks during the LIG 
also indicate discrepancies due to the spatial scale and model-dependence, which 
therefore cannot allow to disentangle the relative impacts of the different processes at 
play. For example, Schurgers et al. (2007) suggested as much as 20% local albedo 
changes in Northwestern Africa during the early LIG and more than 10% increases in 
global latent heat loss compared to present day. Gröger et al. (2007) simulated a more 
than doubling of precipitation in the Sahara (North Africa) as a result of vegetation 
feedbacks during the LIG. In a previous study, we have performed a series of model 
experiments assessing the vegetation impacts on the LIG climate (Chapter 4). We 
found consistent magnitudes of vegetation feedback with previous studies, including 
about twice as large amounts of precipitation (~60 cm/yr) and higher surface 
temperatures by about 2.5℃ in North Africa in response to dynamical vegetation 
evolution during the early LIG compared to fixed pre-industrial vegetation. In order to 
test the impacts of gradual changes in orbital forcing on vegetation transitions in the 
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Sahara and vegetation feedbacks during the Holocene, we compare here our LIG 
results with a similar simulation for the Holocene, carried out with same climate and 
vegetation models and standardized spatial-scale. 
 
We first compare the LIG and Holocene transient simulations from an intermediate 
complexity model (iLOVECLIM) including different vegetation components with 
different complexities (VECODE and LPJ-GUESS). The LIG results used are the same 
as reported in our previous study (Li et al., Chapter 4 of this thesis). The simulations of 
two interglacials with the same climate model offer the opportunity to analyze the 
impacts of the external forcings without model-dependence. In addition, the use of two 
vegetation models increases our insight into the model-dependency of the simulated 
vegetation states. During these simulations, VECODE was synchronously coupled, 
while LPJ-GUESS was asynchronously coupled to iLOVECLIM. We then assess the 
North African vegetation feedback by switching on and off interactive dynamic 
vegetation in each coupled version. At last, we compare the climate and vegetation 
simulations between both interglacial periods.We will address the following questions: 
1) Are the evolutions of NA vegetation during the two interglacials simulated by 
iLOVECLIM with different vegetation components consistent? 
2) Are the evolutions of NA vegetation different during the Holocene and LIG, and 
what are the dominating factors? 
3) How do the NA vegetation geophysical feedbacks affect on climate during the 
Holocene and LIG? 
 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Model descriptions 
We applied the climate model iLOVECLIM version 1.0, which is an updated version 
of LOVECLIM 1.2 (Goosse et al., 2010; Roche et al., 2014). In the present study, we 
make use of three dynamical components representing atmosphere (ECBilt), oceans 
(CLIO), and vegetation (either VECODE or LPJ-GUESS). As in Li et al. (Chapter 4 of 
this thesis), we apply here three model configurations: (1) ECBilt-CLIO fully-coupled 
to VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE); (2) ECBilt-CLIO asynchronously-coupled to 
LPJ-GUESS (ECBilt-CLIO_LPJ-GUESS); and (3) ECBilt-CLIO with prescribed 
pre-industrial vegetation (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2). ECBilt is a three-level 
quasi-geostrophic atmospheric model at T21 resolution (Opsteegh et al., 1998). CLIO 
consists of a three-dimensional, free surface ocean general circulation model coupled 
to a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse et al., 2010). This oceanic 
component has a horizontal resolution of 3° latitude by 3° longitude, and 20 unevenly 
spaced vertical layers in the ocean. 
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In the fully-coupled configuration (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE), VECODE is the 
vegetation component with the same resolution as ECBilt. ECBilt computes climate 
input for VECODE, including annual mean temperature, precipitation and GDD0 
(growing degree days above 0℃). VECODE calculates fractional covers of two Plant 

Functional Types (PFTs, grasses and trees), and bare soil as a dummy type, at anannual 
time step (Brovkin et al., 1997). The land surface albedo is then calculated based on 
dynamical vegetation cover from VECODE and is given back to ECBilt. In our 
experiments, the surface albedo of tree, grass and desert are prescribed at 0.13, 0.20 
and 0.33, respectively. Soil hydrology is computed in a simple bucket model 
embedded in ECBilt, in which the maximum water volume of the bucket is a function 
of vegetation cover. 
 
In the asynchronously-coupled configuration (ECBilt-CLIO_LPJ-GUESS), 
LPJ-GUESS is the vegetation component also with the same resolution as ECBilt. 
Similar to the fully-coupled version, ECBilt also computes climate input for 
LPJ-GUESS, including monthly mean surface temperature, precipitation and cloud 
cover. LPJ-GUESS then calculates covers of 11 PFTs. The surface albedo based on the 
PFT covers is given back to ECBilt. Vegetation dynamics in LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 
2001) result from growth and competitions for light, space and soil resources among 
the 11 PFTs. Physiological processes are simulated with a daily time step. The net 
primary production (NPP) is accrued at the end of a simulation year (Smith et al., 
2001), resulting in changes in height, diameter and biomass growth of each PFT. In 
this version, LPJ-GUESS is asynchronously coupled to iLOVECLIM. This 
asynchronous coupling procedure is identical tothe study on analyzing 
climate-vegetation interactions during the LIG (Li et al., Chapter 4 of this thesis). Here, 
initial monthly climate inputs for LPJ-GUESS are from the fully coupled iLOVECLIM 
model (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE). After this initial step, the vegetation characteristics 
are taken from LPJ-GUESS. A frequency of vegetation simulation for 10 years is 
chosen, and four iterations are performed for the asynchronous couplings with this 
frequency.  
 
In the configuration with prescribed pre-industrial vegetation (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2), 
pre-industrial vegetation from the CMIP LUH2 dataset (2012) is upscaled to the same 
resolution as ECBilt. The land surface albedo is based on this prescribed vegetation 
and therefore is fixed at a constant value in ECBilt during simulations.  
 
5.2.2 Experimental design 
Our Holocene experiments were set-up in a similar way as the LIG experiments 
described before in detail by Li et al. (Chapter 4 of this thesis). We then performed 
transient simulations (Table 5.1) with two versions of our climate model 
(ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE and ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2) for the Holocene (8.5 ka BP - 1 ka 
BP). The LIG transient experiments are from Li et al. (see Chapter 4) and the Holocene 

http://luh.umd.edu/data.shtml�
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transient experiments start from equilibrium simulation of 8.5 ka BP by Li et al. 
(2019b). In addition, we performed time-slice simulations with the 
asynchronously-coupled version (ECBilt-CLIO_LPJ-GUESS) for the Holocene (8 ka 
BP - 1 ka BP) at 1 ka intervals. Similar to the LIG experiments in Chapter 4, in each 
time-slice of the asychronously-coupled simulations, the initial climatic forcing is 
100-year monthly mean climatology from fully coupled transient simulations. The spin 
up takes 1000 years in LPJ-GUESS. Although these time-slice simulations do not 
provide a continuous view of the transitions, the results at 1 ka intervals cover the full 
evolution from green to desert in North Africa during both the LIG and the Holocene. 
 
Table 5.1. Overview of the experiments 

Pre-industrial experiments 

PI_VEC Pre-industrial run with dynamical vegetation in VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

PI_FIX Pre-industrial run with fixed vegetation from CMIP LUH2 (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2) 

PI_LPJ Pre-industrial run with asynchronously dynamical vegetation in LPJ-GUESS 

(ECBilt-CLIO-LPJ-GUESS) 

LIG experiments 

127K_VEC 127 ka BP ctrl run with dynamical vegetation in VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

LIG_VEC The LIG (127 ka BP- 116 ka BP) run with transient insolation forcing and dynamical vegetation in 

VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

LIG_FIX The LIG (127 ka BP- 116 ka BP) run with transient insolation forcing and fixed vegetation from 

CMIP LUH2 (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2) 

LIG_LPJ The LIG (125 ka BP- 117 ka BP) run with 1 ka interval insolation forcing and asynchronously 

dynamical vegetation in LPJ-GUESS (ECBilt-CLIO-LPJ-GUESS) 

Holocene experiments 

8.5ka_VEC 8.5 ka BP ctrl run with dynamical vegetation in VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

HOL_VEC The Holocene (8.5 ka BP- 1 ka BP) run with transient insolation forcing and dynamical vegetation 

in VECODE (ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE) 

HOL_FIX The Holocene (8.5 ka BP- 1 ka BP) run with transient insolation forcing and fixed vegetation from 

CMIP LUH2 (ECBilt-CLIO-LUH2) 

HOL_LPJ The Holocene (8 ka BP- 1 ka BP) run with 1 ka interval insolation forcing and asynchronously 

dynamical vegetation in LPJ-GUESS (ECBilt-CLIO-LPJ-GUESS) 

 
Both the Holocene and the LIG are characterized by substantial changes in the spatial 
and temporal distribution of insolation. Their main difference is the stronger changes 
in the annual, seasonal and latitudinal insolation during the LIG (Fig. 5.1a, e) due to 
the larger eccentricity values and changes in climatic precession during the LIG. These 
astronomical parameters (eccentricity, obliquity and longitude of perihelion) were 
derived from Berger (1978). 
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The GHG concentrations during these two interglacials were similar to those of the 
pre-industrial period and the continental configurations were similar to modern ones. 
The greenhouse gases (GHG) concentrations for the Holocene in our simulations are 
taken from the PMIP3 protocol (https://pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr) to keep in line with the 8.5 
ka BP equilibrium simulation (8.5ka_VEC). In contrast, the GHG forthe LIG is 
identical to the PMIP4 protocol (2017). Compared to the PMIP3, the GHG 
concentration has been updated for PMIP4, using new data and a revised chronology 
that provides a consistent history of the evolution of these gases across the Holocene 
(Otto-Bliesner et al., 2017). The difference in GHG forcing between PMIP4 and 
PMIP3 was estimated to be −0.8 W/m2 by Otto-Bliesner et al. (2017), inducing a mean 
global cooling by 0.24±0.04℃. A linear interpolation was applied to GHG data in 
order to get annual values for transient simulations and 100-year mean values of these 
interpolated values were used for asynchronously coupled simulations, e.g., mean 
values from 7.95 ka BP to 8.05 ka BP for the simulation HOL_LPJ in 8 ka BP. 
 

5.3 Results and discussions 

5.3.1 North African climate changes 
5.3.1.1 The LIG 
The experiments with dynamical vegetation (LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ) and with fixed 
pre-industrial vegetation (LIG_FIX) simulate relatively large amounts of precipitation 
in North Africa during the early LIG (Fig. 5.1b), corresponding to the relatively high 
summer insolation at 20°N (Fig. 5.1a). However, during this period (about 127 ka BP - 
125 ka BP), LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ simulates about twice as large amounts of 
precipitation (58 cm/yr) as LIG_FIX (28 cm/yr). Likewise, from 125 ka BP until 117 
ka BP, precipitation declines by 48 cm/yr from about 58 cm/yr to less than 10 cm/yr in 
North Africa in LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ, while this decline in LIG_FIX is only about 15 
cm/yr. 
 
A relatively cool early LIG (29.0℃) in North Africa compared to pre-industrial 
(30.2℃) is simulated in LIG_FIX and a positive temperature trend during the LIG is 
seen in this simulation (Fig. 5.1c), which is consistent with multi-model simulations 
(Lunt et al., 2013; Bakker et al., 2013; Bakker et al., 2014). In contrast, a warmer early 
LIG (about 31.5℃) than pre-industrial is seen in experiments LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ, 
which confirms the positive impacts of dynamical vegetation on surface temperature. 
Different from the positive temperature trend in LIG_FIX, the surface temperature in 
North Africa decreases during the LIG in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ. After 121 ka BP, 
the temperature anomalies between LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ and LIG_FIX are small, 
indicating the end of desertification in North Africa. During this desertification phase, 
between about 123 and 121 ka BP, the changing rates of surface temperature reach a 
maximum in all three LIG simulations. 
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Fig. 5.1. Evolution of 20°N July insolation, North African precipitation, surface temperature 
and values of evaporation minus precipitation during the LIG (a, b, c, d) and Holocene (e, f, g, 
h). The blue lines and red lines are simulated results from transient experiments with 
dynamical vegetation and fixed pre-industrial vegetation, respectively. The green dots with 
error-bars are simulated results from experiments with asynchronous-coupled 'dynamical' 
vegetation. 
 
5.3.1.2 The Holocene 
During the Holocene (8.5 ka BP - 1 ka BP), precipitation (Fig. 5.1f) declines 
corresponding to the decline in July insolation at 20°N (Fig. 5.1e) in experiments with 
dynamical vegetation (HOL_VEC and HOL_LPJ) and the experiment with fixed 
pre-industrial vegetation (HOL_FIX), including enhanced variability around 6 ka BP. 
Similar precipitation trends in North Africa during the Holocene were suggested by 
previous studies (Renssen et al., 2003; Schurgers et al., 2006; Fischer and Jungclaus, 
2011; Francus et al., 2013). Although the three experiments indicate similar trends, the 
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amount of precipitation in these experiments shows large differences. From 8.5 ka BP 
to about 7 ka BP, the amount of precipitation in North Africa remains at a relatively 
high level in HOL_VEC and HOL_LPJ (45 cm/yr) in comparison to the value (22 
cm/yr) in HOL_FIX. Compared to this early period, the amount of precipitation 
decreases rapidly from 40 cm/yr to 30 cm/yr with increased variability during the 
period between 7 ka BP to 5 ka BP in HOL_VEC, but this precipitation trend is more 
gradual in HOL_FIX than in HOL_VEC. Subsequently, the annual precipitation 
decreases gradually to a relatively low level (around 20 cm/yr) at 2 ka BP, in particular 
in experiments HOL_VEC and HOL_FIX. However, the reduction in precipitation in 
HOL_LPJ is much more modest (from about 40 to 35 cm/yr) over the 8.5 to 2 ka BP 
period, which could be related to the simulated vegetation distribution and spatial 
divergence in North Africa (Fig. 5.2f). 

 
Fig. 5.2. Total vegetation cover during the LIG (a) and Holocene (b). The blue lines are 
simulated results from transient experiments with dynamical vegetation (LIG_VEC and 
HOL_VEC). The light green dots with error-bars are simulated results from experiments with 
asynchronous-coupled 'dynamical' vegetation (LIG_LPJ and HOL_LPJ). The dark green dots 
with error-bars are vegetation results from LPJ-GUESS forced offline with climatic forcing 
from LIG_VEC and HOL_VEC. The blue, red and light green horizontal lines indicate 
pre-industrial vegetation cover from PI_VEC, PI_FIX and PI_LPJ, respectively. 
 
During the period from 8.5 ka BP to 7 ka BP, a warmer North Africa (31.2℃) 
compared to pre-industrial (30.2℃) is suggested by HOL_VEC and HOL_LPJ (Fig. 
5.1g), but a lower surface temperature is shown in HOL_FIX (29.0℃). A subsequent 
cooling trend from 7 ka BP to 2 ka BP is found in HOL_VEC, but this trend is hardly 
seen in HOL_FIX, indicating that vegetation feedbacks characterize temperature 
changes in this region in HOL_VEC, in agreement with earlier studies (Renssen et al., 
2003; Bakker et al., 2014). In contrast, no clear temperature change is simulated in 
HOL_LPJ. This difference in surface temperature between HOL_VEC and HOL_LPJ 
reflects different magnitudes of vegetation feedbacks under different dynamical 
vegetation conditions.  
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5.3.2 North African vegetation evolutionsand feedbacks 
5.3.2.1 The LIG 
Vegetated North Africa experienced transitions to desert in experiments LIG_VEC and 
LIG_LPJ, during which the magnitudes of vegetation feedbacks through albedo and 
surface evaporation to climate differ between LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ when 
comparing with LIG_FIX. These different magnitudes of vegetation feedbacks on 
climate are the result of simulated vegetation distributions, which influence the 
radiative energy through amplifying surface albedo under certain amounts of insolation. 
During the early LIG (127 ka BP -125 ka BP), the Sahara region is covered with 
vegetation (> 70%) in both LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ (Fig. 5.2a). Vegetation cover 
mainly declines in the northwestern part of the region from 123 ka BP onwards (Fig. 
5.3). The rates of vegetation cover declines accelerate from 123 ka BP in these two 
experiments (Fig. 5.2a), with a steeper trend in LIG_VEC. The rate of this decline 
reaches a peak at 122 ka BP in LIG_VEC, while it is later in LIG_LPJ (at 121 ka BP). 
This faster vegetation transition in LIG_VEC than in LIG_LPJ is related to the 
different complexities of vegetation components, as discussed in detail by Li et al. 
(Chapter 4 of this thesis). This finding that higher vegetation diversity leads to a more 
gradual vegetation change is consistent with previous studies on vegetation transitions 
during the Holocene (Claussen, 2009; Hely et al., 2013; Li et al., 2019). 
 
Corresponding to the vegetation transitions in the LIG experiments, the impacts of 
vegetation-climate feedbacks are revealed by comparisons between 
LIG_VEC/LIG_LPJ and LIG_FIX. A general decline in precipitation during the LIG 
(Fig. 5.1b) is simulated in LIG_FIX, corresponding to the general decline in summer 
insolation at 20°N (Fig. 5.1a). Compared to LIG_FIX, enhanced vegetation covers (Fig. 
5.2a) accompanied by relatively high levels of precipitation (Fig. 5.1b) are simulated in 
LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ, indicating the effects of vegetation feedbacks on 
precipitation. These effects are positive with maximum magnitudes during the early 
LIG due to high vegetation cover (Fig. 5.2a). This positive feedback of vegetation to 
precipitation is continuously accepted as the consequence of changes in albedo 
(Charney, 1975; Eltahir, 1996; Eltahir and Gong, 1996; Braconnot et al., 1999; 
Schurgers et al., 2007; Levis et al., 2004; Vamborg et al., 2011). Based on our LIG 
experiments, the effect of vegetation feedback on precipitation decreases with the 
decreasing vegetation cover due to the increasing surface albedo, and this effect on 
precipitation becomes close to 0cm/yr at 121 ka BP after desertification. 
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Fig. 5.3. Total vegetation cover anomalies during the LIG (left two columns) and Holocene 
(right two columns) in the top panel, compared to simulated pre-industrial vegetation (PI, 
bottom panels) from LPJ-GUESS (left) and VECODE (right). 
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5.3.2.2 The Holocene 
Vegetation cover (Fig. 5.2b) decreases gradually from 60% to 5% during the period 
between 8.5 ka BP and 2 ka BP in HOL_VEC, while it indicates more fluctuations in 
HOL_LPJ. A minor decline in vegetation cover around 6 ka BP is shown in HOL_LPJ, 
and this decline continues with large variability after 6 ka BP. Such gradual vegetation 
decline have also been found in terrestrial records (e.g., Kröpelin et al., 2008; Amaral 
et al., 2012) and simulations (e.g., Renssen et al., 2003; Schurgers et al., 2006), but 
they are inconsistent with the abrupt decline suggested by dust records (de Menocal et 
al., 2000) and simulations (Liu et al., 2007; Notaro et al., 2008). One important reason 
for this discrepancy is the spatial heterogeneity during the vegetation transition. For 
example, Renssen et al. (2003) found a gradual vegetation decline in the western part 
of the Sahara, yet Liu et al. (2007) suggested abrupt vegetation decrease in the eastern 
part of the Sahara, and even Claussen (1999) and Wang et al. (2005) found abrupt and 
gradual declines in the whole Sahara, respectively. The other reason of the gradual 
vegetation decline and large variability in HOL_LPJ could be the asynchronously 
coupling of LPJ-GUESS to iLOVECLIM (Fig. 5.2). In such coupling, the simulated 
vegetation is averaged every 10 years and is then passed back to ECBilt as static land 
surface parameters. Thus, the vegetation transition could be easily smoothed. Likewise, 
the discrepancy between the vegetation decline simulated by LPJ-GUESS offline 
(directly forced by climate from HOL_VEC) and HOL_LPJ also increases from 6 ka 
BP, confirming the increasing impacts of the asynchronous coupling on vegetation 
during the Holocene when the summer insolation and precipitation decline gradually 
(Fig. 5.1). 
 
In order to investigate the spatial heterogeneity of Holocene vegetation transitions in 
the Sahara, we calculated regional-scale (the western and eastern parts of North Africa) 
features for climate and vegetation changes in HOL_VEC and HOL_LPJ. Similar to 
the evolution of vegetation in the whole Sahara, the vegetation cover declines 
gradually during the Holocene in the western part of the Sahara (Fig. 5.4a), but it 
experiences a slight drop around 6 ka BP in the eastern part (Fig. 5.4b). The gradual 
decline in vegetation cover over western North Africa is consistent with simulations by 
Renssen et al. (2003), in response to the gradual declines in precipitation and summer 
insolation at 20°N. In contrast, although the slight drop around 6 ka BP over eastern 
North Africa is also seen in simulations by Liu et al. (2007), the magnitude of this 
vegetation decline is much weaker than in their study. The different magnitudes could 
be related to the differences in model complexity and also to the selection of a specific 
area in eastern North Africa. This spatial heterogeneity suggests that the abruptness of 
vegetation decline is a regional-scale feature (Brovkin and Claussen, 2008). 
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Fig. 5.4. Evolution of western (a) and eastern (b) part of North African precipitation, surface 
temperature, evaporation, soil moisture and total vegetation cover during the Holocene. 
 
The magnitudes of vegetation feedback to climate during the Holocene are dependent 
on different vegetation cover in the Holocene experiments (Fig. 5.1f). Compared to the 
pre-industrial (about 12 cm/yr), precipitation gradually declines from 20 cm/yr to 16 
cm/yr during the period (8.5 ka BP - 2 ka BP) in HOL_FIX, corresponding to the 
enhanced atmospheric moisture transport by the monsoonal circulation under the high 
summer insolation at 20°N (Fig. 5.1e). Compared to HOL_FIX, the impacts of 
dynamical vegetation in HOL_VEC on precipitation decline gradually from 27 cm/yr 
at 8.5 ka BP to 5 cm/yr at 2 ka BP in response to the reduced vegetation cover (Fig. 
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5.3). A similar impact of 25 cm/yr on precipitation is shown in HOL_LPJ (Fig. 5.1f) at 
8 ka BP due to the similar level of vegetation cover to HOL_VEC. However, the trends 
of this vegetation change indicate large fluctuations in HOL_LPJ (Fig. 5.1f, 5.2b) due 
to its complex vegetation cover changes. The increased precipitation (roughly a factor 
of 2) in HOL_LPJ and HOL_VEC compared to the fixed pre-industrial vegetation 
counterpart (HOL_FIX) is consistent with strong vegetation feedbacks suggested by 
previous simulations (Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Renssen et al., 2003; Rachmayani et 
al., 2015) and mid-Holocene reconstructions (Bartlein et al., 2011). 
 
5.3.3 Comparisons between the LIG and Holocene 
The climate and vegetation changes in North Africa during the LIG and the Holocene 
share many common aspects (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2): 1) the amount of precipitation 
decreases in responses to the reduction in summer insolation at 20°N during both 
interglacials, 2) land surface in this region experienced transition from vegetated cover 
to desert cover during the two interglacials, 3) the effect of vegetation feedback to 
precipitation reaches its maximum during the early period of both interglacials. In 
addition to these common features, the main differences between the two interglacials 
are the stronger amplitudes of climate and vegetation changes during the LIG than the 
Holocene. 
 
During the early period of both the LIG and Holocene simulations, land surface was 
dominantly covered by vegetation with only a small proportion of desert in North 
Africa. This is in agreement with the 'Green Sahara' suggested by reconstructions (e.g., 
Prentice et al., 2000) and simulations (e.g., Renssen et al., 2003; Schurgers et al., 2006, 
2007). Compared to the pre-industrial, the higher summer insolation during the early 
LIG and Holocene induces a stronger summer monsoon, resulting in more moisture 
transported from the Atlantic to the continent and therefore supporting a larger 
vegetation cover (Fig. 5.2). The large vegetation cover amplified regional climate 
through changes in surface albedo and evaporation, as the effects of biogeophysical 
feedbacks to climate. The summer insolation at 20°N around 125 ka BP is higher by 15 
W/m2 than around 8.5 ka BP (490 W/m2), resulting in a higher amount of precipitation 
by about 12 cm/yr and slight higher vegetation cover by 14% around 125 ka BP. 
Interestingly, the amounts of precipitation in experiments with dynamical vegetation 
are about twice the values in experiments with fixed pre-industrial vegetation during 
both interglacials when their total vegetation cover is above 60%. This fact indicates 
that vegetation cover plays a central role in the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks, 
which is consistent with the finding that the varying precession is the pacemaker of the 
African monsoon with anearly linear relation between summer insolationand 
precipitation (Schurgers et al., 2006, 2007; Tuenter et al., 2007; Rachmayani et al., 
2016). 
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During the transition period from vegetation to desert, vegetation experiences faster 
decline during the LIG (about 12 %/ka) than in the Holocene (about 4 %/ka), 
corresponding to faster decline in summer insolation at 20°N (compare Fig 5.2 with 
Figs. 5.1a and 5.1d). This faster transition during the LIG can also be seen in the 
development of precipitation, evaporation and soil moisture in all our simulations. 
During the vegetation transition in both interglacials, the relationship between 
vegetation cover and surface albedo and the relationship between surface albedo and 
precipitation are nearly linear (Fig. 5.5), showing the active role of surface albedo in 
vegetation feedback to precipitation. In these transition phases, the amount of 
precipitation becomes the most important limiting factor for vegetation growth in the 
Sahara. The vegetated Sahara is sustained when the amount of precipitation is larger 
than about 40cm/yr (Fig. 5.5), which is consistent with the requirement of precipitation 
by more than 37 cm/yr for sustaining vegetation in region (18-23°N, 11-36°E; Liu et 
al., 2006; Hopcroft et al., 2017). 

 
Fig. 5.5. The relationship between a) precipitation and vegetation cover; b) vegetation cover 
and surface albedo; c) surface albedo and precipitation with dynamical vegetation from 
VECODE during two interglacials; d) precipitation and vegetation cover; e) vegetation cover 
and surface albedo; f) surface albedo and precipitation with dynamical vegetation from 
LPJ-GUESS during two interglacials. 
 
In the transition periods during both interglacials, the slope of relationship between 
precipitation and summer insolation at 20°N increases when this insolation is greater 
than about 470 W/m2 (Fig. 5.6). This enhanced slope suggests that insolation is the 
driver of precipitation change and that the positive biogeophysical vegetation 
feedbacks adjust the amount of precipitation in North Africa in response to the high 
vegetation cover (Fig. 5.5a, 5.5d). In addition, several studies found negative 
vegetation feedbacks to precipitation during the Holocene through the mechanism that 
evaporation from the bare ground appears to be stronger than evapotranspiration from 
grassland under wet conditions, during which the differences in surface albedo 
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between wet soil and vegetation are small (Liu et al., 2007; Notaro et al., 2008; Wang 
et al., 2008). However, this negative feedback is not seen in our Holocene experiments, 
which could be related to the fixed surface albedo of bare soil that is not a function of 
water content in our experiments, leading to an overestimation of the positive 
vegetation-albedo feedback.  

 

Fig. 5.6. The relationship between insolation at 20°N and precipitation with dynamic 
vegetation from LPJ-GUESS (a) and VECODE (b) during two interglacials, with blue dots 
representing the LIG and green dots representing the Holocene. For reference, also the results 
of HOL_FIX, LIG_FIX and PI are included. 
 
Although the positive vegetation feedbacks enhance the amount of precipitation in 
North Africa during both interglacials, the mechanism of vegetation transitions during 
the two interglacials could be different, in particular during the transition periods. 
During the transition in the LIG (Fig. 5.1b, 5.2a), the decline in vegetation and 
precipitation are featured by large variability. In contrast, these reductions during the 
Holocene are gradual compared to the LIG (Fig. 5.1f, 5.2b). Based on a series of 
sensitivity experiments by Liu et al. (2006), vegetation collapse in North Africa could 
occur when vegetation feedback to precipitation is strong with rapid declines in 
precipitation or the feedback is weak with gradual decreasing precipitation. In their 
study, the vegetation feedback to precipitation is strong when the amount of 
precipitation due to the vegetation feedback is greater than the precipitation range for 
the transition of equilibrium vegetation from the green state to desert state. In our case, 
the abrupt vegetation transition during the LIG could be a result of a strong vegetation 
feedback combined with rapidly decreasing precipitation, while the gradual vegetation 
transition during the Holocene could be related to the combination of strong vegetation 
feedback with gradually decreasing precipitation. Moreover, in VECODE, larger 
variability in precipitation and vegetation is seen in experiments with dynamic 
vegetation than in LPJ-GUESS. One reason of their difference is the higher complexity 
of LPJ-GUESS, which simulates more gradual vegetation responses when more plant 
types interact with climate, consistent with other studies (Claussen et al., 2013; Hely et 
al., 2014; Li et al., 2019). Another reason could be the asynchronous coupling of 
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LPJ-GUESS to iLOVECLIM, which affects the vegetation transition largely, in 
particular during the Holocene when the summer insolation and precipitation decline 
gradually (Section 5.3.2.2). 
 
5.3.4 Uncertainties 
One source of uncertainty is related to the spatial vegetation heterogeneity, in 
particular during the Holocene when the reduction in summer insolation at 20°N is 
rather gradual compared to the LIG. In order to find the signal of abrupt vegetation 
decline in Sahara during the Holocene, we investigated the evolutions of vegetation 
and climate over the western and eastern part of North Africa. We do find consistent 
vegetation declines with previous studies and regional-scale features of vegetation 
changes. However, the coarse resolution of our climate model limits our scope of 
vegetation heterogeneity into details, which smooths the simulated results and affects 
the abruptness of transitions especially when the external forcing (insolation) is around 
the threshold of vegetation transition. In addition, Bathiany et al. (2012) showed that 
because of spatial interactions, abrupt changes in one region can be induced by critical 
transitions in the neighboring region. Thus, an abrupt change can occur in one region 
triggered by strong vegetation-atmosphere interaction in a neighboring region. These 
'inducing tipping of ecosystems' (Bathiany et al., 2013a; 2013b) are hardly proven by 
our simulations. We therefore recommend that more studies on regional-scale 
vegetation-climate interactions by fully coupled AOVGCMs should be carried out, as 
well as comparisons with results of counterparts from EMICs to explore the 
regional-scale features and to improve our understanding of climate and vegetation 
sensitivity to these small-scale features in North Africa. 
 
A second major source of uncertainty is related to the land surface parameters (surface 
albedo and vegetation covers) provided to ECBilt, resulting in vegetation feedbacks to 
climate. In our study, the value of albedo for each PFT is prescribed, implying that this 
value in each grid cell is decided by fractions of PFTs and is passed back to ECBilt 
through full- or asynchronous- coupling. The prescribed albedo value for bare soil 
(0.33) could exaggerate the simulated positive vegetation-albedo feedback during the 
interglacials, especially during the transition periods when the soil moisture could be 
higher than typically found in deserts. This overestimation is obvious, in particular 
during the Holocene when the summer insolation at 20°N declines rather gradually. 
Therefore, more studies on albedo values of bare soil with different water retentions 
and the parameterizations of these mechanisms in climate models could improve the 
understanding of vegetation-climate interactions.  
 
In addition, there are two vegetation models in this study. VECODE, fully coupled to 
ECBilt, suggests more abrupt vegetation and climate changes than LPJ-GUESS which 
is asynchronously coupled to ECBilt during both interglacials. The main reason for this 
difference could be related to their different complexity. The faster vegetation 
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transition in VECODE confirms the hypothesis that the low diversity implies a high 
likelihood for abrupt transitions (Scherer-Lorenzen, 2005; Claussen et al., 2013; Hely 
et al., 2014; Li et al., 2019a). Moreover, the simulated vegetation in the 
asynchronously coupled LPJ-GUESSis averaged every 10 years and is then passed 
back to ECBilt as static land surface parameters. Hence, the transition from green 
Sahara to desert is easily smoothed, and the feedback is thereby underestimated. In 
order to narrow down the uncertainty in terms of the asynchronous coupling during 
simulations, we prefer the full dynamical coupling of LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt in the 
future, which could enhance the robustness in climate-vegetation interaction 
simulations.  
 

5.4. Conclusions 

In this study, we compare the climate and vegetation changes over North Africa during 
the Holocene and the LIG using the climate model iLOVECLIM in which the 
vegetation component is either the fully coupled VECODE model or the 
asynchronously coupled LPJ-GUESS model. We address three scientific questions: 1) 
Are the evolutions of NA vegetation during the two interglacials simulated by 
iLOVECLIM with different vegetation components consistent? 2) Are the evolutions 
of NA vegetation different during the Holocene and LIG and what are the dominating 
factors? 3) How the NA vegetation geophysical feedbacks work on climate during the 
Holocene and LIG? 
 
From the comparison of simulated vegetation and climate changes over North Africa 
for the Holocene and the LIG, we find overall agreement on a transition from 
vegetated Sahara (with more than about 60% vegetation cover) to desert and positive 
vegetation feedbacks to climates during both interglacials. During both interglacials, 
the abruptness of vegetation transitions is weakened when the complexity of vegetation 
components in the climate model increases since the increasing vegetation diversity 
and features of different PFTs smooth the desertification trend. As a result, the 
simulations with a relative complex vegetation component (LPJ-GUESS) suggest a 
gradual vegetation transition compared to simulations with a simple vegetation 
component (VECODE). Except for the impacts of the applied vegetation model, the 
simulated Sahara vegetation transitions are nearly linearly related to the decreasing 
summer insolation at 20°N. Due to the faster decreasing 20°N summer insolation 
during the LIG than in the Holocene, the vegetation cover experienced stronger 
reduction in the LIG. The decline of vegetation cover peaks at 25 %/ka at around 122 
ka BP, while the steepest vegetation cover change is 10 %/ka at around 6 ka. 
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The abruptness of vegetation changesis nearly linearly related to the changes of 
summer insolation at 20°N, but the effects of vegetation feedback to climate positively 
depend on vegetation cover. Vegetation feeds back to precipitation by a factor of 2 to 3 
when the vegetation cover is greater than 60% during the early LIG and Holocene 
through vegetation-albedo feedbacks. Due to the different magnitudes of declines in 
summer insolation at 20°N, the vegetation transitions during the LIG and the Holocene 
are different. During the LIG, the abrupt transition is a result of strong vegetation 
feedback combined with rapidly decreasing precipitation, while the gradual transition 
during the Holocene is related to the strong vegetation feedback and gradually 
decreasing precipitation. 
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Chapter 6 

Synthesis 

 

6.1 Main findings of this dissertation 

This thesis aims at investigating the mechanisms of climate-vegetation interactions by 
simulating climate-vegetation interactions under four different CO2 scenarios and four 
past climate changes. Chapter 2 compares the dynamic vegetation responses to changes 
in identical climate and atmospheric CO2 in two Dynamic Global Vegetation Models 
(DGVMs) with contrasting complexity. Chapter 3 simulates the vegetation responses 
to the 8.2 ka BP cooling event over Europe and Northern Africa and compares the 
simulated results with proxy-based reconstructions. In Chapter 4, we assess the 
evolutions of vegetation during the LIG and the magnitude of dynamical vegetation 
feedbacks based on a series of model experiments using the iLOVECLIM climate 
model, to which either VECODE or LPJ-GUESS was coupled as a vegetation 
component. Finally, Chapter 5 compares climate-vegetation changes during the 
Holocene and the LIG to investigate the patterns of North African vegetation 
evolutions and mechanisms of their feedbacks. Here I will summarize the main 
findings of this dissertation and answer the scientific questions presented in Chapter1.  
 
6.1.1 Impacts of model complexity on simulating climate-vegetation interactions 
(Chapter 2) 
 
a) How sensitive are the vegetation dynamics to climate and atmospheric CO2 changes 
in the two DGVMs with different complexity? 
 
Global vegetation dynamics under climate conditions in mid-Holocene and 
pre-industrial with four different levels of CO2 concentrations are simulated using the 
climate model iLOVECLIM and two DGVMs with contrasting complexity. Compared 
to the pre-industrial vegetation, both DGVMs modelled enhanced vegetation cover in 
the mid-Holocene in Northern Africa, the Middle East, and northern high latitudes. 
The magnitudes of this enhanced vegetation cover in the two DGVMs are similar, e.g., 
5% and 7% increases in Northern Africa in LPJ-GUESS and VECODE, respectively. 
The similar vegetation changes between the mid-Holocene and pre-industrial in both 
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DGVMs suggest slight impacts of DGVMs' complexity on vegetation responses to 
climate changes that are not impacted by strong changes in CO2 concentrations.  
 
In contrast, the two DGVMs suggest varying magnitudes of vegetation responses to 
pre-industrial climate conditions with different CO2 concentrations, in particular the 
stronger responses of tree cover in LPJ-GUESS than in VECODE. Under the scenario 
with a low CO2 level (140 ppm), the decline of global NPP is about 11% in 
LPJ-GUESS, which is largely less than the 31% reduction in VECODE. The smaller 
reduction in NPP in LPJ-GUESS is mainly contributed by larger extensions of tropical 
grass (Fig. 2.4) due to the more competitive C4 plants under low CO2 concentration. 
Under the scenarios with elevated CO2 level (560 ppm and 1120 ppm), the magnitudes 
of increases in NPP are larger in LPJ-GUESS than in VECODE. These more enhanced 
NPP values in LPJ-GUESS are the result of changes in primary production and 
competition between plants with different photosynthetic pathways. The large 
discrepancy of these vegetation dynamics under different CO2 concentrations between 
both DGVMs implies that the complexity of ecophysiological effects in DGVMs plays 
important roles in vegetation responses to different CO2 levels. 
 
The complexity of ecophysiological effects in DGVMs also affects vegetation 
sensitivity to climate forcing. Under the CO2 scenarios, the sensitivity of tropical tree 
to the amount of rainfall is larger in LPJ-GUESS than in VECODE due to the stronger 
changes in of water-use efficiency through the more complex eco-physiological 
processes. In VECODE, this sensitivity changes slightly (Fig. 2.9). In contrast, in 
LPJ-GUESS, tropical trees hardly become dominant under ½*CO2 scenario due to the 
development of more competitive C4 plants, while dominant distributions of tropical 
trees under the 4*CO2 scenario require only around 800 mm rainfall, much less than 
(about 1500 mm) under pre-industrial forcing. 
 
b) What are the relative uncertainties in simulating vegetation dynamics and functions 
associated with different choices of DGVMs?  
 
The DGVMs with different complexity often describe vegetation features with 
different composition of PFTs, for example, vegetation is described by composition of 
11 and 2 PFTs in LPJ-GUESS and VECODE, respectively. A downscaling of 11 PFTs 
in LPJ-GUESS to 2 PFTs in VECODE is performed for comparison purposes, but this 
process buffers detailed vegetation features to some extent. As a result, a combination 
of the downscaling approach and a standard set of vegetation types decrease 
uncertainties for vegetation comparisons among multiple DGVMs.  
 
The main differences in complexity of DGVMs are their ecophysiological processes 
and vegetation discriptions. These complexities largely affect vegetation responses to 
climate changes, in particular responses to different CO2 levels and thereby the 
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simulations of terrestrial climate-carbon feedbacks and nitrogen limitation. A positive 
terrestrial climate-carbon cycle feedback accelerates the rate of CO2 increase under 
elevated CO2, leading to reductions in tropical NPP and decreases in extra-tropical soil 
residence time (Sitch et al., 2008). The impacts of elevated CO2 on vegetation are 
therefore underestimated in different magnitudes due to the disregarded positive 
feedbacks. In addition, the possible acceleration of atmospheric carbon accumulation 
due to nitrogen cycling is disregarded, indicating overestimations in modelled carbon 
storage. Overall, studies on vegetation responses to climate changes, in particular to 
rapid climate changes with large changes in CO2 levels, N deposition and other 
nutrients, should apply DGVMs with more complex eco-physiological processes. 
 
6.1.2 Vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP cooling event over Europe and 
Northern Africa (Chapter 3) 
 
a) What is the spatial-temporal vegetation response to the 8.2 ka BP event?  
 
All dominant PFTs over Europe and North Africa respond to the 8.2 ka BP event with 
different magnitudes and timing. In Northwestern Europe (NWE) and Northeastern 
Europe (NEE), the fraction of temperate broad-leaved summergreen trees (TempBS) is 
reduced by 17% and 14% within 50 years, respectively, and boreal needle-leaved 
evergreen trees (BoNE) experiences a significant expansion (by 12% in NWE and 5% 
in NEE) after the minimum of TempBS and reaches its peak after 100 years. In 
Western Europe (WE), TempBS decreases by 7% in about 20 years, while temperate 
broad-leaved evergreen trees (TempBE) declines by only 2% in around 60 years, 
which is slower than TempBS. In Eastern Europe (EE), only TempBS decreases by 5% 
at the beginning of the event. In Southern Europe (SE), grasses expand at the expense 
of TempBE, and the tropical trees (only 2%) disappear immediately when the cooling 
starts. In North Africa, grass cover decreases by 15% in 50 years, followed by a minor 
expansion (by 2%) of TempBE. After the 8.2 ka BP event, most PFTs return to their 
pre-perturbed state, except for TempBS, which does not recover in NEE, WE and EE, 
implying a long-lasting impact of abrupt climate change on vegetation compositions. 
 
b) What is the relative contribution of temperature and precipitation anomalies to the 
vegetation response?  
 
The dominant impact factors in terms of temperature and precipitation on different 
PFTs and sub-regions are different during the 8.2 ka BP cooling event. In Northern 
Europe, the cooler temperature drives the evolution of both BoNE and TempBS, 
including more than 100% and 50% contribution for both PFTs in NWE and NEE, 
respectively. In contrast, changes in temperature and precipitation alone in WE and 
EEare not sufficient to drive the decrease of TempBS, implying the importance of 
lower temperature on weakening vegetation drought stress through reductions of 
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evaporation in these regions. In SE, temperature contributes up to 95% to the 
disappearance of tropical trees but changes in precipitation contribute more (82%) to 
TempBE responses than temperature. In NA, the decline of grass cover is caused by 
changes in both temperature and precipitation, with 35% contributions of their synergy 
effects and more than 50% contributions from decreases in summer precipitation. 
 
c) To what extent are vegetation simulations consistent with pollen-based 
reconstructions for the 8.2 ka BP event?  
 
The simulated vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP event are general in agreement 
with pollen records from Europe. The consistent features are: 1) in Northern Europe, 
the simulated declines of TempBS and rapid declines of temperate, thermophilous 
broad-leaved pollen taxa such as Alnus, Corylus and Ulmus; the expansions of BoNE 
and boreal trees pollen percentage such as Pinus; 2) in mid-latitude Europe, a reduction 
of temperate tree PFTs and pollen percentages; 3) in Southern Europe, a distinct 
decrease in TempBE (Quercus.evergreen in pollen) and an increase in grass (e.g., 
Ephedra in pollen). After the 8.2 ka BP event, the unrecovered TempBS cover in 
mid-latitude Europe is also consistent with unrecovered pollen percentages of Corylus 
in two high-resolution pollen records. This implies the long-lasting impacts of abrupt 
climate change on vegetation, but such long-lasting impacts are not seen in pollen 
record in NEE and EE. Overall, the model-based and pollen-based vegetation 
comparisons during abrupt climate changes are trend comparisons currently due to the 
different temporal-spatial resolution of model and data.  
 
6.1.3 Climate-vegetation interactions during the LIG (Chapter 4) 
 
a) How abrupt is the `green-to-desert` vegetation transition in the Sahara during the 
LIG? What is the magnitude of dynamic vegetation feedbacks during the LIG? 
 
The vegetation cover in the Sahara was up to 70% during the early LIG when the 
summer insolation at 20°N is relatively high. Corresponding to the vegetation cover in 
the Sahara, the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks to climate peak at the early LIG and 
decrease during the LIG at a local scale. During the early LIG, the amounts of North 
African precipitation in simulations (LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ) with dynamical 
vegetation (~60 cm/yr) are about twice as large as in the simulation (LIG_FIX) with 
fixed pre-industrial vegetation (~30 cm/yr), and surface temperatures are higher by 
about 2.5℃ in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ (31.5℃). This vegetation feedback to climate 
is not only strong on this local scale, the green Sahara feedback also provides up to 30% 
of the total contribution of global vegetation feedbacks to high latitudinal warming at 
the global scale. 
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From 123 ka BP, vegetation cover in the Sahara decreased in response to the declines 
in summer insolation at 20°N. The desertification rate peaks at 122 ka BP, with a rate 
of 25%/ka and 15%/ka in VECODE (LIG_VEC) and LPJ-GUESS (LIG_LPJ), 
respectively. Corresponding to the reduction of vegetation cover, the effects of 
vegetation feedbacks to climate decrease in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ. The 
desertification is accelerated when the magnitude of positive vegetation feedbacks on 
precipitation cannot offset the moisture deficit due to decreased summer insolation. In 
LIG_VEC, the feedback to precipitation declines by 21 cm/yr from 123 ka BP to 121 
ka BP, with <1 cm/yr after 121 ka BP. In LIG_LPJ, this feedback also decreases 
rapidly from 123 ka BP to 121 ka BP by 15 cm/yr, following a slower reduction from 8 
cm/yr to <1 cm/yr from 121 ka BP to 119 ka BP. Likewise, the vegetation feedback to 
temperature keeps reducing from 2.8℃ to 2.0℃ in LIG_LPJ, while it reduces from 2.5℃ 
to 0℃ and becomes slightly negative after 121 ka BP in LIG_VEC. 
 
b) To what extent are discrepancies between reconstructions and simulations related to 
vegetation feedbacks in the Sahara? 
 
The consistent underestimations of simulated temperature for the early LIG (125 ka BP) 
in the experiment with fixed pre-industrial vegetation (LIG_FIX) are in agreement 
with multi-model simulations. The LIG experiments with dynamical vegetation 
(LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ) improve this agreement with the proxies effectively, in 
particular in the high latitudes and the tropics. In boreal regions, trees extend further 
north and tree covers are up to 50% higher in 125 ka BP relative to pre-industrial 
conditions, resulting in a positive surface temperature anomaly (>2.5℃) compared to 
the pre-industrial. Likewise, in North Africa, positive surface temperature anomalies 
(~1.5℃) are found. In addition, the stronger annual mean temperature trend during the 
LIG in LIG_VEC and LIG_LPJ at all latitudes indicates this warming effect of 
vegetation at a global scale, but they still underestimate the change in temperature 
compared to reconstructions. 
 
6.1.4 Comparison of the Green-to-desert Sahara transitions between the Holocene 
and the LIG (Chapter 5) 
 
a) Are the evolutions of NA vegetation during the Holocene and the LIG simulated by 
iLOVECLIM with different vegetation components consistent?  
 
During both interglacials, the abruptness of vegetation transitions is weaker in 
experiments (LIG_LPJ and HOL_LPJ) with vegetation from LPJ-GUESS than those 
(LIG_VEC and HOL_VEC) with vegetation from VECODE. The more gradual 
vegetation transitions in LIG_LPJ and HOL_LPJ are probably the result of the higher 
complexity than VECODE. The more complex vegetation component has increased 
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vegetation diversity and features of different PFTs, and thereby smoothing the 
desertification trend. 
 
b) Are the evolutions of NA vegetation different during the Holocene and LIG, and 
what are the dominant factors?  
 
During the Holocene and the LIG, we find an overall agreement on the transition from 
vegetated Sahara (with more than about 60% vegetation cover) to desert. Vegetation 
cover decreases with declines of the incoming moisture transport by the atmosphere 
due to the reduced summer insolation at 20°N, weakenning summer monsoon during 
both interglacials. These vegetation transitions are nearly linearly related to the 
summer insolation declines at 20°N, thereby resulting in faster declines of vegetation 
cover during the LIG than in the Holocene. The decline of vegetation cover peaks at 
25%/ka at around 122 ka BP, while during the Holocene the steepest vegetation cover 
decline is 10%/ka at around 6 ka. 
 
c) How do the NA vegetation biogeophysical feedbacks affect the climate during the 
Holocene and the LIG? 
 
The effects of vegetation feedbacks to climate are positive, in particular during the 
early periods of the two interglacials. The magnitudes of these positive effects depend 
on vegetation cover. During the early LIG and Holocene, vegetation strengthens 
precipitation by a factor of 2 to 3 through the vegetation-albedo feedback when the 
vegetation cover is greater than 60%. The magnitudes of this positive 
vegetation-albedo feedback weaken with the reductions of vegetation cover, thereby 
accelerating the desertification particularly when this positive effect cannot offset the 
reduction of precipitation due to weaker summer monsoon. In the meantime, the 
possible negative vegetation-evaporation feedbacks enhance the loss of soil moisture 
and vegetation cover. Overall, the vegetation transition is abrupt during the LIG as a 
result of this feedback and rapidly decreasing precipitation in response to faster 
declines in summer insolation at 20°N, while the transition is gradual during the 
Holocene due to the strong vegetation feedback and gradual decreasing precipitation. 
 

6.2 Remaining issues and outlook 

The studies presented in this thesis provide several new insights into the 
climate-vegetation interactions under different climate changes. Obviously, there are 
still a far greater number of questions calling for answering in future research. 
Hereafter, some suggestions are offered for further works to complement the present 
research and advance our knowledge with respect to the climate-vegetation interactions 
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under climate change, more specifically in terms of: 1) vegetation simulation; 2) 
model-data comparisons, and 3) climate-vegetation interactions. 
 
Vegetation simulation. Vegetation dynamics are simulated by many different models. 
On the one hand, a mean vegetation condition from simulations by multiple models 
could decrease the systematic error effectively. On the other hand, comparisons among 
these vegetation simulations allow us to test the sensitivity of different processes on 
vegetation responses to climate change and the feasibility of different vegetation 
models for certain scientific questions. In the current study, one source of uncertainty 
relates to the need to compare simulated vegetation between two vegetation models 
with different definitions of PFTs. We aggregated the PFTs to tree and grass based on 
PFTs cover for comparison purposes, merging more detailed vegetation responses, 
which could induce an underestimation in vegetation sensitivity. In order to assess this 
uncertainty, a standard set of vegetation types for ensembles of simulated vegetation 
could benefit for comparison purposes in future studies. Dallmeyer et al. (2019) 
introduced one approach by assigning simulated PFTs into nine-mega-biomes based on 
minimum PFT cover and few bioclimatic constraints (e.g., surface temperature), which 
follows the limitation rules in BIOME4. This approach provides comparisons of 
distributions of mega-biomes from six models under pre-industrial, mid-Holocene and 
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), unifying the scale of vegetation comparisons. However, 
quantitative indexes representing vegetation features within this scale are still called 
for to increase the multiple model comparisons in further steps.  
 
In addition, the uncertainties in vegetation simulations by DGVMs are highly related to 
the inclusion of ecosystem processes. We tested vegetation sensitivity to varying CO2 
and climate by forcing two DGVMs with identical sets of climate and CO2 change 
scenarios. Based on our results, vegetation sensitivity to climate forcing could change 
with varying CO2 due to changes in ecophysiological effects. Moreover, 
climate-carbon cycle feedbacks and limitations of nitrogen and other nutrients also 
constrain vegetation sensitivity. The fact that positive terrestrial climate-carbon cycle 
feedbacks accelerate the rate of CO2 increase was suggested via the response of land 
carbon cycle to climate change in different 21st Century greenhouse gas emission 
scenario runs (Sitch et al., 2008), but the magnitude of this acceleration is highly 
dependent on the choice of DGVM. The main contribution of their different 
magnitudes is DGVMs' different reductions in tropical NPP and decreases in 
extra-tropical soil residence time under elevated CO2 (Sitch et al., 2008). In order to 
investigate these regional climate-carbon cycle feedbacks, sensitivity experiments with 
multiple DGVMs in further studies are needed. 
 
In addition, the C-N interactions constrain the land carbon storage. Hungate et al. 
(2003) estimated upper and lower limits for possible future N supply and compared 
these with the increased requirement by vegetation (Cramer et al., 2001). Their results 
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suggest an overestimation in potential increase in ecosystem carbon storage, especially 
the fertilization effect of elevated CO2 levels. Zaehle and Dalmonech (2011) pointed 
out that nitrogen cycling leads to an acceleration of atmospheric carbon accumulation 
through reductions in both global carbon sequestration and the carbon storages. 
Moreover, Smith et al. (2014) suggested that N limitation could not only reduce 
productivity of cold- and dry-climate ecosystems relative to mesic temperate and 
tropical ecosystems, but also reduce CO2 enhancement in NPP for boreal forest. In our 
study, N limitation possibly also leads to overestimation of the vegetation and 
terrestrial carbon storage in simulations with elevated CO2, in particular the simulation 
with 4*CO2 (1120 ppm). In order to predict the vegetation changes and terrestrial 
carbon storage better in a future with elevated CO2, the functions of carbon-nitrogen 
interactions on land carbon cycle and the dependence of N limitation on climate 
conditions still need to be understood in the future. 
 
Model-data comparisons. The different scales between model and data induce large 
uncertainties during the model-data comparisons. In the case of our simulations of 
vegetation responses to the 8.2 ka BP cooling event, vegetation responses are indicated 
by PFT cover, while in the observations they are represented by percentages of specific 
pollen taxa (Seppä et al., 2007). Each PFT includes several plant species that are 
represented by pollen taxa in pollen records. Therefore, the comparisons between 
simulated PFT covers and percentages of specific pollen taxa are limited to 
trend-comparisons rather than quantitatively comparisons. For example, during the 8.2 
ka BP cooling event, we treated the decreases of TempBS in simulations as consistent 
vegetation responses with declines in thermophilous deciduous tree pollen taxa in 
records, although their proportions are different. This model-data trend-comparison is 
in fact good for semi-quantitatively model-data comparisons, but quantitative 
model-data comparisons could evaluate and improve the model's performances further.  
 
Model-data comparisons should also take into account the impacts of temporal- and 
spatial scales. For example, on the temporal scale, the duration of the 8.2 ka BP event 
is short compared to the time resolution of most of available pollen records, leading to 
a very limited number of pollen records being suitable for comparisons. Our simulation 
suggests consistent main features of vegetation responses that are recorded by pollen 
records, including the possibility of long-lasting impacts of abrupt climate change on 
vegetation, which is indicated by only two pollen records (Tinner and Lotter, 2001). In 
this case, we need more high-resolution pollen records and simulations studying on 
long-lasting impacts of abrupt climate changes on vegetation responses. On the spatial 
scale, on the one hand, the smoothed topography in our low-resolution model hardly 
allows for vegetation changes along altitude gradients, such as the expansions of pine 
forests captured in pollen at high altitudes over mid-latitudinal Europe (e.g., Tinner 
and Lotter, 2001) and Southern Europe (e.g., Davis and Stevenson, 2007). On the other 
hand, our simulation indicates a latitudinal vegetation gradient in the magnitude of 
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responses during the 8.2 ka BP event, with more pronounced responses to the severe 
cooling in the north and weaker responses to more moderate cooling in the south. This 
large-scale gradient is not clear in pollen records, probably because of the more 
inclusions of local/regional factors in pollen records. These discrepancies between 
models and data indicate that the model-data comparisons should account for the 
impacts of spatial heterogeneity on vegetation. Therefore, the sensitivity of vegetation 
simulations to spatial scale (including the scales of latitude * longitude and altitudes) 
and the impacts of spatial scale on model-data comparisons should be addressed in 
further studies. 
 
Climate-vegetation interactions. Every step during the processes of climate and 
vegetation simulation affects the estimations of climate-vegetation interactions. In our 
study, land surface parameters (surface albedo and vegetation cover) are based on 
results from two vegetation models and are passed back to ECBilt through full- or 
asynchronous coupling, resulting in vegetation feedbacks to climate. The applications 
of different vegetation models suggest desertification at different rates in North Africa 
during the LIG, implying the impacts of model complexity on vegetation simulations. 
These vegetation transitions at different rates thereby induce different magnitudes of 
vegetation feedbacks to climate. Another reason of the difference could be related to 
the asynchronous coupling of LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt. In order to investigate the 
feedback of vegetation from LPJ-GUESS to climate, it is better to apply the model 
version of fully coupled LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt for experiments. However, this version 
has not been completed, we therefore used the version of the asynchronous coupling of 
LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt instead and discussed its related uncertainties. LPJ-GUESS 
simulates dynamical vegetation responding to climate changes, but in this 
asynchronous coupling process, the simulated vegetation is averaged every 10 years 
and passed back to ECBilt as static land surface parameters. Hence, the vegetation 
variability decreased, which could weaken the simulated abruptness of the transition 
from a green Sahara to desert, leading to descripancies of the simulated vegetation 
transitions between experiments with different vegetation components. In order to 
investigate the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks to climate during the LIG, we would 
prefer a fully dynamical coupling of LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt in the future to enhance the 
robustness in climate-vegetation interaction simulations. More simulations with 
vegetation in fully coupled climate models would help to narrow down the range of 
vegetation responses and feedbacks during the LIG. 
 
Moreover, the spatial vegetation heterogeneity affects vegetation transitions and 
thereby its feedbacks to climate, in particular during the Holocene when the decline in 
summer insolation at 20°N is rather gradual compared to the LIG. In addition, 
Bathiany et al. (2012) showed that because of spatial interactions, abrupt changes in 
one region can be induced by critical transitions in the neighboring region. Thus, an 
abrupt change can occur in one region triggered by strong vegetation-atmosphere 
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interaction in a neighboring region. These induced vegetation changes (Bathiany et al., 
2013a; 2013b) are hardly proven by our simulations. I therefore recommend that more 
studies on regional-scale vegetation-climate interactions, performed with fully coupled 
AOVGCMs and comparisons with results of counterparts from EMICs to explore the 
impacts of resolutions and model parameterizations on simulated results. 
 
In addition, in iLOVECLIM the cloud cover is prescribed following the observed 
present-day configuration, with cloudless conditions over North Africa. Cloud cover 
affects the amount of radiative energy reaching land surface and thereby affects 
vegetation cover. Based on a series of sensitivity experiments by Davies et al. (2015), 
the prescribed present-day cloud cover at 6 ka BP causes a warming of 0.7-1.3℃ 
compared to a sensitivity experiment in which the modern cloud cover from the 
Amazon region was prescribed over the Sahara. This also resulted in 0.3-0.7℃ 

warming in the Arctic. Likewise, the prescribed present-day cloud cover in this thesis 
could cause a warmer North Africa and thereby stronger vegetation feedbacks than 
simulations with dynamic cloud cover. I therefore recommend performing future 
studies on the interactions among dynamic cloud cover, tropical vegetation cover 
changes, and atmospheric circulations by involving fully coupled AOVGCMs and by 
repeating the simulations with a multi-model ensemble. 
 
Another factor impacting on our simulated climate-vegetation interactions is the 
prescribed albedo value for bare soil (0.33) in our study. In reality, the surface albedo 
of bare soil is dependent on several factors, e.g., soil type, texture of soil, moisture, etc., 
leading to varying absorbed solar radiation by the land surface (Levis et al., 2004; Liu 
et al., 2007; Notaro et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Vamborg et al., 2011). Therefore, 
this fixed high value could exaggerate the simulated positive vegetation-albedo 
feedback during the interglacials, especially during the transition periods when the soil 
moisture is changing largely. This overestimation is more obvious during the Holocene, 
when the summer insolation at 20°N declines more gradually than in the LIG. 
Therefore, dynamic albedo values of bare soil with different water retentions and 
parameterizations of these mechanisms in climate models could improve the 
understanding of vegetation-climate interactions. 
 

6.3 Future research 

In summary, the following recommendations for future research may be deduced from 
the above overview: 
 
1, Study the impacts of dynamic cloud cover and albedo on climate-vegetation 
interactions, in particular in tropical regions, by involving fully coupled AOVGCMs 
and observed data; Investigations on regional climate-carbon cycle feedbacks, the 
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functions of carbon-nitrogen interactions on land carbon cycle and the dependence of 
N limitation on climate conditions with multiple DGVMs. These would be useful for 
improving our knowledge of vegetation responses to climate changes on a regional 
scale and thereby increasing the understanding the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks 
on a global scale; 
 
2, Evaluate quantitative indexes representing vegetation features for multi-model 
comparisons, and improve methods of quantitative model-data comparisons. A 
quantitative multi-model comparison provides testbeds for vegetation sensitivity to 
different climate changes, and an improvement of model-data comparison allows us to 
understand the interactions between vegetation and climate better; 
 
3, Perform sensitivity experiments with DGVMs to test vegetation sensitivity to 
different spatial scale (including the scales of latitude * longitude and altitudes). This 
helps us explain the uncertainties of simulated vegetation in terms of spatial resolution; 
 
4, Investigate the magnitude of vegetation feedbacks to climate during the LIG with a 
fully dynamical coupling of LPJ-GUESS to ECBilt to enhance the robustness in 
climate-vegetation interaction simulations. In addition, more similar simulations with 
fully coupled AOVGCMs are also called for. These simulations would help to narrow 
down the range of vegetation responses and feedbacks during the LIG. 
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